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PREFACE
Purpose
It is the purpose of the writer to preaent a study of

""

the Akkadian hymns and prayers addressed to Sin.

There has

been no such work presented to date that goes into this
detailo

uch

Included in this work will be tho transliteration,

normalization, translation, and commentary on six texts.

An

original and important aspect of tbis dissertation is the col
lation of

five tablets in text 1 and the collation of

tablets for text 2.

hree

Textual variants rill be dealt with in

the textual apparatus.

The lexica

will be covered in the commentary.

and grammatical problems
An atte 1pt will be

-ade

to use the most recent scholarly material such as the lexi
cographical material in The Ass;y,;ri_en
2
�kkadj.��pandwort�r��cb.

1cg2n�rr1 and the

The clearest and most significant movifs wil
cussed.

·or

be di -

particular interest are the concepts found in the

texts which parallel those in the Hebre� Bible and ancient
Near Eastern literature.

The writer seeks to show that an

understanding of the Akkadian hymns and prayers gives direct
insight into the hymns and prayers of the Bible.

Oftentimes

1.A
o Oppenheim 9 editor� Th� •.t:,.ss;y_FJ�2!i_™£l.
.
(Chicago: Oriental Institute j 1956 - •
2
wolfram von So en, editor, Aldradisches Handworter
bucl1 (Wiesbaden: Otto Ha_!rassowitz, 1959-)o- ··--·-iii

the Akkadian li ter-a:;._�y style, grammar, epithets 9 and idioms
of these texts may be compared to other Akkadian literaturee
Necessity
This_ study is necessary now because previous works
are becoming outdated�

Also earlier works are

ery limited

in scope usually giving attention to translation, in some
cases there are transliterations followed by translation.
Only sporadic attention ic• given to the consideration of gram
mar� literary style 9 textual problems, and religious conceptsc
This dissertation will endeavor to update the study in these
areas.

Also a number of tablets have come to light in the

past few decades which are duplicates or partial duplicates
of the major texts studied in this work.
that

11 the textua

It is impe1ative

aterial be correlated and evaluated to

gain a better understanding of each composition.
:Method
The syllable or logographic value of each sign rill
be g ven in �he transliterationc

Five dotso••e•will indicate

that the text is in bro.en condition in that place.
lacunae occur in these texts conjectures
sometimes be given:
primarily upon

Where

r restorations rill

these suggested readings will be based

imilar lines in these or other textss

jectural additions w·11 be placed in square bracketsa

Con
The

normalization and translation wi 1 follow the transcribing of
the signs.

11he norma ization will be an approxj_matlon of the

grammatical forms intended by the signso
iv

When possible� a

literal t ranslation will be made of the texts; howevers occaionally the Akkadian idiom may be rendered best by a free
translationo
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INTRODUCTION

Delimitations
The materials covered in this dissertation are the
A

Akkadian hymns and prayers directed to Sin.
be the particular object of concentration.

Six texts will
There are five

duplicate tablets under consideration in text 1; three of
the duplicates are from Sultantepe-.:.§11_ 57 rev., 57-84, STT
59 obv., 1-28, and §I! 58 rev., 25-51.

The remaining dupli-

cates of text 1 are LKA 52, obv. 2-21 and rev. 1-21 and VAT
13681 which corresponds to ~tl§. 6, lines 36-69.
with the following tablets:

Text 2 deals

K.155, B. M. 78432, and Si. 18.

Text 3 is a study of Rawlinson IV, 9, a Sumerian and Akkadian
bilingual prayer .

Two fra gments (K.3794 and Ki.1904-10-9,

157) are joined to form text 4.
enteen lines have b ee n preserved.

In text 5 (Rm.288) only sevLastly, text 6 (K.10151)
,:-

contains eleven lines addressed to Sin.

A more detailed

description of-each text is given in the introduction to each
chapt er .

The Names of the Moon-god
I\

The name Sin is the Semiti c form of the Sumerian prime
logogram dzu.EN, meaning "the lord of knowledge".

Many

Sumerolo gists have incorrectly read this name dEN.ZU. 1

That

1 s1n is spelled phonetica lly (z~.in, zu.en) in Cappadocian, however , in a few case s it is wri t ten EN . ZU; Ferris J.
Stephens, Personal Names f rorn Cµneiform I nscri t io ns of_ C~]2£docia (New Haven: Yale Univers ity Press, 1928 , p.J.

1

2

J
dzu.EN is the correct re adi ng1 is indicated by an epithet
V

applied to ISTAR.DUMU.SAL.

from the readings in text 2:28B:
dzu.E&E,A.[KAM].

-

ZU. EN.NA.A.

This is also clear

dzu. EN .NA.KAM and 2:28C

The Sumerian ideogram ZU means "to know";

ZU is also compounded in ABZU (apsB) "fresh-water ocean. 112
Possibly in the derivation of the name as well as mythology
there is suggested the association of the moon with knowledge,
tides, and primeval waters.
Early scholars searched for a Semitic derivation of
~

the name Sin.

A

Oppert compares Sin to the root i1 J
T

change. ,r'.3
argument.

71

\J) ,

"to

T

Jui=
l!!.(x),
which seemingly invalidates that
-r .,.
.,

Ha.levy makes the doubtful suggestion that the name

Sin is from a root

l V N "to

ill.illlli., "feast. 114

Jensen suggests the following etymology:

fix, determine," from which comes

1 ,' /

V

V

"Annahme einer Verwandtschaft von ~ v J , sattu, etc. mit Sin,

1 -0,

insofern ursem. ~an(aJtu urspr. bedeuten konnte ein

einzelnes Mond'jahr'."5

A strong argument in favor of the
,,..
Sumerian origin of the ·name Sin is that Semites designate the

moon by terms such .as

IT 1
-

..

,6

and

vj] · TT

which are explained

T

1 Lectures on Sumerian in Dropsie University; Edouard
Dhorme, Les r.211£12!1S de Bab lonJ_a ~~t d'As.s;y_r~, II {Paris:
Universitaires de France, 19 5J, p.Bj.

4

2 Ren~ Labat, ~uel_d•e'-o~gr§3-l2.!:!il akkadi~rn {Paris:
Imprimerle Nationale, 1959J, p. 4 5, no.6.
3 GGA {1878), 1032; cf. E. Combe, Histoire du Culte de
Sin.en Babylon1e et ~n Assyrie {Paris: P. -Geutfiner , " !908 ), p.4.
4J. Ha.levy, "Notes Assyriologiques," ~, IV (1889), 64f.

5p. Jensen, "Aga - ~

M ,"

ZA, VII (1892), 177, n.1.

6Theo Bauer, Die Ost kanaanae r {Leipzig : Verlag der
Asia Major, 1926), p.91, refers to the Semitic Moon-god TT1

~

.

4

by Semitic roots.

"'
The name Sin,
on the other hand , cannot be
A

explained by Semitic etymology.

Sin is a name ess e ntially

Sumerian in origin which had bee n borrowed by the Semites.

--

Many writers suggested that the name Sinai was derived
.
A

from the Sumerian ZU.EN and the Akkadian Sin.

This explana-

tion has been given in an effort to show that Yahweh may have

been a modified Moon-god.

Such an etymology cannot be correct

since the mounting material from ancient Canaan and Syria
,...
gives no clear record of a Moon-god named Sin. Also, the
.,,.

Canaanite name t'or the Moon-god was ~.h, not Sin.

The name

Sinai may be associated with the place named §1.n. in the plain
of Sinai as well as an ancient city of Syria.

Also in the

northeastern Delta of Egypt there was a city by the same
name. 1
A

The name given to Sin most frequently in the six texts
'
of this dissertation is d BA.

sign ~{--(, "thirty. 112

This name is w-ritten with the

The use of the number thirty coin-

cides with the invention of an organized system for the gods
following a series of numbers where Enlil the chief god is
dNINNU (50)3 and Ea is written dNIMIN (40)~

The use of this

ideogram is possibly Semitic in origin since it does not occur
in the earlier texts.

It was Sin who governe d the passing of

the months by his waxing and waning.

The lunar month con-

sisted of thirty days; the number of days in a complete lunar
!William F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christiani!,y_ (Baltimore: Johns Hopki ns University Press, 1957), p.263.
2Labat, OE• cit., p.211, no.472.
4
3
Ibid., p.213, no.473.
ill£_.' p~213, no.475.

-

5
"'
cycle became a synonym fo r the name , Sin.

The moon through

its appearance and disappearance at pre cise intervals se rved
as a basis for a calendar .

Since some ventures were happy,

while others met with difficulty, the hypothesis was formed
by the Babylonians that there were favorable and unfavorable
periods for action.
The name Nannar, "illuminator," occurs frequently:
1:1; 2:1; J:2-9; 4:1, 7, 14, 16; 5:1; and 6:1.

written in two different ways in these texts.
. •l'

the name is written with the following signs~
"dNannar."

Nannar is
Most frequently
"f t===f
~T\J-4 <\~
,
ll,,-

~A

in text 6:1 the name Nannar is written U4.SAR.

The Sumerian name, Nanna, which does not occur in these texts,
probably is not related etymologically to the name Nannar.
The name, Nanna, may be a more personal and intimate name of
the Moon-god.

In time, the name Nannar replaced the name,

Nanna, in the Akkadian texts. 1

It was as Nannar, "the illum-

inator," that he was mentioned especially in the hymns.
is the name which applies especially to the new moon.

This
How-

ever, in a Sume ria~ hymn 2 to the Moon-god, there is graphic
description of the empty rivers and marshes being filled with
water brought by Nannar.

In earliest ti mes, Nannar may have

been a water-god. 3
Another name of the Moon-god is written dAS.IM.UD,
1 nhorme, op.,ci~., p.8J.
2 Tablet 13930 in the British Museum, publishe d in CT
XV, pls. 16 and 17, 25-28.
)Frederick A• .Vanderburgh , Sumeria~ Hymns f r om the
Cunei fo rm Texts in the British Museum {New York: Columbia
University Press, 19081 , p. 44 .

s
11d Ne:.mraset."

5:9; and 6:5.

This name occurs in three places:

texts 2:19;

The name Namra~et ls a compound of namru,

"bright," from namaru, "to shine," and ~etu, "shining. "
This name means literally "bright shining. 111

The Moon Cult
Sumerian mythology forms the backdrop for this study
of moon-worship in ancient Mesopotamia.

Beneath the poly-

theistic adornments, the Sumerian texts present a rationally
formulated cosmogony.

In the following manner, the Sumerians

tried to explain the beginning of the universe and the existence of gods and men.
The first substance was the pristine sea personified
as the goddess Nammu.

The Sumerian texts do not mention her

creation or birth; it may have been assumed that the primeval
sea was eternal.

Nammu engendered the cosmic mountain composed

of heaven and earth joined together.

Heaven was represented

by the god, AN, and the earth by the earth goddess, KI.

From

the union of AN (heaven) and KI (earth) was begotten Enlil
(air).

Heaven and earth were separated by the air-god, Enlil.

From the union of Enlil and his wife Ninlil, the air-goddes s,
Nanna, the Moon-god was born.

The moon was to brighten the

heavens; he in turn begot the sun-god Utu, who outshined his
father.

2

Here it should be noted that the motif of the son,

the begotten, becoming stronger than his fath er occurs a number
1 see Tallqvist, Gotterepithe t a, p.378; text 2:5 commentary .
2

Samuel N. Kramer, Sumerian Mytholo e;:L,, revised edition
(New York : Harper Torchbooks , 1961) , p.~o.

7
of times in ancient Mesopotamia.

1

" played a more important role in earlier times than
Sin
he did just prior to the fall of Assyria.

The decline in pop-

ularity of the Moon-god is apparent from the disuse of the
~

name Sin as a theophoric element.

2

Moreover, historical inv

V

scr1ptions of the early Middle-Assyrian period show that Samasworship was more popular than that of Sin. 3 Perhaps the mili,,4
tant nature of Samas was more attractive to the A_s syrians
i,

than the mild-mannered Sin. 5

Furthermore, Sin is not mentioned

as often in the · hymns of later times.
v

More frequently Assyrian
V

A

kings addressed their oracles to Samas rather than to Sin.
Some of. the general attributes emphasized are his supremacy,
holiness, and lordship, while the personal element and terms
6
V
of affection are limited.
The worship of !star, the daughter
"
of Sin,
gained in popularity in the latter phases of Assyro-

Babylonian religion.

V

!star took to herself some of the attri-

"' in her rise to prominence, meanwhile, the worship
butes of Sin
of the Moon-god was falling into comparative obscurity.
1

Enlil, the air-god, surpasses his father An.
becomes more powerful than his father, Ea.
2

J.

c.

Marduk

.

Johann J. Stamm, Die akkadische Namen p:ebung (Leipzig:
Hinrich, 1939), p.68.

3Hillel A. Fine, Studies in Middle-Assyrian Chronology and Rel+gion (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press,
1955), p.106 n.Jo.
.
4
V
V
In reference to the ferocious nature of Samas, see
Fine, op. cit., p.106, n.Jl.

5on the meek characteristics of Sin, see Knut Tallqvist,
Akkadische Gotte repitheta (Helsingforsiae: Societas Orientalis
Fennica, 1938), pp.44 2ff.
6

Dhorme, op. cit., p.57.

8

The worship of the moon was comm on in the ancient pagan
cults of Palestine and Syria.

1

Sacrifices to him are mentioned

in the texts from Ras Shamra (1.14; 5.11, 14).

2

The popu-

larity of the moon-cult a mong western Semites is attested by
the use of personal names bearing the name of the Moon-god. 3
V
4
By the name Sahar the moon was worshipped in Arabia and
Syria.

Under the name Kusu9, 5 moon-worship is attested in

Hurrian (Horite) texts from Ugarit (4.16).
Worship of the heavenly bodies was opposed in the Old
Testament (Deut. 4:19; 17:J).

Nevertheless, ancient pagan

worship of the moon was officially adopted by Manasseh (II
Kings 21:3, 5).

Other kin gs and the people generally contin-

ued the aposta te rites (Jer. 8:2), eve n thou gh Josiah prohibited moon-worship in 621 B.C. (II Kings 23:5).

Two char-

acteristics of moon-worship are alluded to in the Bible:

the

worship of the moon on roof tops (Jer 19:13; Zeph. 1:5) and
6
the custom of reverently s a luting the moon (Job 31:26 - 27).
In ancient Iranian mythology the moon was invo ked be\iheodor :a:~ Gaster, "Moon," The Int!=3N
rpreter' s Diction~ry of the Bible, III, 4J6.
. 2See Theodor H. Gaster , "On a Pro to-He brew Poem fro m
Ras Shamra ," JBL, LVII, (1938), 81-87; Albre cht Goetze, "The
Niklral Poem from Ras Shamra , 11 ~
'
LX (1941), 353-74.

3Gaster, .Jlm:, III, 436.
4
See Ditlef Niels en , Die altarabische mond,;r-e,;I.igiQ!L
£Q£ die W2..§fil..~ef£rugg ' tstrass burg : K. J. Trubner ,
190If} , pp. J iff ; G. Ry c h-inans, Les Rel ~.e;1- on§._!}rabes Pr~J...tl§l11i9..™
(Louvain: Bibliotheque du Museon , 1951), ppAO-Ti4:

~.A.Speiser, JQ.trodl!£~1.£n to, Hurriall (New Haven:
American Sc hoo ls of Oriental Research , 1941), p.16.
6Gaster , 9 p. C~i•, 4) 6.

9
V

cau se of its benefici a l power (X§:tl, vii. 1-7).

The phases of

the moon were noted specifically in a number of texts (e.g.
v

Yasna, xliv.J; Yast, vii.2-4).

The Iranians observed a rela-

tionship between the moon and tides, while eclipses were supposedly brought by the intervention of two heavenly bodies that
orbit below the sun and moon. 1
The moon did not hold an important position in ancient
Egyptian religion; it was associated with Thout, the white
ibis-god, who served as the judge of god and man.

The moon

was sometimes called the weaker eye of' the heavenly god, a
reappearance of the sun in weaker form at night.

Furthermore,

the Moon-god was sometimes portrayed as riding a heavenly ship
across the sky.

2

The Cult Centers
The connection of Nannar with Ur is similar to the reV

V

lationship of Samas to Sippar.

Ur was so closely identlfied

with the Moon-god that it was called the city of Na.nnar.

The

worship of the Moon-god was not limited to Ur, but it was there
that moon-worship gained the greatest fa.me and importance.

The

theophoric names which employ various names of the Moon-god
bear witness to the widespread observance of moon-worship.
The remains of the ancient city of Ur are found between Eridu and the banks of the Euphrates.

This widespread

1

A. v. Williams Jackson, "Sun, Moon, and Stars," Enc;yclo pedia of Reli g~ on and_™£_~, edited by James Hastings,
XII, 85-8t).
2

..

Wilhelm M. Muller, Th~ Myth2;];£.e.iL$?f _All . Rac e~ , edited
by L.H. Gray, XII( Boston : Marshall Jones Co., 1918), pp.JJf'.

10
settlement is one of the southernmost in Mesopotamia.

After

others made a number of earlier efforts, 1 Sir Leonard Woolley
began the first systema tic excavations of this site in 1922.
This location provided a valuable collection of historical
tablets, legal and business documents, and the dramatic discovery of the famous royal tombs.

2

Scholarly and literary

texts were uncovered which include tablets almost as old as
those from Djemdet Nasr to those tablets as late as Persian
and Seleucid times.3

Ur is one of the few cities of Mesopo-

tamia which encompasses the entire known history of the area.
Next to Ur, Barran
is the place most famous for its
_,
moon-worship. 4

Situated in Upper Mesopotamia, garran was first

attested in tab1ets from Bogazkoy~ later in the Old Testament,
and especially in the royal inscriptions of Assyria.5

Barran,
..,

which means "road, highway," was situated upon one of the main ·
caravan routes from Mesopotamia to Syria and the Mediterranean
coast. 6

Barran
become the route for migrations toward Syria
...

because it was easier to detour by the north than to cross the
desert.

When the Assyrian Empire expanded westward, ~arran

1 William K. Loftus, Travels and Researches in Chaldea
and Susiana (London:

J. Nisbe t, 1957), p. i6~ .

2

Charles L. Woolley, Ur Excavations. II• The Royal
Ceme tery (Oxford: Oxford University Press, i9Yf}.,

3A. Leo Oppenheim, Ancien~ Mesop9tamia:

Dead Civilization (Chicago:
19;4), pp. 4 o6r i: ·

P.2.rtrait of
University of Chicago Press,

4 w. F. Albright, "Abram the Hebrew; a New Archaeological Inte rpretation" BASOR, No.163 (1961), 46.

5

.

Oppenheim, 9 p. cit., p . 395.

6Albright, o:e• pit., 44.

.,- -4

• '

11
was conquered and it became one of the most important cities
in Assyria.

Near the end of the Assyrian Empire, a coalitiou

of the Babylonians and Medes routed Asuruballit and his allies,
•

driving t hem across the Euphrates River.

Barran was sacked

and its tremendous collection of treasure was carried a way.
The temple of Sin, Ehulhul,
the chief shrine of Northern
..,
_,
Mesopotamia , was left a smoldering heap by the barbarian invaders.

1

Few attempts had been made in the past to excavate in
the plain of garran; the history of the area depended upon
little incidenta l references.

This lack of informati on has

been remedied l argely by the excavatio n of Sultant epe and the
publication of a collection of tablets by O. R. Gurney and J.
J. Finkelstein.

2

Very early in the history of Mesopotamia both Ur and
Barran were basically similar reli gi ou sly and politically.
Likewise, in a corresponding period in Egyptian history, two
kingdoms co-existed which were known reli gi ously as "followers of Ho r us. 113

Iq. these and corresponding case s of ancient

history the similarities may be du e to the immigration of
peoples _o f common ori gin .

The migrations of the Hebrew patri -

archs were connec ted with politic~l changes in Babylonia.
They tra velled fro m Ur to §arrin; there appears to have been
1

!!21£_.

2o. R. Gurney and J. J. Finkelstein, The Sultantep~
Tablets (London: Briti sh Inst. of Archaeology at Ankara, 1957).

3Juliu s Levry , " The Assyro-Ba bylonian Cult of the Moo n
and Its Culmination at the Time of Nabonidus," !ill.Q!., XIX

(1945-1946 ), 482f.
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a cultural and historical kinship existing between the two
cities.

It was no accident that the Moon- god was the patron

deity of ooth places.

1

Nabonidus (555-539 B.C.), the last king of Babylonia,
showed the greatest interest in moon-worship.

His birth in

garran, as the son of a priestess of this god, may have
affected his preference for the cult of Sin.
"

After the death
2

of Nebuchadnezzar there was political turmoil,

seized the opportunity to usurp the throne.

-

Nabonidus

There is an ele-

ment of vagueness and mystery which accompany some of his
J

acts; such as his long stay in Tayma,

3

Arabia, rather than in

Babylon, his co-reign with his son Belshazzar, and his extensive archaeological and rebuilding work while the Medes and
4
Persians were massed at his borders.
Nebuchadnezzar- was a
builder of palaces, laid out wide streets, erected immense
walls; Nabonidus gloried in the restoration of ancient shrines
from the foundation stones to a magnificence exceeding the
earlier days. 5

Reference to the restorations and worship by

Nabonidus was preserved on cylinders found at the four corners

- _

of the temple of s1n in Ur in which he said: dsin beli ilan1P
. _. 1 •
sar ilan1Pl• sa sV ame"e u ersetimtim _JJ.an1Pl• ~a ilan1P1 • asib
V

V

1

112.lll·, 483.

2

V. Schell, "Inscription de Nabonide,"
(1896), 18ff.

fil, XVIII

3c. J. Gadd, "The Barran Inscriptions of Nabonidus,"
Anatolian Studies, VIII (1958), 79f.
4 Oppenheim, op. cit., pp.400f.

5V. Schell, 2.£.!_£it., 2lff.
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samee rabut1Pl• ana biti suati hadI~ ina erebika damqatiPl •
EsagilaJzida ~gissirgal bitatiP~• ilutl ka rabititi lissakin
pulµhti ilutika rab1t i libbi nii~Pl : -su ~uskinma la
V
/\
ihattu
ana ilutlka rabi ti ti kima
s a]]e""e isdasunu
l iku9-u jati
.., . .,
dNabu-na'id tar Babiliki ina hitu ilutika rabititi fuzibann1ma
saptukka

u

~

A

V

_..

V

0

V

V

A

~ t u iimu ru.qUti ana sirikti surkam, "0 Sin, lord of the
gods, king of the gods of heaven and earth, god of gods, inhabiting the great heavens, when thou enterest joyfully into
........

that house, let the good done to Esagila, Ezida, and Egissirgal, the temples of thy great divinity, be upon thy lips.

And

the fear of thy great godhead place in the heart of its people,
let them not sin against thy great divinity, let their foundation be well founded, like the heavens.
As for me, Nabonidus, king of Babylon, delive~ me from
sinning against thy great divinity.

Grant unto me long life

as a gift. i, 1
Nabonidus regarded the revival and restoration of the
moon-worship as the surest way to secure favor and stability
2
f rom S ~
1.n.

Some look upon the efforts of Nabonidus as an

attempt to establish monotheism, of which there is little
evidence, rather it was a movement to make a religious unity
for all his subjects.

It may be assumed that the efforts of

Nabonidus were well received by a large percentage of his subjects since there were many Western Semites in both the Western
1 Nabonidus, No.5, Col.II, 3-23 in Stephen Langdon~
Neubabylonische Konigsips~hriften, trans~ated by Rudolph
Zehnpfund {Leipzig: J. C. Hi nrich, 1912), pp.252ff.
2

H. Saggs , The Greatness tha t was Babylon {N.Y.:
thorn Books, 1962), p.1 4 5.

Haw-
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and Ea stern pa rt of his empire.

However, not e veryone was con-

tent; the esta bl ishe d Babylonian prie sthood bitterl y oppos ed
the reforms of Nabonidus. 1

In its sever ity and opposition, the

condemnation of Nabonidus has no para llel in Akkadi an literature (BHT, pp.8Jff., pls.v-x). 2

Representations of the Moon- God
Pictorial evidence demonstrates that the crescent was
A

the symbol of Sin.

Some of the earliest crescent figures are

seal impressions from Ur; sometimes the moon itself may be
represented, and at other times the crescent impr ession must
have been used for the deity. 3

At Tell-el-Obeid a copper head

of a calf was found; it was similar to others in the area ex4
cept that a crescent in relief was in its forehead.
More
significant is the discovery of a reclining man-headed, bearded
bull of diorite, for its body was inlaid with crescent-shaped
shells. 5

At Ur _a fragment was found which may be part of the

Stela of Ur-Nammu.

The· fragment portrays the head of a seated

deity in the top register.

The god is possibly Nannar since

he wears a crown with four pairs of horns topped by a knob
1

Gadd, 2..I2..=.,_.Q.i1_. , 88f •

2

Cf. Landsberger and Th. Bauer, "Zu Neuveroffentlichten
der Zeit von Asarhaddon bis Nabonid, 11 ZA, XXXVII (1926-1927),
88-94.
;Elizabeth Dougla s Van Buren, §ymbols of the Gods in
Mesopotamian Art. (Roma: Pontific i um Ins t. Bibl icum , 194.51-;-p.61.
4
(
Harry R. Hall, Ur Exca va t i ons 2 I ; Al- Uba id (London:
Oxford u. Pre s s, 1927), pp.19,J0,3.5, pl.VII, 2.

--

5 /

,,

,,,

Leo n A. Heuz ey, Catalo ue des anti ui t es chaldeenne s
~culpture et _gravure
la p::>inte Par is : Librairi es- Imprime r i e s ,
1902), p.27 8 , No.122.

a
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and a crescent.

1

A simple crescent is found on a few cylinder seals
from the 1th and 8th centuries B.C.

2

The cresc e nt has been
/\

found on weights.

Some scholars suggested that Sin ruled in

matters of weights and measures.

Van Buren suggests that the

crescent decoration may have been used on the w~ights to indicate that they belonged to the temple of the Moon-god.}

A

collection of Neo-Babylonian seals portray archaic ziggurats
4
with crescents above them.
V

.-

v

A

In the Early Babylonian period Samas, Sin, and Istar
are represented artistically by three discs:

the sun by a
V

four-pointed star, the moon by a crescent, and Istar by an
eight-pointed star. 5 The crescent is found often on the
kudurD!_ stones, 6 royal stelai, 7 and amulets. 8 The crescent on
a necklace with amulets shaped like discs may belong to the
1

Leon Legrain, "The Stela of the Flying Angel,"
~um Journal, XVIII (1927) p.80, fig. p.82.
2

Cyrus H. Gordon, "Western Asiatic Seals in the Walters

Art Gallery," Jrag, VI (1939), 31,pl.XIII, Nos. 104.5.

3Van Buren, op. cit., p.62.
4

/

/

_
Joachim Menant, Les pi erres grave e s de la Haute Asie;
recherches sur la glyp t i gue orientale, II {Paris: Maisonneuve,
1883-86), pp.132-37, figs. 118-20, 125-27, 129.

5van Buren, op. cit., p.62.
6
Leonard W. King, ~bylonian_Boundary Stones s.nd Melll2.rial Tablets in the British Museum \London: Oxf ord University
Press,' 1912), pl. ' I- (B. M. · 102485), XVIII (B.M. 90827), XXVIII
(B.M. 90829).

7 Austen H. Layard, Monuments of-Ni ne ve h from Drawings
Made on the Spot, I (London: Murray, 1853), p1 .59.
8

Layard, 9p. cit., pls.25, 82, b.
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Ka ssite pe riod or poss ibly earlier .

l ·l 7 D..''-!!,

The
the Bible :
camels.

2

1

"cres cent " was a n amulet menti oned i.i

It was worn on chains tied a round t he nec ks of
The crescent was a popular amulet wor n by people of
It was worn by the Midianite kings 3 and by

Western Asia.
Hebrew women.

4

A

relatively modern representa tion of the

lunar disc may be seen in Egyptian jewelry.

/

The hilal is a

crescent of diamonds set in gold or silver; it is worn by
women on the front or side of the headdress.

In sha pe the

/

hilal is similar to a n early phase of the moo n ; it is narrow,
and its circumference is approximately half a circle. 5

Jewels

in the form of discs and crescents must have had a prophylactic

value, perhaps against moon-stroke, the evil eye, and demons.
On the other hand, the crescent may have represented the

strength and protection of the waxing moon.
Documents discovered at Bo gaz koy mention that bre ad
and other pastr ies were kneaded into crescent fo rms ca lled
arma nnisv6 for use in ce·rtain rite s. 7
A few s eals show a bearded god with a horned ca p eme r g-

ing from the inner curve of a crescent.
l
2

4

Possibly one of the

Van Buren, 0£ • cit., p.63.
Judges 8:21.

3Judge s 8:26.

Isaiah 3:18.

5Edward W. Lane, The Modern Eg;y£t1an~ (London: J. M.
Dent, 1944 ), p.568.
6Johan ne s Friedric h , He thi t i sc hes Worterbuc
..
h ( Heidelberg : C. Winte r, 1952), p.31.

7Ferdi na nd Sommer , "Aus Hans Ehelolf ' s Nachlass ," ~ '
XLVI (1940), 7-37, cite s many of the r e l evant texts .
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earlie st was a cylinder seal of chalcedony found at Al Mina ,
Syri a , which may be dated around the 9th or 8th century B.C.

1

Another stamp-seal shows a deity standing erect with a s taf f
1n hand and riding along in a crescent-shaped boat.

2

The crescent on post may have been the special symbol
of Sin at garran. 3

Pictographic clay tablets from Uruk IV
4
display this symbol.
A seal i mpression belonging to the
frame above a temple door portrays the crescent and post ascending above two bulls lying back to back, but their heads
turned and looking toward the symbol.5

A

seal from the time

of Ur I depicts horned-animals runnin g around the base of a
crescent on a short post. 6

A

fragmen t of incised bla ck pot-

tery was designed with a boat bearing thirteen cre s cents on
posts; these standards possibly represented the year. 7
The crescent on post was used freque ntly in the Early
Babylonian period.

This symbol is found three times on an un-

usual cylinder seal from Ur.

On the right side of the field

the symbol is depicted above t wo crossed bulls, a crescent on
a tall post marks the middle, and on the left a s ymbol appears

-------Barnett,
-

1 R. D.

"A Cylinder Seal from Syria," Irag VI

(1939), lf. pl. I, 2.
2

Layard, ~onuments , II, pl.69, No.5.

3Harper, fill& ., V, No.489, Obv.4-8.

o.

4 Adam Falkenstein, Archa ische Texte aus Uruk (Leipz ig:
Harrass owi tz, 1936), Zeichenliste, No .305.

5Leon Legrain, Ur Excavations . III; Archaic Seal- I mpressions (University Press,a 193 6) , p.J?, _p:1:,.20, No.391.
6

Gordon, o p . ci ~. , p.7, pl.II, No.J.

7Leon Legrain, The Culture of the Bab!:loni™. PBS, XIV
(Philadelphi a :

University Museum, 1925) , pp. 6 f .
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between a god and a nude hero, each carrying an overflowing
vase.

At the base of the scene is the sprawled out body of a
.

_1

Gilgame s h .

The crescent on po s t is sometimes shown between

a god and a supplicant, or betwee n t wo gods, in some of the
seals one of the gods touches the post.

2

More fr equent are

the seals which depict the crescent on post behind the center
of attention.

The symbol can be supported on the back of a

bird or a cow; some times the crescent was mounted on a base,
or $Upported on the back of a duck. 3

The referenc e s to the

crescent symbol are nume rous; the examples given here are
representative of the variety of art symbols used. 4
A relatively modern representation of the lunar disc
is the mahmal which was displayed at public festivals in Egypt.
Designed to be carried on the back of a camel, the mahmal had
a square-shaped base of wood, with a pyramidal top; it was
covere d with a black brocade beautifully desi g ned with inscriptions and gold embroidery.

The upper front displayed a

view of the Temple of Me cca and the cipher of the Sultan.
Near the top or the mahmal are fastened t wo copies of the
Koran, one is a scroll, and the other in the form of a book.
At each of the four corners of the base and on the pinnacle of
the top the re is a ball of gilt silver topped by a crescent .5
1 Leon Legrain, "Gem Cutters in Anci ent Ur," Museum
Journal , XX (1929), p.JOJ, pl. XL , No.111.
2

Leon Legrain, The Cul ture of the Babylonians . PBS, XIV,
Plates, (Philade lphia: University Museum , 1925), pls. XVIII,
Nos.281-82, XXVI, No.495.
- •
3 Louis Spe l eers, "Les Intailes du Docteur Jousset de
Bellesme," ~yria, .rv (19 23), p.196, p.XXIX, No. 7.
4 van Buren, ~Q.cit. , pp. 60-67. 5Lane, O£.C!i•, p.444 .
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In 1927 Legrain wrote tha t there were t wo outstanding
relics of Sumerian art: the Stela of the Vultur e s and the
1
Stela of Ur-Nammu.
The latter records the achievements of
.

the reign of King Ur-Nammu from around 2112 to 2095 B.C.

2

During this time he restored cities of southern Mesopotamia
which had fallen into ruin under the Gutians.

He had temples

and ziggurats built; he honored the Moon-god, Nanna, with the
well-known ziggurat of Ur.

He established law and put down

tyranny; one of the earliest known legal codes comes fro m his
time.
The stela of Ur-Nammu is a limestone slab carved on
both sides with scenes in relief.

In Ur, a fragment of a re-

lief was found which may belong to this stela; the top register portrays the head of a god, possibly Nannar, because his
cap has four pairs of horns with a knob and a crescent on
top.J

There were probably five registers on each side of the

stela; a number of the scenes show beautiful girlish beings
floating down from heaven with overfl?wing bottles of precious
water in their hands.

The flying apgels are repeated at least

four times to represent the four winds, or possibly to attract
all of heaven to the well-being of Ur.

4

The overflowing bottle is a motif which had been in
use earlier by stone carvers at Lagash. 5

Sometimes these

1 Leon Le grain, "The Stela of the Flying Angels,"
Museum Jour nal, XVIII (1927), 75.
2J. A. Brinkman, "Mesopotamian Chronolo gy of the Historical Period," in A. Leo Oppe nheim, Ancie nt Meso po~ ami a
(Chicago: U. of Chicago Pre ss, 1964), p.JJ b.

3Legrain, op . cit., 80.

4~ -

5~ . , 77 ,
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sculptors fashioned a network of overflowing vases intercohnected by their streams.
sprout grows .
ming in them.

In some of the spouting vases a green

Some of the int erlacing stre ams have fi sh swi m1

The quest for rain water and irrigation water

was a perennial problem in Mesopotamia.

The waters from

above and the springs from the deep were controlled by the
gods, especially the Moon-god.
V

/

/

The SU.IL.LA Prayers
v

;

/

Texts 1, 2, and 3 belong to the Akkadian SU.IL .LA
prayers.

This form of prayer is used particularly by the in-

dividual worshipper.

Strangely enough this prayer bears the

V

superscription si E~!:l "incantation" and the Sumerian subscripV

/

;

tion SU.IL.LA.KAM "lifting of the hand."

This form of prayer

was probably developed in the Cassite period around 1400 B.C.
All copies of such prayers that have been preserved must be
V

dated a fter 800 B.C.

/

/

The structure of the SU.IL.LA is usually

regular; the poetic form may be interrupted by certain formulae.

Usuallya.n offering of very simple cha racter accom-

panies ea.c h prayer.
-

V

/

Some thirty-fi ve deities are invoked ·

/

V

in the SU.IL.LA prayers.

V

;",

However, Mard.uk, Samas, and Sin are

most frequently addressed.

2

t/

/

,,,

-i--

-

The etymolo gy of SU.IL.LA, Akkadian nis qat,1, "Lifting up of the hand" su gges ts that ori gi nally this characte r1

E. Douglas Van Buren, The Flowin~ Vase and the God
with Streams (Berlin : Hans Schoetz, 1-9.J".3 , pp.1-J.
2

.

Adam Falkenstein and W. von Soden, Sume risch~_ und_
~kk dische Hzm ne p_ !:!ESL . G~ ete (Zurich: Artemis-Verlag , 19 53),
PP•

46f.
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istic gesture of prayer was us ed in adorat ion of the deity.
Alongside of qata na su should be mentioned the synonymous
idiom ga.t~ deku, "to lift up the hands." 1

This idiom is used

in supplication to deities:

g_a.ta ana rs'tar. ana muhhi Ct.> el]"'
~ya adek[kiJ, "I shall pray to Istar of Uruk on behalf of my
-

.

lord" (YOS J 194:J?).
the king:

The same idiom may be us~d to beseech

g_ata ana sarri b~liya addiki rem~ nu atta, "I beseech
- -

I,;'

--

~-""

the king, my lord, for thou art merciful" (ABL lJ7r.9).

Such

acts of worship are represented in many glyptic seals where
the supplicant raised his right hand with palm inward and
forearm parallel to his face. 2

The praying figures on the

seals probably represented the owners as they prayed before
the g~ds. 3
The Hebrews undoubtedly used the Semitic attitudes
depicted on Assyrian, Babylonian, and Aramaic seals.

Israel

has preserved no artistic or archaeological evidence on ges- tures used in prayer, but there is vivid expression given in
the Hebrew Bible.

,T

I ,] -,

J

Moses said:

-

?~ '

j .:J - Jl

--

"I wilT spread my hands before the Lord. 11

N_

4

0,~~
.. ...

Abram said

to the king of Sodom:
have lifted my hand to the Lord. 11 5

The psalmist ma de refer-

ence to the lifting of hands as a. gesture in prayer:
1 A. Leo Oppenheim, "Idiomatic Accadian," ~ ' LXI
( 1941), 269f.
2 s.A.B. Mercer, "Liturgical Elements in Babylonian and
Assyrian Seal Cylinders," l.§.QE_, VI (1922), 106-16.
3stephen Langdon, · "Ges ture in Sumeria n and Babylonian
Prayer," ~
' LXII (1919), 535.

4Exodus 9:29;

5 Genesis 14:22.
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J1n1
- .. n.
:)_ 7.Y
._t_ .., ,

"Let my prayer be offered as incense bef ore thee;

and the li-fting up of my hands as an evening sacrifice. 111

In

I Kings 8:22 it is said that Solomon stood before the altar of
Yahweh and spread out his hands to heaven.

Surely this

Semitic position emphasizes the reception of ble~sing from
God.

The Semitic open-hand pose is the one also employed
by the Greeks and Romans when supplicating sky-gods. It
1s the so-called su pinoe manu s of the Romans; coelo
supinas si tuleris manus, "If thou liftest unto heaven
thy hands bent baciward," s ays Horace to the rustic maid
Phidyle (~,Bk.iii, 23, 1). The s ame attitude was
prevalent in Greek religion, where a number of expres- 2
sions for lifting the hands ( ~v-o... t<:fvt w
t~s
)(E-<p((. s )
are · common from Homer onward. Here, as in Assyria, the
open-hand attitude ma y be assumed before statue s, and the
idea may be expressed by holding out only one hand in
this attitude, derived from the custom of employing the
other hand to ~resent a cup of libation to the statue or
sacred object.-'
Dalglish suggests that the Sume ro-Akkadian psalms of
lamentation may have influenced the Hebrew Psalms especially
~

/

/

through the ~U.IL.LA prayers.

To a lesser extent, the Sumerian

erscha chunga and din girscha dibba imparted an influence on the
basic structure on the penitential Psalms of the Old Testament •. Furthermore, the Hebrews may have come under the influence of· the Ge ttung of the Sume ro-Akka dian peni ten ti al psalms
1 Psalm 141:2.
2 The follo wing examples of Greek usage are taken from
Henrico Stephano, 1hesaurus Graecoe Linguae, I, Pt.2, 580:
Isth. 5, J8: 0 0) ct:...-a.-{{'.ft""t'.15
o,1pa.v-w Xti'f{t. S Q//;)(o.Js; Died. 14:
29: t ot s B-t:ot 5 q 1r'a. {ct va.. v-i: E5. t us ( 1f <P o:..S 77 ux. c:--f t q--f'?_ C-o.. r :
Aristot. De mu ndo(c.6]: rra v--t1:s
o (
o.v--e-f'-uTTcs o.....-o. tf1'r"'o J-1tYt c'ts X.{ tplLS
((5
t civ- ~ fct..ror , t- ~xo..s TT oc oSJjeYO( •
1

3Langdon ,

PE• cl_!;. , p.543.
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either through l iterary penetration or through the cultural
medi ation of the Canaanites.

1

It should be observed, however,

that the Hebrew inheritance from the Sumerians, Akkadians , and
the Canaanites 2 will in no wise a ccount for the total nature
of the Old Testament Psal ms of lamentation.

The origina lity

and creative genius of Hebrew religion must be ~aken into
account.
1

.

. '

Ed.ward R. Dalglish, Psalm Fifty-One in the Light of
Anci ent Near Eastern Patte rni~(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 19b2),

pp.258-592G. E. Wright, "How Did Israel Differ from Her Neighbors?," 12!, VI (1943), 6.
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Introduction
Text 1 is based upon a collation and study of five
duplicate te x ts.
in the work by

o.

Three duplicates of text 1 may be fou nd
R. Gurney and J. J. Finkelstein,~

Sultante pe Tablets, 1957.

These tablets were excavate d by

a joint expedition of the British Institute of Archae olo gy
at Ankara and the Turk i sh Departme nt of Antiquities in 1951
and 1952.

The most important par t of this colle ction- are

the lite rary texts now housed in the Archae olo gi cal Museum
at Anka ra.

It is generally believed tha t thes e t ablets

were the work of students in a temple school.

The literary

texts bear date s ran gi ng from 718 B.C. to t he fall of Nineveh in 612 B.C.; these date s, however , do not indicate when
a particular literary work originated .
§1'.! 57 r e v.,

57-84 , is called A in this work because

it is the fulle s t and most relia ble t ext .

Bis STT 59 obv.,

1-28; and §!1_ 58 rev., 25- 51 is called D.

A is us ed as the

basic text in this study; B shows the great es t agree me nt
and kinship with A, followed by D which is also of the Sultantepe collect ion.

It appears to b ~ i uite significant that

these three duplicate te xts were ex cavated from Sultantepe ,
the old Harran, a r eligious center in northwes t Mesopotamia
~

25
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which was s econd only t o Ur in moon-worship .
The pe culiari t i es of t he Sultantepe t ablets can be
studied under t wo headings :
ical var iants .

t extua l vari ants a nd grammat -

Included i n the textua l var i ants a r e err or s

of omissions, insertions, and misread i n g of signs.

This

variety of errors occur ed because the scribes who wrote
these t a blets in the first pla ce were ofte n not masters of
their art.

The scribes produced grammatica l varian ts by

irregularly substituting La te Assyrian forms for those of
Standar d Babyloni a n.

Thus the Sultantepe t abl e t s are a mi x-

ture since the insertion of the Late As syria n fo rms are only
infrequently used.

1

A duplicate of text 1 is fou nd in pla te 52 of the
vY

work by Ebeling , Li terari sche Ke i lschri ftte xte a us Assur,

1953.

Obv. 2-21 and rev. 1-21 in plate 52 are re f e r red to

c.

below as

Also, Erich Ebeling in Di e akkadi sc he Gebetes-

serie "Ha nderhebun,g;_ ," 1953, pp.44 - 47, gives a tra nsliteration with many su ggested r e stora tions fo r this te xt.
Text

r

corresponds to King , ~byl 9pi _?.n Magi c a nd

Sorcen_, 6, (1896), pp.J0 - 37 and plates 11-12.

King col-

lecte d and joi ned to ge ther t we lve small fragments of the
Kouyunji k Collection to fo rm his te xt.
King are the followi ng :

K2106

~

K2J 84

Fragme nts joined by
~

K3605 • K3393 +

K6J40 + K9576 + K9688 + K11589 + K8983 • K12911
K13800.

~

K13792 t

King noted tha t the t ex t con t a ins fiv e praye r s
"'

V

addressed r espe cti vel y to Anu, Nuzk u ,- Si n, Ba 'u, a nd Samas.
1

W. G. Lambert, "The Sultantepe Tablets;' RA, LIII
(1959), 124 -25.
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This study is on the very broken lines J6-69 which are ad-

"
dressed to Sin;
this duplicate text is called E.
Text 1 may be outlined as follows:
I.

Address

"
(a) Invocation of Sin,
with honorific titles 1-J
(b) Praise of Sin 4-15
II.

Prayer
{a) Lamentation 16-19
(b) Prayer 20-27

III.

Thanksgiving 28
V

✓

_,,

In this Akkadian SU.IL.LA the address may be divided
into the (a) invocation of Sin with honorific titles and (b)
praige of s'in.

In the invocation found in lines 1-J the

various titles of the Hoon-god are extravagantly enumerated,
the supplicant does not always limit himself to orthodox
theology.

Kunstmann 1 suggests that this amassing of hymnic

praise wa s not simply flattery to move the deity into a
favorable recept i on of his requests, but sincerely expresses
the faith of the suppliant in the ability of his god.
V

_,.

In

,,

the Akkadian SU.IL.LA the praise of the deitw of the address
finds a fuller expression tha n that found in any of the
Sumero-Akkadian psalms of lamen tation.

2

After the hymnodic appeal, there is the praise of
Sin in lines 4-15.

Particula rly the wors hipper praises the

1 walter G. Kunstmann, Die Babyloni s che Gebet sbes ch~orung (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1932), p.12.
2Edward R. Dalgli sh, Psalm Fifty-One in ~he Li ght
of Anci ent Near Eastern Patternism (Leiden: E. J. Brill ,

1962), p.259.
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divine characteristics of goodness and righteousness .

An ana l-

ysis of this theme shows the following line s of tho ug ht:

"'
Sin

restores tbe dispersed and weak; he sees that justice is done;
he gives help in social problems; he protects the barren and
childless; he secures judgment with justice; and he guards and
helps in the hour of human need.

- -

The invocation of the address in Hebrew Psalms occurs
regularly near the beginning of the first verse; however, the
invocation may recur a number of times throughout the song. 1
Generally the Akkadian psalms pile up the honorific titles and
the praise of the deity at the beginning, while the Hebrews
scatter the prais~ of the deity throughout the song. 2

It

should be noted that the later Hebrew prayers conform more
closely to the Sumero-Akkadian form. 3
... ,,, .,
Generally the SU.IL.LA :er§t:t:ers may be divided into
three parts:

{1)the 1amentation, (2)the transitiona l form-

l:!,gl and (J)the praye;r- proper.

present.

The first two are not always

In text 1 the transitiona l fo rm ula is omitted.

Lines

16-19, the lamentation portion of this prayer emphasizes the
alienation of the protecting deity and the complaint regarding
various evils.

Reference is made to bribe s, expens e s, losses,

destruction, distress, and disease--a varicolore d picture of
evil.
1 Ps. 51:12a, 16a , 17a, 19a.
2nalglish, op. cit., p.260.
3Friedrich Stumm er, Sume ris c h-Akkadische Parallelen
zum Aufba u Altt es t ament licher Psalmen (Paderborn :
Schoningh,
1922), p.21J f .; Da n. 9: 4; Nehemi a h 9:5f f .; 2 Ma ce. 1:24-25;
and especially Prayer of Manass e h 1-7•
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The structure of the lame nt demonstra tes a variety of
fo rms in the Sumero-Akkadian psalms.

There are songs in which

the lame nt is without co nf ession of sin, while other compos itions have interwoven the lament and confession .

There are

songs 1n which the lament has been replaced by the confession,
while some lamentations do not mention sin. 1

Th_e Hebrew psalms

manifest a similar variety of laments; however , the majo ri ty
of the Hebrew Psalms of lame ntation record a lament without
any confession of sin. 2
This text, as mentioned above, omits the transitional
formula which goes before the prayer proper.

This formula is

vv

This formula is related to the suppli-

introduced with the word assum, "because " follo wed by a repeated praise formula.
cants access to his god.

Oftentimes the tran sitio na l fo rmula

mentions offerings associated with the prayer.3

Refere nces

to the Hebrew use of the transi ti onal fo rmula are found in
Psalm 5:4; 141:2; and Sirach J8:8-11. 4
The praye~ proper is filled with poetic feeling and
delicate taste;it .avoids specific reference to problems ,
but, nevertheless, eloquently pleads for help.

Some of the

needs me.ntioned here had bee n alluded to previously in the
lament.
follows:

The most important eleme ~ts of this praye r are as
(a)The reception of the prayer mentioned in lines

1For a detailed classif ica tion se e Dalglish, op. c it .,
pp.261f.
2 Ibid., p.262.

-

JKuns tmann, pp. c it ., pp.24f.
4 nalglish, op ~ c it. , p.262.

JO
20-21.

This request for the graci ous look is a search for

the favorable answer from S':i.n.
is dealt- with in lines 22-27.

I\

(b)The reconciliation of Sin
The Moon-god having been

alienated by some sin has withdrawn his help from the supplicant.

The welfare of the supplicant rests upon reconcilia-

tion; the repeated pleas show desperation.

Sometimes in

similar prayers, other powe rful deities are called upon to
intervene.
In the thematic compass, in lyrical quality,vand in/
the emancipation from stereotyped formulae, the SU.IL.LA
prayers bear the greatest resemblance to the prayer
formula of the biblical individual psalms of lamentation.1
V

✓

,,.

The third main division of the SU.IL.LA prayer stresses the thanlf§_gj..ying_ and benediction formula.

The .t_ban$ s-

givinJL_.f?E~~l!: is distinguished by the words:

"I will de-

clare thy glory," "Praising, I will praise thee" or something similar.

This is the formula represented in line 28.

In some instances the thanksgiving is enlarged beyond the
usual line or two into a brief hymn; cf. the following from
.

V

-

a hymn to Is tar:

- u OU£2J-ki
"'"'y anak!L_~Ba s a l mai•.sagg~£~ ilutki
hg§§Ei

.

drstarma §~!§;t drsErma S§l'.'ra~
~eltuma sirat dbeltuma sarrat
~ .rni ni_ m~ra.~ _9-§1n 9.arJ.:tt1_£'!§.hirj..J~_!;_il,g_,
~

"May the ones seeing me in the street magnify thy command.
As for me, may I glorify thy divinity
1

l.l1.9:.·,

p. 266.

_,

,
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and might to mankind.
y

As for Istar, she is exalted;
as for Istar , she is queen .
As for the Lady, she is exalted;
as for the Lady, she is que en .

"
Irnini, valiant daughter of Sin,
has no riyal"

1

The !Panlf.@..gi v j. p.a...f o rm UJ:f::. is usually brief 2 in the
individual psalms of lamentati on of the Bible .

The Bibli-

cal formula bears no polytheisti c concepts , nor is there
mention of an incantati on pries t.

In s ome case s the ~han~s-

giving_ fo rmul~ is lengthy expanding some times to include a
complete psalm of thanks giving . 3
is usually represented thus:
thee."

The benedJ:._ction f.9rm1:!1§.

"May the great gods bless

The benedict];.on and thanlrngi vi.ng formulas r arely

occur in the same prayer.
1

ST~ II, pl. LXXV. 101-105.

2

Dalglish, El2.:.....£1.i•, p.268; Pss. 7:18; 13:6; 26:
6,7; 61:9; 140:13; 142: 8 .
Jibid.T Pss. 22:23-3 2 ; 35:27f.; 56:llf f .; 69:31-37;
71:22-24: - -

~2

Transliterat ion
1.

EN

dBA dNANNAR ba- ru ANe[AN]e
V

y

be-lu ga-;ir [DI NGIRMES] GAL[MES]
V

2.

(u

(LUGAL kib)-ra-a-ti a-bi DINGIRMES
-

J.

a-me]-lu-tum

(SAG)- KAL ANe u Kitim nu-ur dI.GI4~GI4 nap-gar
g(i]-mi(r] a-pa-tam

4.

AS

5.

a-sar at-ta ta-qab-bu-u na-di-tum •••••

6.

ma-aq-tu tu-(se-et]-ba ta-~ab-bat qa-a[s-s]u

7.

di-in kit-tu u me-sa-ri tu-sar-sa tu-sam- har en-sa

8.

sa DUMU. US la i-su-u tu-sar-sa-a DUMU- _[US]

9.

la a-lit-tum AS ba-li-ka NUMUN u me-e-re-e ul is-sab-bat

ba-li-ka ul u[p]-ta9-9a-ra UKU~iES sa-ap-(9a]-ti

-'

/V,/

V

¥/

V

V,'

w

V

/

V

V

/

V','

V

V

V

10.

ta

is-te-ni.l-.u-ka u(l] i-ha-at-ti
_,
. . dum-(q)u

11.

sa

a-na ka-a-sa it-ka-l(u-ka] tu-ka-an is-di-[~~]

12.

la [a-11-ki pa-na] tu-[sa-a~-bat
~

V

~

l]a-a le- 1 -a ta-sak-kan DIS r[e-e-s]e

13.

sa

is-sa(h]-r[u]-ka
ta-ra-as-si (re]-e - m(e]
..,

Textua~_h.ppara~~~
1 ANe restored according to B

C: (gas]-ru AS DINGIR

V

D: EN ga-;ir DINGIRMES
2 C: LUGAL kib-rat AD

V

E:

na-( ••••• ] ga-sir

C: EN N[AM]

V

AS

End restored

D: be -el

according to BM 78219,2: banatat .ili s arri u ameluti,

,,..

har DINGIRMES

D: dr.GI.GI

_,

ka

B: (a-s]a-red

C: a-sa-red

B: up - tah-ha-ra
.., ..,

.,,.

C: ZALAG

D: gi-mi(r]

d

V

••••• sa nap-

4 C: NU-(ME.A]E: (b]a(?)-ra -a

D: UKKI N sap-!}a
V/

5 C: taq - b[u)-u

Creat-

3 Beg. restored according

ress of god, king, and mankind"
to D

11

V

E: ma-aq-tum
V /
C: i-ni-su
tu-[se-et]-ba restored according to VAT 13 6 31, 6 :
6 B: ma-aq-ta s a 1 -ni-su

V
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Normalization
1.

siptu dsin dNannar baru samee [ same] 8
belu- gasir (ilan1P1 •J rabut1P 1 •

2.

(sar kib]rati abi ilan1P1 • (u ame]lutum

J.

asared samee u er~ e timtim

-

nur dr gigi naphar
g(i]mi[r] ap~tam
..,

4.

ina balika ul u[p]ta9~ara niseP 1 • sap(~a]ti

5.

V
asar
atta- t aqabbu naditum •••••

6.

maqtu tu[set]ba ta~ a bba t qa(ss]u

7.

din kittu u mesar i tus a rsa tusamhar
ensa
..,

8.

sa apla la

A

-

-

-""'

Isu

V

V

~

V

tusarsa ap[la]

la alittum ina ballka zera u mere ul iss
. . abbat
10.

Sa isteni'uka u[l] i~a~~i dum[q]u

11.

sa ana

12.

la [aliki pana] tu[~a~ba t l]a

13.

sa issa[h)r[u]ka
tarassi [re] m[e]
..,

V

ka;a

itkalu[ka] tukan isdi(su ]

le a t asakkan
1

I"

musa tbi e nsi " Who caus est the weal{ to rise. 11
_ .,.

v .....

8 E: ap.,la

D: kit-t(e] u me-sa-ra
NU

9 B: a-lit-ta

te-,-1-k(a]
V/

C: me-re-(e]
V

V/

~-

D: end DUMU .US
V

C:
V

10 E: sa
V/

C: tak -lu

(ka] restored according to D

7 B: kit-ti

C: is-

V

V/

11 C: sa DIS

D: is-ta- na- u- ka

B: it -ka-lu

ka-a-sa

_,

ana r[es]e

E: sa

D: it-ta-ka-lu-ka

C: t(u]-kan

V

V.

B: is-di -(s] u

V;

12 Beg.
(su] r es tored a ccording to C
/
.,
"'
B:
C: a-lit-tu ar-[hi-is]
restored accor ding to D
...,

C: is-di -s u

.,..

a-[l]i-kam (te xt- i) pa-na
v.

en d r e-e-s1.

re-e - [m]e

E: [l] a a-fui[ru ••••• ]
/v

"'

13 C: is-hu-ru-ka
ta-na-as-si re-es-su
....
E: end -e-ma

B:
B:

J4
V/

14.

v,

-

sa sa-ap-hi
tu-pah-ha[ra] KI.NE...su
....,,,,
.,.,,
V /

V

✓

,-

-

;

sa ar-ni i-su-u ta-pat-tar ar-ni
~

15.

fa

16.

e-nu-ma DINGIR.MU z(e]-nu-u KI-ia dISDAR tas-bu-us UGU-ia

17.

is-tu ul-la-a a-lat-ta-at DINGIR[MES]

DINGIR-su ze-nu-(u] 1t-t1-su tu-sal-lam ar-(n]a
V

;a-a-ti 1[s]-ku-nu UGU-ia

.

18.

si-tum ..,hu-lu-u(q~q]u-u bu-tuq-qu-u

19.

nu-sur-ru-u ma-gal sak-nu-nim-m[a]
V

V

V

'

1-ta-su-us lib-bi [ik]-tu-ru na-pis-ti

....

20.

al-si-ka be-1 [um] dBi~ q~-reb ANe KU:r-r.ES

21.

ki-nis nap-11-sa-an-n[i]-ma (si]-me tas-11-tum

22.

ta-a-a-ra-ta [dBA] 1-na DINGERMES as-hur

23.

[e-ti]-re-ta
.

24.

(gam-ma-la-t]a dBA

25.

(sa

26 •

v]
( DINGIR. MU u dv
ISDAR•MU ze-nu-ti sab-s
u-ti ,u kit-mu-lu-ti

'

dBA

V

KAR 1 r zrt 1

AS

-

.,

DINGIRMES gi-mi(l-l]a (suk-na]

la ma-se-e] d'.BA la ta-mas-s'a-an-ni si-lim KI-ia

·

~/

U

V'

14 . C: sap-~i tu-pa9-sa-r[a g]a-nun-su [s)a ar-na TUG
v,

.

E: [ga]-nun-su

tar a-ra-an-su
,..
D: i-na-u-su u
_,

Vr

15

D: ze-

C: DINGIR-$u KI-su ze-nu-(u]

16 D: "Ce -nu]B:

C: it-ti-MU~ dISD.A..~ . MU-ze-na -at KI-ia

ma DINGIR

dISDAR n~-sa-at

17 A:

D: end [UGU) MU

E: (n]e-sa- (at]
...

1s-tu(texts -te)
/

,,

E: ar-na TUG ( ••••• a]r-nam

E: DINGIR-fu iz-n[u-u] KI-[~u]

·n u-u KI-su

ta-pa~-

,,

.,,,

✓

..,

C: ul - tu ul-la-a SE.(B]I.DA ne-er-tu

V

._..._,

ta-j-tu t as-ku-na UGU.MU [ana ]-ku BUL.BUL A BUL.BUL sa DINGIR-

su
.,,

BUL.BUL dISDAR-su BUL.BUL-tu
,,

ne -er- tu

.

E: ul_-tu· u[l ••••• ] -at

y

B: DINGIRMES pir-da-a- ti
✓

s1-1-tu hu-lu-uq-qu
-u
..,

18 E: si-1-ti

C:

E: bu - t uq- tu [m••••• ] GAR- nu-nim-ma

35
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-

V

V

-

VA

14.

sa saphi
tu pahha[ra]
is a tisu sa arni isu tapattar
arni
...,
_, _,
....

15.

sa ilsu zenu itt isu tusallam ar [n] a

16.

enuma ili z[e]nu ittiya drstar tasbus eliya

17.

istu ulla alattat ilani[pl.] ~a>ti i[s]kunu eliya

18.

sltum htilu(qq]G
butuqq~
..,

19.

nu;urrG magal ~aknunimm[a]

.

Y

i,-

A

- v

.

itasus libbi [ik]turu napistI
20.

alsika bel[um] dsfn qereb samee ellut1P1 •

21.

kinis naplisann[i]ma [si]me taslitum

22.

tayyarata [dSin] ina ilanipl. ashur

2J.

(e~i]reta ds1n e~irir napistiti

24.

(gammalat]a ds1n ina ilan1P1 • gimi(ll]a [sukna]

25.

[sa la mase] ds1n la t amassanni s111m ittiya

26.

(ili u Istari zenuti sabs]uti u kitmuluti

~xtua l A12oaratu ~

C: End (tag]-tam-ru zrtim

19 C: GAR- nu-nim-ma
ik-tu-r(u]

20 B: be -lum ina qe-reb ANe

E: zrtim

Restored according to B

..,

C: (na]p-11-[s]in-ni

B; tas-11-ti

lis-an-ni-ma

E: nap-

.

E: e-ti-ra-ta

E: gam-ma-l a- ta

End of

correct to suk-na according to B

V/

has ki-na:
V

B: sa la ma-se-e
to C

V

C: it-(ti-ia]

B: DINGI R u d ISDAR z e-nu-ti

C: u ku-um-mu-lu-ti

V

24

D: dBA g1-mil-[la]

B: ga-am-ma-la-ta
A

21

22 Resto re d according to B

23 Restored according to C

D: DIS

B:

25

26 Restored according
.... .,.
.....
E: i-li u is-ta- ri

D: [s]ab-su - u u[k](?)-mu- lu-t i

J6
27.

(1-lut-ka GALta KI-1a s]ul-li-ma-am-(ma]

28.

(nar-bi-ka lu-sa-p1] da-11-11-ka lud-lul

v,..

'

., , , ,

.,,

Textual Apparatus
27 Restored according to B
C: su-ul-li-ma-a(m]
according to E

C: DINGIR-ut-ka GALtam

E: KI-1(a ••••• ]ma-am-ma

28 Restored

37
27.

(11Utka rabitata ittiya s]ullimam [ ma ]

28.

(narbl ka lusapi] dalili ka ludlul

JS
Translation
1.

Incantation:

"'
0 Sin,
O Nannar; who watche s over the sky,

lord~ strong (among) the senior [gods].
2.

(King of the wor]ld, father of the gods [and man]kind,

J.

Foremost in heaven and earth, light of the Igig1,
the totality, all the people.

4.

Without thee dispersed people would not be gathered.

5.

When thou speakest the one thrown down •••••

6.

As for the fallen one [thou causest him to rise],
thou takest his hand.

7.

A judgment of truth and justice thou providest,
the weak thou restorest to equality.

8.

Whoever does not have an heir,
thou acquirest an he[ir] for him.

9.

Without thee, the childless woman cannot conceive
(from) semen and bec6me pregnant.

10.

The one who seeks thee does not miss good fortune.

11.

As for the one who trusts thee,
thou strengthenest (his] foundation.

12.

[Thou makest a leader of the lame],
thou placest the powerless at the head.

lJ.

As for the one who turns himself to thee,
thou grantest mercy.

14.

As for the dispersed, thou gatherest his fire,
whoever has sin, thou forgivest the sin.

15.

The one whose god was angry with trim,
thou reconcile st the sin.

16.

When my god is angry with me,

39
(my} personal goddess was angry towards me.

17.

From of old, the begetters of the gods
placed a bribe upon me .

18.

Expenses, damages , losses,

19.

Diminutions were severely inflicted upon me,

my heart was distressed, my life was short~ned.
20.

"
I have called thee, Lord, 0 Sin,
in the midst of the bright heavens.

21.

Truly look upon me, hear (my) prayer.

22.

Thou art ever-forgi ving , [O Sin],
I turned (to thee) among the gods.
,I\,

23.

Thou art a savior, 0 Sin, save my life.

24.

Thou art always showing mercy, 0 Sin, among the gods,

,...

[show] favor •

25.

.....

Sin is not forgetful, do not forget me,
be reconciled with me.

26.

(My angry, fur]ious, and irate [god and goddess]

27.

Reconcile with me·,

28.

And [I will make thy greatness manifest]
and declare thy glory.

40

Commentary on Text 1
L. 1.

The reading ANe ANe partially repre sented in

A and clearly in Bis probably ditto graphy.
V

The Akkadian word ~iptu, "incantation" appears in
v

texts 1:1; 2:1; and 6:1.

Technically, siptu is the word

that is used to introduce the recitation.
)'

Gasru "strong" is used as an attribute of gods and
kings.

,,

The most frequent use of gasrµ is in reference to the

gods; also the earliest examples apply to the gods mentioned
in texts from OB on.

A few examples which were said of the

gods are the following:

binti dNannari , ga~ratum, "Daughter

Nannar, the strong one" (g 10 296r.25); duTu u dn,1 ilani
V
V
V
ge.srutu,
"Samas
and Adad, the powerful gods"

V

V

V_

V

V

-

(

Hinke, Kudurru
_

(._.)

)
IV 15;
and gasirtum sa saruru ?a usnammaru ekleti, "Istar

the strong, whose splendor illuminates the darkness" (Perry,
....

Sin, pl. 4:5); cf. illill., V, p.57.

Gasru is used of human be-

ings, especially Assyrian kings;

gesru

la

pa.du, "{TiglathV

pileser) the strong (and) merciless" (K~J-I 2 73:J); sa ultu
ulla ••••• ~1 p~u-ga ~ru la Idu, "(Countries) which had never known
a strong ruler" (OIP 2 64:20 Senn.). 1
Dannu also is sometimes translated "strong "; however,
V

dannu can have a much wider variety of meanings than gasru-meanings such as "solid, heavy, massive, binding, savage,
serious, harsh, etc."
L. 2.

2

Texts C and D obviously have a different read-

-

.,,,,_

-

ing possibly bel simati, "Lord of destiny."
1

Cf. CAD, V, p.57.

2

~

This epithet 1s

' III, pp.92-98.
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attributed to Ea , Maqlti VI 57; Enlil , ISmedagan UPX 2, 14 ,
V

V

10; Samas , li!ill_ 32, 22.

-

t,.,-

y

V

-

Bel simat mati , "Lord of' the destiny

of the lands" is sai d of Samas in K 2106, 112; cf. J:17.
V'

The title sar kibra.ti , "king of the world ," is first
applied to royalty in the Sargonic period as Sumerian LUGAL
AN.UEDA LIMMUBA which equals Akkadian sar kibratim arba 'im,
"King of' the world."

The Akkadian kibra.tum "edges" is a

translation of AN.UB.DA whic h technically means "upper corners
and sides."

1

It is difficult to dete rmine whether this title

occurred first in Sume r ian or Akkadian since both forms are
"" of Akkad . The Sumerian title
first attested under Naram-Sin
'

1s found only once in a lime stone disc from Nippur:

NA.RA.AM

d EN.ZU LUGAL A.GA.DE
'ki LUGAL AN.UB LIMMU . BA URU. NA. UG5.GA
~
SANGA d ~N.LIL
ARAD2.ZU. 2

The title in the Akkadian form used

'

- "' is written s....ar kibratim
by Naram-Sin
arba im.

The nominat ive

form occurs on Nara.m-S1.n' s stone tablet from Nineveh:

[}<:iJ~-

ra.turo arba> um_ i~ten [i~ ih~r&_suma],
"The four 'edges ' [pressed
.,,
on him] together." 3
-

V

The epithet sar k1 bra.ti, "king of the world,"

4

is

used in reference to the heavenly re gi ons of the gods and the
earthly territories of royalty. 5

Sar kibrati erbetti is used

1 William W. Hallo, Earlv MesoDotamian Ro yal Titles
(New Haven: American Ori ent al Society, 1957), p. 49:
2~ ,

xv,

81.

3unge r , IAMN , XII pl. iv 6f.; cf. Hallo, op . ~it .,
p.50.
4 K. L. Tallqvist, Akkadische Gotte rep ithet a , p.235,
lists many equ ivalents .

5nelitzsch, HWB, p.315.
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· of Esarhaddon in filli, II, 28, 8. 1

Further, the e xpression

t ar kibrati erbetti is used of Nabonidus in Yli 64, 2a and of
Cyrus in YE 35, 20.
like the above. 2
IStar:

Delitzsch ,

film., lists numerous example s

A similar epithet is refe rred to the goddess

sarrat kibrati, "Q.ueen of the (four) cor ners of the

-

earth" (AGH 126, 47).

V

A semantic counterpart to s ar kibrati

is possibly found in the vision of Isaiah 6.

The Lord is

described as the true kin g who fills the whole earth with his
glory,
The title abi ilani , "father of the gods" was fre-

" in some of the early Sumerian compoquently assigned to Sin
sitions.3

It may be tha t as chief luminary of the night he

became "fathe r."

Also it is possible that the title abi ilani

"' in his home location
may reflect the local worship of Sin

before he became supreme .

In this context of Orie ntal lan-

guage "father" may be used as a synonym of leader and chief.
A

Sin is .called abi il~ni , "Father of the gods ."

Below

are a few references in which this epithe t is ascribed to
other gods:

Anu

(f!.

25:50, 6; Ktill. 168 , I 26); Ansar (En.el.

II 92); Assur (.Qll: II 117, 4); Enlil (RA 27:14, 3).

The sim-

ilar epithet abi ila.ni rabuti, "Father of the great gods, "
is use d of s1n and Samas (KAR 184., Rs.44).

Also closely re-

lated conc epts are abu a.lid ilani rabuti, "Father, be getter
4
of the great gods" Enlil (1Qill. 25, III, 32) and abu ba.nu ila.ni,
1 cr. Seux , Eoithetes, p.308.
2

Del itzsch , o p. cit., p.315.

JB. M. 1393 0, _published f! XV 17.

4

Cf. te xt 3:16.
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A

"Father , be get ter of the gods 11 Sin (Nabd. , 1, II Jl).

1

.

"Father" is a title used often in reference to the
relationsnip between mankind and divine beings .
ing quotatio ns demonstrate this use:
-

-

Y-

The follow-

at ta.ma kima a ~ umme

v 1--

ina pi nisi tabassi "People speak of thee (Marduk ) as if thou
wert father and mother (to them )" (~ , 12:34 ); _dNan~ •••••
y

-

-

-

A

,_.

-

""

.

sa kim_a_!\D re™L!!§l-~hursu
tab, "Nana , whose pardo n is as
..,
sweet as that of a merciful fath er " (VAS 1 J6 i 16), and passim
in Akkadian. 2

In the Old Testamen t the re is a similar motif ; God is
the father who lovingly guides and watches over His people.
Note especially Deutero nomy J2:6:
11

Is not he thy father, who made thee," and Malachi 1:6:-D ~ ~.
-w

l ).J. -=>.
-

, ] 1
• 'T

where is my honor?"

:l. ~,. , "If then I am a father,

Theref ore in the light of the Old Testa-

ment, God a s the :l -r< > performs a dual activity, firstly, as
genera tive-creativ e , secondly , as authoritative -ruling .

The

Father is unque stionably omnipotent, the source of all power,
while communi cating and i mpar tin g authority.
L. J.

The epithet nur Jgig?- ' "Light of the I gigi II is

similar to the follo wing epithets attributed especially to
"
v
~
Samas,
[.n.]ji;r- iJ,an1,_!_abuti
nur erseti, "Li ght of the senior

..

...

)

gods, li ght of the earth" Samas (EB I, 25, 1 ;

dv

.,

Samas nur

,,..
" , li ght of the s eni or gods '' ( OECT VI, 4 9,
ilani r ~ "1 ., "Samas

22); (d]~i:,m§l,S nur ilani, "Samas, li ght of the gods" (Eb. I,
1 Tallq vis t, Gottereuitheta, pp.lf.
2ffil2,, I, Part I, p.69.
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37, 2). 1

In like manner, Istar is described:

-

V

A

dipar_pa!Jle

[ •••• • ] tu drgigi_Jl!i!'. ma.[ta.tu] , "Torch of heaven, ••••• of the
Igigi, liiht of the la[nds]. 112
v

Asaridu, "chief, fore mos t" occurs from

o.

Akk . and OB

on; it occurs as an epithet of both gods and kings.

Refer-

ences to deity are given in the ~ollowi ng passages:

dUTU

SAG.KAL.DINGIR .RE.E.NI KE (KID): d,&.mas fl~~-111, "Samas,
v

the foremost among the gods," Surpu VII, 8Jf., a.nd passim in
y

such phrase s ; asarid bukur En1il, "(You are) foremost, son
of Enlil,

11

JRAS Cent. Supp. pl. 6 i 4 (OB); 3 and ~

U

~ariQJL~a EQ11.1., "Firstborn son, foremo~t (son) of Enlil,"
(Streck Asb. 40 IV III).

~§!id~ as an epithet of kings

occurs in the following lines:

asarid kal m.§.lki, "foremost

of all princes," (.QlE 2 2J i 8, 4 and passim in Senn.); and

as arid

s~rrl' "foremost among the kings'
L. 4.

II

(

CH IV: 23). 5

Lines 4-14 illustra te the special identi t y of

the "social" ideology of the god with that of the king in
Mesopotam ia.

The epithets attribut ed to both god and king

are so stri king that the y cannot be explained as a limi tation
of the language .

Some say the simila rity of the epithets may

be found in the developing of the epithets out of the hymns
for the gods.

Other scholars t ake the opposi te view r egard -

1 cf. Weir, Lexicon, p.253.

2

King, 131:lli., 39, 8f.

3cf. £@_, I, Part 2, p.417.
4 cr. Ivan En gnell , Studies in Divi neJQ_ngshi£ in the
Ancient Near East (Upps ala : Almq vlst and Wiksell , 1943),

p.1 7g:--

5c.c.1. •

£@, I, ~art 2,

p.417 •

ing the epithets as transferred from king to god.

Engnell

suggests that the similar epithets show the identification of
the kin g with the god .
of the god.

1

Sometimes the king was a near avatar

The s ame numinous qualities that were ascribed

to deity were often attri buted to him.
In lines 4-14 there is the admonition tQ show kindness
to those who are in need.

This theme is very old as shown by

the attention given to the weak, the widow, and the orphan in
the Sumerian texts. 2

Note the description of the goddess

Nanshe:
Who knows the orphan, who knows the widow,
Knows the oppression of man over man,
is the orphan's mother,
Nanshe, who cares for the widow,
Who seeks out(?) justice(?) for the poorest(?)
The queen brings the refu ge~ to her lap,
Finds shelter for the weak.3
The social concern of Nanshe for the needy and unfortunat e is
further revealed in the follo wing :
To comfort the orphan, to make disappear the widow,
To set up a place of destruction for the mighty,
To turn over the mighty to the weak ••••• ,
Nanshe searches the hea rt of the people.4
The Akkadian Couns e ls of fil.§_gom which is a collection
of some one-hundred -sixty lines of precepts and admonitions

reiterates the i mportance of showing kindness to the needy.
Lines

56-65
1

state tha t if a man is downtrodden one should

Engnell, op . cit., p.195.

2urukagi na (Cone B XII. 23-25); Gudea (Cylinder B
XVIII. 6-7; Statue B VII. 42-43); and Urnammu (Or . N.S.2J.4J,
162-J) all speak of care for widows andfatherless.

3samue l N. Kramer , History Begins. at Sumer (Garden
City, N.Y.:
4

Doubl eday , 1959), p .10 6 .

ill£_., p.106.
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....

....

show kindness to him, give him food and drink , and Samas will
bless.

However, if one is unkind or insulting to the f a llen

and weak, - Sama~ will punish. 1

A similar inte rest in social

injustice is expressed by the ~~icy and the Advice to a
fi'irce

2

-

exhorts the ruler to govern rightly to secure the

blessing and protection of his gods.
There is just as much concern for the needy in the
Hebrew Bible.

The expression

7f T-:-:-..-:
J -V~~il l uiJl•·~l l
T

-

•

-

)Tl
..

"The stranger, the fatherless, and the widow" occurs repeatedly
as though it were a formula in the Bible and especially in
Deuteronomy.3

The New Testament discontinues the above form-

ula except in James 1:27 where it is said that true religion
is the visiting of orphans and widows in their affliction.
However, the widow alone is mentioned often in sermons, parables, and in exhortations to practical religion.

III John 5

says that it is good to help the brethren, especially those
who are strangers.
The reading of this line is enhanced by comparison
with the following lines of almost identical expression:
~hhir_
GJ'! s~J21J,_,
"Who gathers the dispersed of GN" (Sargon
..., ...,,
..,
v-

-

I-'

Cyl. 31); and ana puhhur
nisi s aphati
sa Akkadi, "Who causes
..,..,
...,
the gathering of the dispersed people of Akkad" (VR 62, J9a.
4
b).
Similarly the Bible speaks of dispersion as an awful
1 w. G. Lambert, Babylonia n Wisdom L~teratur e (Oxford:
Clarendon Pre s s, 1960), pp.l00f f.
2

~ - , pp.110-115.

3Deut. 14:29; 16:11,14 ; 26:12,13; 27:19.
4

.
Cf. Delitzsch, ~

' p.520.

-·

.

judgment.

It is God who makes possible deliv erance a nd re-

gathering .

Ma ny pas sages could be quo ted here ; Psa l m 68:?a

i1{1;~

1s most appropriate:

rf7., D~

..:i

.,~in

n.,~r~!~

"God gives the desolate a place to dwell."
L. 3.
lated:

Though a difficult word, naditum was trans-

"The one thrown down" since the next lipe mentions a

"fallen one" maqtuLa.

Cf. the similar thou ght in the followV

1ng:

V

,,,,

,;

A IM.RI.A MU.UN.SUB SU.GID BA.AN.NI.IE:

V
ina mfL
rusumli_

p.adi g§.ssu saba_i, "Help him who is thrown down in a swamp"

(4

R

10r. 37f.).

There are possibly three si gns at the end

of this line which are unintelligibl~.
L. 6.

The reading of the word after maotu, "fallen,"

is very difficult.
flate reading of

This word might be looked upon as a con-

£._Z_u ~ ~

V

"to stand" in the

~

form and zag_a- 2u

..,

"to set up"; the signs would be read iu - us-zu- p§!:_.
V

Possibly

,'\

a better reading would be~ form o f ~ "to rise up":
V

tu-se-et-ba

~

V

tusetba, "Thou causest to rise."

V

Cf. mus a tbi

ensi, "Who causes the we ak to rise" (VAT 13631,6 -; Ebe ling,
Handerhebung , p. 32., 1. 6).
~

-

V

The reading magtufa sa inisu, "As for the fallen one
who is weak" is almost completely preserved in texts B, C,
and D; this re a din g may be the b~st representation of this
line in the earliest forms of this prayer.
Oppenheim lists thre e different meanings for the idiom
g_ata
saba- tu: 1

(l)to seize the hand of somebod~, to assist, to help;
1 A. Leo Oppenhe i m, "Idiomatic Accadian ," J AOS, LXI
(1941), 270.
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(2)to seize the hand of some body while asking for his
help, to grasp his hand; (3)to seiz e ( the hand of) a
thing or (of) some body who is 111 and unable to walk;
to co~duct, to convey .
The reading at the end of this line is probably correct since
sabatu "to seize" is used in idiomatic phrases with qatu
"hand" meaning "to help, to assist a person."

This use is

illustrated by the followin g examples which refer to the
assistance of gods:

vv
- ..
Assur,
u ilka qati
isabtuma
astilt~,

"Assur and your personal god helped me, and I got well"

-

4 14b:9); Zababa sar taha z i ina t %hgzi ~assu
~

la

(££I

isabb&,

.

"Zababa, the king of battle, should not assist him in battle"

la

(.!lli§I. No .8 1 v-24); and mursi

idu oa,tl s abtl , "Help me

.

(with this) unk nown disease" (!ffili 73 r.20, and pass im in SB
prayers). 1

The semantic equivalent in the Hebrew Bible is

expressed by the words: D Tl
..
2
r

, I ,.
• .•

their hands" (Ez ra 6:22).
L. 7.

•

p .1.. l} ?. ,

"to strengthen

Din kittu u me~r~ , "A judgment of truth and

justice"; cf. text 2 :24 nbte.
V

y

Tusamhar is difficult to transla te; in the~ form it
probably means "to make equal," "to redress the bala nce."
L.

9.

Cf. dsin nadin zera ni~'i ra32sati, "Sin gives

seed to the widespread people " (§.11'.. 57:38 ; 58:11) and dSin
nadin a pli u_zeri, "Sin who gives an heir and s eed" (~

74,

183, R.6).
L. 10.

A preference for the~ vowe l is very notice-

able in the Sultantepe tablets .
1

Note that the reading

Cf. CAD, XVI, pp.31f.

2 cr. Job 4:3; Neh. 6:9; I Sam. 23:16; II Chron . 29:34.

_,

,

V

)

V

/

is-te-ni.- -u-ka is written is-ta-na-u-ka in D.

Lambert lists

furth er evidence for the preference of the~ vowel in the

15, 7 arki-na (arki ni ); 15, 14 !}_?.-tu-lu J ni-i t-tu-1.u );

following:

15 rev. 6 lal-la-a-a (lalea ); 15 rev.
~

V
40 ~ u
{~

), and passim.

8 nam-mar ( numru );

65,

1

Above is the translation:

"The one who _s eeks thee does

not miss {is not deprived of} good fo rtune ." The re ading of
the end of this line is difficult since the left side of the
last si gn is missing.

This rendering is fu rther complicate d

since examples cannot be found whe re ~

.

-.;

A

"to fail, to tres-

pass, to sin" is used precisely like this.
There is cons iderable variation from te xt A

L. 12.

V
la
al1ttu arhis~ tusasbat,
"Thou caus est the barren

in C:

woman to give birth soon."

OJa

others:

Moreover, E dif fers from all the

ami£!E..••···J, "The bli[nd •• ·••• ]."

->"'
)A
~
f r o m-~
' "to be able," is probably relat ed to
)

the Ugari tic word Lx., meaning "to prevail."

2

Note the frequen t

(

use of this word espec i ally in Aliyn B 1, "Puissant Baal ."
L. 13.-

C bears a variant reading:

.,

-

vv

s a i shuruka tanassi

ressu, "As for the one who turned to thee, thou art exalting
him."
L.

14.

C bears the followin g :

V

s a sap~i tuoa~~ar[a

V

ga]nuns u, "As for the dispersed, tho u gatherest his family."
r

-v

Sa arni isu t apattar arni , "Whoever has sin, thou fo r1 w. G. Lambert' "The Sul tantepe Tablets' II RA , LIII
(1959), 125.
2

Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Manual (Roma:
Ins t itutem Biblicum, 1955), p.283 .

Pontificium
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givest the sin."

There was no general word for sin in Akkadian ;

however , the Akkadian language differentiated betwe en light
sins and serious misdeeds.

No attemp t was made to list the

sins in categories; all sins were transgressions against the
god.

1

Sine~ the gods did not place constant sufferings and

punishment upon man, there must have been a willingness to
show mercy.

When the righteous suffered he might conclude

that he was being punished for some unconscious sins, or he
was suffering for unforgiven sins of ancestors who might have
angered the god.

2

If a sufferer saw a real villain enjoying

health and wealth, then he could not help but doubt the righteousness of the gods.

In Ludlul II: 36, the poet, evidently

a high official, acknowledges that man cannot know what is
right in the eyes of the gods:

aju tern 11iP1 • qer~b ~amee

ilammad, "Who can know the will of the gods in heaven?"
L. 15.

v

V

,,_

...,7,.,

v

Sa ilsu zenu lttis_u tusallam ar[!!.J.§:_, "The one

whose god was angry with him, thou reconcilest the sin."
....

~

is often opposed to sala.m)d_.

This opposition is de mon-

strated by the-fol-l owing two passages:

-\."

r,..

-~

ilisu zenutu ittisu

ana sullumi, "In order to reconcile with him his angry gods"

(4

R

55 · No. 2:12); and ilu zenuti itti ameli i ~ l imu, "The

angry gods will be reconciled with the man" {YJili. 4 288 XI
21) ~3
L. 16.

Enuma 111 z fe]n~ ittiya, drstar tasbus e11ya,

"When my god is angry with me, (my) personal goddess was

1 Lambert, llii1,, p .4. ·

3cr. 21ill., xxr, pp.84t.

2

J.1&£.., pp.10f.
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angry toward me."

Kramer suggests that as early as the mid-

dle of the third millennium B.C. the Sumerian family head
worshipped a personal god.

The Sume rian praised his personal

god with special prayers and sacrifices, and in turn expected
the personal god to intervene for him in the councils of the
major deities of the pantheon. 1

By 1000 B.C. tbere is evidence

of increasing reference to the personal gods who could protect

the individual.

Though the ~ersonal god was of necessity a

small god, he was able to intercede for the individual before
the greater gods.

2

The important part that the personal gods

played may be demonstrated by the following quotations:

r~G

Isu

il~u [k]ussuda hitatusu ~a ilsu la
ma 1 du arnusu,
.
"The sins of him who has a personal deity are scattered, he

-

who has no personal deity commits many mistakes" (BA 5 394 ii
42f); in2 __1ibbi 111 u dsedi sa sarri beliya ibtal~:t, "He got
well through the aid of the personal god and the sedu - spirit
of the king, my lord 11 (ABL 204 r.12); and ilu nasirka

.

res

damiqtlk,,?- likil, "May the deity who protects you provide you
with good things" (21, 4 28:J).
The personal god and goddess are oftentimes mentioned
together, they can bring good or evil to their clients:
-

_v

alsima ul iddina ~anisu usalli

d

V

-

V

"'

ila

_.,._.,

Istf3.ri ul usag_oa res:i,_s..@:_, "I

called to my personal god, but he did not turn to me, I prayed
to my personal goddess, but she did not raise her head"

lsamuel N. Kramer, "Sumerian Literature and the Bible,"
Studia Biblica et Orientalia~ III {Rom~: Pontificio Insti~uto Biblico, · 1959), pp.19~f.
2 w. G. Lambert, Bab lonian Wi~dom Litera ture (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1960), pp. 6f .
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(Lambert BWL J8:5; Ludlul I I ); a nd ul i rusa ilu gatl ul isba t
ul irimanni

V

Ist a r idava ul ill ik , "( My) personal god has not

come to the rescue by taking me by the hand, nor has my personal goddess shown compassion on me by coming to my side.
1
(Lambert~ 46:113; Ludlul II).
If the individual were to receive the h~lp of the personal gods, it was presupposed that the worshipper must fulfil
their demands.

The demands of the gods were not limited to

offerings and cultic rites, but the requirements extended to
right behavior towards his neighbor.

The one who fell short

of these demands had sinned and he was in dan ger of being for-

saken by his god; he could be given over to the evil demons.

2

A

In lines 15, 16, and 26 the supplicant calls upon Sin to help
restore him to favor with his personal gods.
The use of the third person feminine i in the verb
V

tasbus, "She was angry" is a Late Assyrianism.
/\

In the place of some form of zenQ_
/\

reads ne ~

and E pre s erves

to remove."

A

[n.J esfiliJ

11

to be an gry," B
A

from ~ .§.Q. , "to de part,
I\

Ttrese three passages show that nes u is sometimes

used in contexts similar to line 16:

'
'
BAD AMA d I NNI N. A. NI. SU.NI.TA BA . NI.IN.SU.SU:

-ittesi
----

- ---

--- -

/

DINGIR.BI A.BI BA. NI.IN.
"'
J..!su
itt-i v
su.

d1st a rsu ina zumrisu irteq_, "His perso nal god departed

..

-~~

......

fro m him, his pe rsonal goddess left him" (£I 17 29:25ff);
DINGIR • .A. NI. SU.A.NA BAD.DU:

ilfu ina [zu] mri s u itte si, "His

persona l god depa rted from him" (Surpu V/VI llf .); usa ss t-1.11
1 ct. text 2:2J-24.
2
Lambert, op . ci ~ ., pp.14f .

53 u istari i na SU. MU, "She caused my god and my goddess to de part from me " (Maqlu III 16).
L-. 17.

The phrase istu ulla alat ta.t ilaniP 1 •, "From

of old, the be getters of the gods s" is ve ry difficul t to
translate even thou g h tablets A, B, and D from Sultantepe
show general a greement in the transliteration i~ the first
half of the line.

Nevertheless, the concept of the gods be-

getting other gods does occur in Akkadian literature as in the
following:

eli abi_alidi ka dEa s]turat~ , "Thou (Marduk) art

greater than Ea, thy father and be getter" (Scheil, Sippar

15

)

vV

)

I-'

-

-

'-'

7:

V

and gus~ur_ma dis ana alid..§J2isu Ans a r, "He is greatly
V

superior in strength to Ansar, his father's begetter (En.el
I 19). 1

C differs from the other texts not only in some of
the wording but in the addition of part of an old formula
used often in prayers:
ellya _(~~ Jk!l_i3-nnanna_fil211-fill.Dfilill§-_~a ilsu __ e.,,nn~!ill~-~J ~:t§-!§.B_
annannatu,

11

From of old, punishment, murder, bribe thou ha st

placed upon me-:-

I, so-and-so, whose persona l god is so-and-

so, whose personal goddess is so-and-so"; cf. text 2:12.
. L. 18.

A

Hulu99..,g_ represents lost mercha ndise or losses

-

sustained especially in comm erce~

-butuqg_u

)

~utus~l! is a varian t of

"deficiency, loss."
L. 19.

"
The restorat ion of iktur Au from karu
"to

shorten" is ma de certain by text B and ll.§3,ps a.~! lnapi~tasu
v
2
LUGUD MES (TDP 76, 62; 84, 32).
Also t-he re ad ing i k- tu-ru
1 For a dd i tio nal e xam ples see f AD, I, Pa rt 1, pp.J40f.
2

er. w.

.

von Soden, AH, V, p.452.
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demonstrat e s vowel harmony a nd shows the substituting of the
Late Assyr i a n di a lect in the Sultan tepe t ablet s .
L: 20.

The thou ght of this line is of t e n rep eated in

Akkadian literature in this nearly stereotype fo rm . 1
L. 21.

- "' "truly," is from
~J.n~,

"

~

with the adverbial

ending which is a characteristic of the hymnal ~pie dialect.
V
Kini_§_
is used frequently with the verb pa lasu
"to see." 2

The

verb ~las q occurs only in the N stem; it must always have an
object.

The verb ama.r-q_ means "to glance, to see superficially."

On the other hand, nat alu su ggests a dura tive action "to ana lyze, to penetrate in a look."

The word in this line paJ~~u

means "to gaze, to examine, to contemplate."

Two pass ages

which show that pa lasu means more than a casual glance are
Gilgamesh XI, 92:

-v

umu ana itanlusi pulu ht a is i , "To look at

the weather, I was afraid."

And the second passage is

Gilgamesh XI, 132:
inspected the waters, silence set in."
The second cla use ilm.§_J;_a s lI t um., "Hear (my) prayer,"
is used frequently.3

The reading ~ ~).I_!i "my pra yer" in Bis

A
the preferred reading. Tasliti
is derived fro m sulli_,
"to
pray." 4 Mo r eover, the thou gh t give n in this line occur s often

in Hebrew without necessarily usin g cogna te words.
Ps. 4:2:

'Jl ?]JJ
.,.. .

and hear my prayer."

, 11
TI
. ... .,.

Compare

, "Be gr acious to me

Note also Ps. 39:13

1 Weir, Le x icon, p.336.
2 w. von Soden , AH , VI, p.480.
3 we ir, Lexi con, p.3 65.

4 cr. £!ill_, XVI, p.239.
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,1 \ ,\, , "Hear my prayer,

Lord. 111

O

L. 22 • . T~~yarata is a stative of the noun form

gattalu; this form is used for occupa tions or to express customary traits. 2
V

)

Cf. the following example:

YV

_

-

assupi tayyarata

-

este u[ ka] ,' "Because thou art always fo rgiving , I ha ve sought
[thee]" (King, fil'!§., 27, 16).
L. 23.

Lines 23 and 24 prese nt the parallelism of

eteru "to save" and ,e;~-g.i~l,1t "to save."

-

-

classic example of

A

.,_

the Akkadian sequence ~er~, g~malu, suzubu is the following:
V-

A

V

"'

~teru gamalu suzubu bullutu bulu u kiru s umu u balatu S1...:...§.h.,
"Saving, sparing, rescuing, curing -- bringing prosperity to
cattle and orcha rd, progeny and health" (Eh_ 16 71 No.5). 3
Et~ru "to save" is spoke n of the activity of the gods
in the following passages:

mukil abbuti KAR

ir

V

_)

. napJ stim ra_lE.

k1nati, " ( Isum) the intercess or, who saves life, who loves
justice" (~ 43 17: 56); nfil>iru napisti andul dadml

KAR

nl;i,

"(Nabu) protector of life, who shelters the human dwe llings,
"' tiy~,
who saves the people" (lW§. 22: 7); and ~tirat fil'-tp~}-~~-Pi?:P~~
"(Gula) who sav-e-s a _nd spares my life" (m_ 4 128 IV 38) and
passim.

Moreover etiru "to save " is us ed of kings especia lly

in warfare:

-

\,'

V

V

etirsu napistasu a grnil , "I saved him and spared

his life" Tigl. I (~

43 ii 53); malki ••••• s a ana nir

VV
pelutiya
i k nusuma
eteru napsass
un, "The rule rs who had sub-

mitted to my rule and thus saved their lives" Sar . (Winckle r
1 cf. Pss. 54:4; 86:6; 143:1.
2 von

Soden, gg_, par. 55 m, o.

3cr. ~ , rv, p.425.

56
pl. 38 iii 38 ); a la s ua.tu etir, "I spared tha t ci ty" Ti gl . I
(~

76 v 79) and pass i m. 1
Lines 26 and 27 are difficult to trans late.

Cf. the

similar lines in Ebeling, Hande r hebung , p.22, lines 10-14 and
p.82, lines 111-12.
The words ilutlca rabitata, "thy divine powe r," probably
should not be translated in this line.

Cf. the quotations of

similar lines without translation given in £till,, VII, p.106.
L. 28.

This is part of the thank sgiving fo rmula found
V

.,,

.,,

at the close of SU.IL.LA prayers.

A close parallel to this

line is Schollmeyer, p .139 Y.f:T 5r. 23f f:
dalilika-1Eglul

a:m~ru~-

narpikg 1Ei~-Ei

ana d[ratu~J_!Jlfa l i dlul u, "I will

make thy greatness manifest and proclaim thy glory, and those
who see me will (also) proclaim thy glory forever."
.1 Cf. lli.2-_., pp.402-3.
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TEXT 2
K.155, B. M.78432, a nd Si.18
Introduction
Text 2 is a study of thre e dupl icate t a bl ets.

A

(K.155) comes from the librar y of Asurba ni pal , ki ng of Asss yr i a,
668-627 B.C.; it consis t s of the upper part of a l arge t a ble t
of which more than half has be en destroyed.

tains thre e prayers:

The tablet con-

the first par t (1-28) r e cor ds a pra yer

"' on the occa sion of an eclipse of the moon ; the s e cond
to Sin
section (29-35) pre s erv e s the ope nin g line s of a praye r to
&,.,

Ista r; and the third portion (36-51) pre s e r ves the conclusio n

-

~
of a pra yer to Tasmetu,
also like the first, it is directed
1

against the evils of luna r eclipse .

A

(K155) do es not pr e-

serve a ny rituals; it is likely t hat it bel onge d to the

ill

rimki seri es in which some of the rituals we r e written on
separat e table ts.

2

Tabl et A ha s bee n transliterated and /o r

translat ed in the following works:

King , Bab;yl q,~:t an !j~gi c a nd

~o r cery (1896), pp .3-16; Pe r ry, ~ym nen und Gebete an S+~ (1907),
pp.12-15; Combe , Histoi re du c~l t e de S~D en Babyloni e _e t en
Assyr 1,_e (1907), pp.103 - 106; Zi mme rn , f:Q , XI II/1 (1911), 4 -•5;
1 Leonard W. Ki ng , Babylonian Magic a nd S9rceri (Londo n :
Luzac and Co., 1896), p.5.
·
2 s tephen Langdo n , "A Hymn to the Moon - God , Adapt ed fo r
the use of Shamas h- Shum- Uk1 n , Vi ceroy of Babylon," PSBJ1., XL
(1918), 106.
58

59

,.
Kunstmann , Die babyl onische gebe tsbe schworung (1932) , p.103;
Ebeling , Die akkadische Gebe t sse rie ."Hande r hebun g 11 (1 953) ,
pp.6-8; Falke ns te in a nd von Sode n, Sumerische und a kkadische
H;y:mne n und Gebe t e (1953), p p .316-17; a nd Step he ns , ~

(1955),

p.J86.
Duplica te tablet B (B. M. 78432) wa s bro Y,ght to light
by Langdon; 1 it duplica t e s A at line s 7 thr ough 8 and in

line s 19 thr ou gh 28.

In addition B pre se rves a ritual which

is given below in lines 29 through J6.

Langdon su gge s ts tha t

text Bis a Babylonian t ext com ing f r om the south even t hough
the script is As s yrian.

2

This portion of a pra ye r to the Moon.,

V

V

-

god was adapted for the use of Samas - sum-ukin , br ot her of
A;surbanipa l a nd viceroy of Ba bylon unde r his br other.J
C

(Si.18), whic h comes from Sippar in Babyl onia , dupli-

cates A at line 8 and lines 19-28.

The end of C (37-41) reco r ds

a ritual bearing some simi lar iti e s to the r i tual found at the
end of B.

A

brief des cription of C wa s given by V. Sche il i n

his report s on excavat i o ns at Si ppar .

4

A copy of the c une iform

of this tabl et\'ras furn i she d by him to E. Combe . 5

During a

visit to the Mus eum of the Ancie nt Or ient , Ista nbul, Dr. Jacob
Klein took photo graph s of th is t able t and made t he pr i nts
availa bl e fo r u se in thi s dissert a tio n .
1

Langdon, ? P · ci t ., 104-11.

21.!2.i.9:.., 106, n.8.

3D21.g_., 104 .

4 v. Schell, Une s a ison de f ou i lles 'a Si ppfl,r , (Memoi
,
r es
publi es par l es membres de l' Institut Franca is d ' Ar c he ol ogi e
Orie ntale du Caire, I (Cairo , 1902 ), No.18.

,.

5Et. Combe , Histoire du culte de Si n en Babyloni e et
en Assyrie ( Paris: Paul Ge uth ner , 1908) , p. 93.
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In the broadest way , text 2 may be outlined in the ·
foll owing way : · the address , 1- 18, is composed of t wo main
.

~

parts; (a}the i nvocatio n of Sin with honorific titles, 1, and
(b)praise of the Moon- god , 2-18.

Within this part of the

prayer there is an eclipse-formula in lines 12 and 13.

The

second main division, the pray er proper is founcl. in 19- 26.
This section of text falls into three parts :

(a)reception of

the prayer, 19-22; (b)reconciliation of the personal god and
goddess, 23-24; and (c)forgi venes s, 25-26.

The remaining divi-

sions of the prayer are thanksgiving , 27; identifi ca tion as a
V

.,

,-

SU. IL .LA prayer, 28; and two rituals at the end of the text:

29-36, taken from tablet B, and 37-41, the las t lines of tablet C.

6.i.

Transliteration
1.

2.

d '
.... V
/
]
BA ed-dis-su-u mu-nam - m[ir •••••

J.

v
'Ev
sa-ki-in na-mir-ti a-na UKUM 8 •••••
V

lo.

S--

V

..-

4.

DIS UKUMES sal-ma
t SAG.DU us-su-ru GAR •••••
.

.5.

nam-rat UD.DA-ka AS ANe •••••

6.

sar-hat di-pa-ra-ka GIM dBIL.GI hi •••••

7.
8.

ma-lu-u nam-ri-ru-ka Kita DAGA[LtaJ
V
... MES
V/
V
sar-9a UKU ' ug-da-sa-ra DIS a-ma-ri ka-[a-ta)

9.

da-hum ANe sa la i-lam-ma-du mi-lik-su ma-a[m-man)

v

10.

-

-

V/

'-

su-tu-rat UD.DA-ka GIM duTU bu-uk-ri-[ka]
v

V

11.

V/

kam-su IGI-ka DINGIRMES GALMES
ES.BAR KUR.KUR Glw 1 n AS IGI-[ka)

12.

AS HULAN.MI dBA

-

s~ AS

ITI NENNI

_,

13.

-

NENNI GAR[na]

UD

.,...

V

V

V

HUL A~rns IGI .DUBMES HULMES la DUlOMES
..,

V/

V

..,

_,,.

sa ASE.GAL. MU u KUR.MU GAL
V

V

14.

DINGIRMES GALMES i-sal-lu-ka-ma SUMin mil-ka

15.

GUB~BU pu-hur-su-nu
us-ta-mu-u AS KI-ka
..,

16.

d '

V-"

I-'

.,

V/

"

.,,

,-

~·

V

BA su-pu-u sa E.KUR i-sal-lu-ka-ma
V

ta-mit DINGIRMES SUM[in)
V

j,'

17.

u4.NA.AM unum ta-mit-ti-ka pi-ris'-ti DINGIRf"lES GAL:MES

18.

UD

19.

dAs.n1.UD e-muq la sa-na-an

~

.

V

USU.GAM i-sin - na-ka unum ta-sil-ti DINGIR-ti-(ka]
v

v,

_,

v"

V /

sa la i-lam-ma-du mi-lik -su ma-a[m- man)
·rext}lal Aoparatus
1 B: ds1n a s karu

supG,

vari ant note d but not hand copied on

plate by Langdo n , op. ci~., 106.

'

V

8 C: ••••• -ra DIS

B: End
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1.

2.

No rmalizat i on
"'
"' n d Nannaru ru s,..,_upu" •••• •
sipt
u d Si
d ,..

-

v,..

Sin eddisu munamm [i r ••••• ]

J.

;akin nami rti ana ni ;eP1 • •••••

4.

ana n1;eP 1 • ~alma.t qa qqadi u-~~uru s aki n •••••

5.

namrat setka
ina s ame • • • • •
.

6.

sarhat diparaka klma girri hi{?) •••••

I\

V

e

...

v

-

7.

mal~ namrirru ka er~ e tata rapa[sta ta]

8.

...
"'-pl
.,
sarha
... nise • ugdas s a r a ana amari ka [ta ]

9.

dAnum sam; · sa la ilamma du miliksu ma [mman]

V

-

-

""

10.

~uturat setka kima dsama; bukri[ka]

11.

kamsu maharka
dilan1P 1 • rabut1P 1 •
_,

•

purusse .matati saki n1 n ina panI(ka]
12.

ina lumun attal~ dSin

-

;a ina arhi anna nna umi annanna ;akna [na]

lJ.

lumun idatipl. itta.t1P1 • lemnetipl. la tabat
. 1P1 •
v

_

_

_

vvA

sa ina ekalliya u matiya ibass a

14.

d11an1P1 • rab~t1P 1 • i;allukama tanaddin10 milka

-

16.

....
"'-"'u ina s"'a pl i ka
izzazzu- plr!}ursunu
ustam
d Sin
" supu
v - "' .,..
v
- pl • tanaddin1 n
s a El{ur isallukama
t am-i t i lani

17.

bubbulu um t amltt1ka pi ri ;ti ila.nipl. rabut ipl.

18.

umu JO kam isinnaka um t a s i lti iluti[ka]

19.

dNamr a ~et emuq la s a nan s a

15.

-

v-

-

la

ilammadu m111k ;u ma (mman]

TEXTUAL APPARATUS
acco r ding to B

V

15 GUB.BU emended to us - bu in Qfil2., I, 2 , p.J92b

...

17 ta-m it-ti -ka emended to t a -sil-ti - ka- i n
19 B and C gi ve t wo l i nes
•••• MU.GI. NA ERUM-ka

B: mam-ma
.,.

C a dd s: DIS-ku

£fill., II, p.299a

B adds after L. 19:
d

.,.. "

GIS.SIR. MU. GI . NA LU (GAL]

_63
/

20.

as-ruq-ka $i -ri k GIG el-lu
v

V

/v

aq-qi- ka re-es-ta-a si-kar (da-as-pa]
-

V

v'/

l

21.

kam- sa-ku az-za-az a-s e - -ka ka-(a-sa]

22.

I NIM .GAR dum-qi u me-~a-ri GAun UGU-[ia]

23.

DINGI R. MU

u.dISDAR

v

sa is-tu UD
v

24.

um

v

,,

ma-du-ti 1s6-bu-su (UGU-ia]
/

/

kit-ti u NIG.SI.SA 11s-li-mu KI.MU

AS

'

V

ur-~i lid-mi-iq pa-da-ni (li-sir]

;a,

25.

u-ma-> -ir-ma AN .ZA. Q.AR DINGIR

26.

AS s a t GIG DUsivIES ar-ni-MU lu-us-me

K~S .GE6[ MES]

v\

ser-ti lu ta-a[b-ka-at]
V

'

'

/

/

27.

DIS da -ra -ti lud-lul da-li-li-(ka ]

28.

INIM.INIM. MA SU.IL.LA ZU.EN[NA.KAM]

29.

v
v- '
( • •••• GAR
J an 12 NINDA ..,.ha-sv e- e 12 NI NDA SE.GIS.I

V

.,

/

d

✓

31.

.....
' ....
••••• an NIG.I.DE LAL I. NUN GARan
V
'
GIS .,, ..,,,
V
••••• sit-tu(?) AS SAG
NA- su DIS AN.ZA.O,AR

32.

• •••• AN .ZA. O.AR

/

30.

/

V

V

/V

/

na-as-par-ti
V

d

NANNAR •••••

V

••••• MA UD NUN(? )~ES BADMES KA(?)

33.

Te x tugl Apnar§:h@_

,.,.
B: mu-si el-la

20 Band C divide into t wo lines

End
....

B adds after L.20: ••••• -s1 MU-ka
.._
V
V
V
/
e
MES
GIS
V
C adds : AS
••••• qu-du - s1
az-kur ••••• AS qe-reb AN KU
restored acco rding to B

y

✓

~

V

/

MU-ka az-k[ur] al-si- ka be-li AS qe-reb AN
V

a-se J

)

V,,

ka.-a-sa
,,

,,

V

V

,,.

22 B: me-s a -ri su-kun UGU-ia
,,,-

ma- -du-tu is6 -bu-su UGU-ia

pa-da-nu 11-sir

'

/

21 B:

KU •••••

V

v',,-

V

into t wo lines

e

v ...

C: me-sa-ri

C: UD-mu

23 B: uoMES

·24 Band C divide
/

B: 11-1s -li-mu KI-ia

C: Las·t half of line destroyed

B:

25 B:
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,,.,

V

-

.,

I\

V

20.

asruq.ka si rik musi ellu aqqika resta sikar (daspa]

21 .

kamsaku azzaz aseka ka(sa]

22.

egirre dumqi u mesari suku nUn ell (ya ]

23.

111 · u

24.

ina kitti u

I\

1--'A

V

- ,._

V
dJstar sa istu
um
maduti
isbusu
V

mesari lislimu ittlya

ur~l lidmiq padanl (lisir]

25.

uma'' irma Anzaqar ilu sa tabr~t musi(pl.]

26.

ina sat musi pu~~urPl• arniya lusme sertl lu ta[bkat]

27.

ana d~riti ludlul dalilI[ka]

28 .

amat nls qati ds1n

29 •

[

JO.

tasakkanan
• •• •• an mirsa dispa himeta
_,

31.

• •• •• ~ittu(?) ina res i~ersI.su ana Anzaqar

32 •

"'
• • ••• Anzaqar naspar
ti dNannar •• •••

33.

•••••

V

VA

V

Vv

tasak]kanan 12 akal ~ase 12 akal samassamm i

1extu~l App~ratus
V

nrNGERMEs

V

~a M.is.GE6MEs

C: This line and r emaining lines

o n reverse of tablet

26 B: This line and remaining lines

o n reverse of tablet

B divides into t wo lines

im 11 • • • •• ti-ra •••••

B: (ar]-ni - ia ••••• DIS-ku

•

(d~]-ra-a- ti lud-lu-la

dzu. EN. NA(KAMJ
i n C 37

40

,

v

27 C:

End resto red according to B

.

V

28 C:
v

/

B• ZU.EN.NA.KAM
'
in C 39
30 B: Cf. I.NUN
.

C: (mu-t]i-

B: Cf. DI S AN.ZA. [Q.AR] in L.39

se
29 B: Cf. 12 NINDA ha_,

,.,

31 B: Cf. AS SAG in C

32 B: Cf. AN .ZA.G.AR

na-~s-par-ti dNANNAR in C 41

33 B: Translite rat ion of

Langdon, op. cit. , 108, L.9.

Normalization and translation

unintelli gi ble.

·34.

v'/

1,-

'

V/

,,

V

•••• • da SU-su GIR-su u-sah
.., -hat-ma
,,,
~

35 •

••••• gur-ru-da-kam

36 •

••••• LAG KA.TILLA AS TUG.SIG-su SER

37.

v
••••• GISv
SINIG GARan 12 NINDA ha-se

_

.,.

/

/

V

/

/

.,..._..

v'

.

/

v

-

J8.

••••• SAR ••••• ZU.LUM.ZID(?) ESA DUB

39.

•••••I .NUN DIS NE.SAG(?) DIS AN.ZA.(QAR]

4o.

(AS] SAG MAS(?) NIG.NA GISsEM.LI [GARan]
..,.,v
,,,,
d

41.

'

V

t.-

V

AN.ZA.OAR na-as-par-ti

NANNAR

.

.,,

.....

66
J4 .

••••• da qatesu sepesu usahha
tma
v..J

35 •

••••• gurrudakam•••••

J6.

••• :.kurbani bab kami ina sisiktlsu tarakkas
tas akkanan 12 akal hase
• • • • • is•bini
...

J8 •••••• SAR suluppa sasqa tasarrak

J9.

• ••.• -9-imeti ana naqu ana Anza(qar]

40.

(ina] res irbi(?) niknaqqa 1 ~buras'i (tasakkan]

41.

Anz aqar nafparti dNannar
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Transl~tion
. 1.

Incantation :
A

0 S1n!

O Nannarl

Glorious one •••••

-

2.

Sin, ever renewi ng , who makes bright •••••

J.

Who furnishes the light for the people •••••

4.

To guide mankind ari ght, dwelling •••••

5.

Bright is thy light in heaven •••••

6.

Majestic is thy torch like fire •••••

7.

Thy bri ghtness has filled the bro[ad] earth.

8.

The people are proud;
they vie with one another to look at th[ee].

9.
10.

0 Anu of the heaven whose purpose no [one] will learn,
Unsurpass ed is thy light
V

v

as that of Samas (thy] firstborn.
11.

The senior gods bow down in [thy] presence,
the decision of all the lands is s e t before thee.

12.

On account of the evil of an eclipse of the moon
which took place in such and such a month,
on such and such a day,

13.

On account of the evil of the powers and signs,
evil and not good,

which have happened in my palace and my country .

14.

The senior gods inquire of thee,
and thou givest couns el ,

15.

They stand in their assembly,
they debate one another underneath the e;

16.

~
0 Sin,
glorious one of Ekur ,

when they inquire of thee,
thou dost give the oracle of the gods .

-. .
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17.

The dark of the moon is the time of thy oracle,
the mystery of the senior gods ,

18.

The thirtieth day is thy festival,
the day of [thy ] celebration.

19 • . 0 Namra~et, unequaled in power,
whose purpose no (one ] can fathom.
20.

I have offered thee a pure nightly offering ;
I have poured out for thee the best , (sweet ] beer .

21.

I am kneeling ; I am standing ; I am looking to th[ ee ].

22.

Grant (me] a happy and opt imistic mood .

23.

May my god and (my) goddess,
who for many days have be en angry wit h (me ],

24.

By Truth and Ju stice be reconcile d to me ;
may my way be propitious; may my path be straight.

25.

He has sent Anzaqar, the god of dreams.

26.

During the ni ght may I he ~r of the forgiv eness of my sin;
let my guilt be [poured out].

27.

Forever let me pr ocla i m [thy] glory.

28.

"
Utt erance \'lit h raised hand to Sin.

29.

(Thou shalt ] place 12 loaves of spice bread,
12 loav es of se same bread ,

JO •••••• marmelade ,

honey , and ghee thou shalt set fo rth .

31 •••••• sleep (?) at the head of his bed to Anzaqar .
32 •••••• Anzaqar, the messenger of Nannar •••••
33.

•••••

34 •••••• of his t wo ha nds and his two feet
he shall strip off .

35.

•••••

36 •

••••• a clump (of earth) from the outer gate
thou shalt bind in his coat.

37 •••••• tamarisk thou shalt set forth,
12 loaves of spice bread,

38 •••••• dates, flour thou shalt pour.
39 •••••• ghee to offer to Anza[qar]
40.

[In} the chief offering(?)
[thou shalt set forth] juniper incense,

41.

Anzaqar, the messenger of Nannar.
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Commentary on Text 2
L. 1.

A number of restorations have been suggested to

comple te the first line .

Perry restores !flu ellu namru] . 1

The restorati on according to t ext 3:1 (IV R 9:1 ), etelli
1lani, deserves some consi deration .
" elluti
] •2
[ ., ame
reading inas

Ebeling su gge sts the

Though von Soden does not give a

transliteration, he probably follows the restoration of Ebe ling
in his translation "(am r einen Himmel!]. ,.J
~

~

Sumerian EN equa ls Akkadian s iptu , "incanta tion, en.

treaty."

A word with a similar meaning is the Sumeri an TU, a

loan word in Akkadian, written tu "spell, incantation. 114
For the meaning of dBA dNANNARru se e the names of the
Moon-god in the introduction.
vWith ~upu
, "glorious one ," cf. texts 2:1 6 ; 1:28; and
,,...
In addition to thes e passages attributed to Sin, one
A

3:7.

passage was found pertaining to Nabonidus:
rious prince" (VAB 4, 252.I.6) • 5

-

lulimu

V-

A

Sl!.EE_,

"Glo-

The relat ed Hebrew verb j :1,,

"to shine," occurs only in the Hiphil, note especially

-

y_, <Ji il

1n Dt. 33:2 ancr Ps. 50:2 where use doe s not seem causative .

1 Edmund G. Perry, Hymnen und Gebe te an Sin (Leipzig :
J.C. Hinrich, 1907), p.23.
2

Erich Ebeling, Die akkadische Gebetsserie "Handerhebun "von neuem Gesammelt und Heraus e eben (Berlin:
Akademie-Verlag , 19 3 , p ••
3Adam Falkenstein and Wolfram von Soden , .§ill!le rische
und ak kadis che Hymnen und Gebete (Zurich: Artemi s -Verlag,
1953), pp.316 - 17.
4

,-

En.el. I, 62; En.el. VI I , 33- J~ .

5 cr. Ivan Engnell, Studies in Divine Kin gshi p in the
Near East (Uppsala: Almqvist and Wiks ell, 1943), p.182.
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L. 2.

Translators are divided between the following
.........

two words:

eddesu meaning "constantly renewing itself, ever
- .,. ...
brilliant;" and edissu "alonene ss." On the basis of the exam .... .1\

ples cited in .QfJl, IV, p.23, eddesu should be read in this
.I\

VA

A

Sin eddesB_, "Sin ever renewing," (Borger, ~h.· 79:5)

line:

and Girru edde~~ nur ila.n1 kaja.nu, "Ever renewin_g fire god,
steady light of the gods!" (Maqlu II, 192).
I

There are a number of restorations which might fittingly complete this line:

Delitzsch, lfrill., p.Jlb restores

mu~i; 1 Ebeling 2 suggests ~ame u er~eti!g,;3 and Perry, l!Y.filn~p,
p.23, restores ekleti on the basis of IV R 26, 4oa.
L.

J.

of' this line.

V-

flapsatl is a possible restoration for the end
The following passage lends support to the resv-

toration of r ap~ati in this te xt :

v_
~

v_

_

rapsati ~@l~at gag~gj._

idall8;1§_(1Q~J-1illL gurdi lf~, "The widely scattered, blacl1:headed
people praise thy power" ( ~ VI, 82, 7); cf. Weir. 4
more plausible is the word ap~,ti, "numerous."5

Even

Weir presents

A

an example where ~pati as a f.pl. adj. is used as an epithet
.

of ~

.,.._

v_

"

-' "people"; ana niS£_..§,~ll (~
.,._

. III, 25, 33).

times lllli. is omit ted but understood as in Ludlul II:

.,.

Some-

I\

ekama

ilmadii, ala!sti_ iJLgJllil..~, "Where are the mortals that compre1 Friedrich Deli tzsch, Ass yri~ ~s Hang,yrfirterbuch
(Leipzig: J.C. Hinrich, 1896T, p.Jlb.
2 Ebeling, H~~rhebBpg , p.6.
"
V
,..
.
,.
J Cf. d Sin
mu namm ir s ame u erse tim, "Sin, who makes
bright the heaveri'sandt h e ~ t h 11 · ·( ~ ~ b9, 96, 19).
4 cecil J. Mullo Weir , A Lex1con·2f _Accad1~n Pray~~.ill
the Rituals of ~X£ia~l£!1 (Lo ndon: Oxford Uni vers i ty Press, H.
Milford, 193ij), p.25O.

5ct. text i:3.
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he nded the way of a god?"; cf. Lambert filU:., 40:38.
Wi th f~ at, "dark ," compare the Hebrew Jl.~ ~f~

L. 4.

"darkness~ deep darkness" and Ethiopic ~aJ.irn , "black ."

--

1s f.pl. form a gree ing with the word nise, "people . 11

Salmat
Salmat

gaggafli_, literally, "the dark- he aded ," is a poeti c expression
for "mankind. 111

end of L. 11:

L. 4 may end with the same words found at the
ina panlk~.

L • .5.

See the dist i nction made between~' "li ght ,

shining appearance of the sun, moon, and stars, sultry weather,
air, open air, open sun, sickne ss" and sltu meaning "rising,
birth, offspring, expenditure" in .91:Q, XVI, p.1.53.

Note also

that setu is written syllabically and with UD.DA,2 while~
is written syllabically, also with 'E and ZI.GA. 3

piparY.., "torch," which occurs in

L. 6.

OB, Mari, SB,

and NB, 1s the word for torch used generally and most freThe light of Sin
" is here likened to a torch, diparu .

quently.

-

Similar references are made to othe r gods:

V

n.,amirtu_g.t£er s~

.,

I\

u er~ell, "(Istar ), brilliant torch of heaven and earth," ( §1.£
2, 7.5:3.5);

dv

~

Samauiparka kaill_'!!L~!§-t i ,

lights (lit. covers) the lands," (~

11

v

v

0 Samas, your torc h

32: 33); a t ta di I??}'Y.!DWfl

inattalu nurka, "You (Isum ) are the torch, they look upon your
•

4

light,'' ( Go s smann fil I 10).

Somet i mes the Anunnaki bear

torches that illuminate the land (Gilg. XI:10J); cf. CA~, I II ,
pp.1.56-.57Passages using ~iparu as an epit het of royalty cannot
be found; however , simi lar epithets ascribed to kings are found
1

ill.ill., XVI, P • 7 5.
3l..91£1., p.215.

2

CAD , XVI , pp.1,50f.
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in Sumerian and Akkadian:

GIBIL BAR , "brilliant flame," is

...

attributed to Sulgi (tilll, 27:6); nablu s urruhu, "mighty flame, "
is said of Tiglath-pileser ([ili! JJ); also ~
flame, 11 which is ascribe d to Tiglath-pileser (~
"fire," is written three ways:
cally with

d

d

BIL.GI and

-

"burning

.
72) •1

Gir~,

syllabically and logographi-

...

GIS.BAR.

2

Here it is written dBIL.GI.

One or two signs at the end of the line have not been
transliterated. Perry makes two suggested readings: first,
.... ,
sar,:-(r_µ_,:,.r~J, "brightness," which is used frequently as an
epithet of deities.

Second, r,[us-se-.~ J, "bright rays, splen-

dor," is also used of the gods.3

Ebeling probably makes the

best restoration with hi- [m i=it;-}{~], "thy glowi ng. 114

Cf. the

.,J

use of the word hamatu in Gilg. XI, 104:
a.ti ina ..!l~mrirrJi.upu uhamm2§
_,

r

vV

-

Anunnak1 issu di~,r_-

ma.tu, "The Anunnaki signaled

(their) torches, with their glaring light they cause the
lighting up of the country. 11 5
L. 7.

y

....

A close parallel is found in the Samas Hymn 20:

namrirruk~ imlu sihil? niat_§.ti , "Thy bri ghtness fills the extent
of the land."

-

,,.

....

Another similar pas sage is in the Samas Hymn

177: ID,_us'narpmir ersetim,!im F§-pastim,

"The illuminator of the

broad ear th." Yet another pas sage worth noting is in the
...
.,
Samas Hymn 48: [n]amurrat ka ezziti ma.tum sa~pat, "Thy awe inspiring radiance covers the land."

A final example of similar
-v

!!,?-mrirrisunu

expression may be take n from Gilg. XI, 104:

.

uhammatu
matum,
...,

11

With their glaring light they cause the

1 Engnell, o p . cil. , p.187.

2 2h12,,

3perry, 212.:....£.l l•, pp.2J - 24.
4 Ebeling , Handerheblm_g , p.6.

5~

v,

pp.93-94.

, VI, p.65.
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lighting up of the country."

All these passages emp hasize the

breadth of land illuminated by the gods.

A similar concept

is applied to royalty:

-

puluhti_welam
sarrutiy~ pat same u
_,
V

-

-

V

"'

ersetim lu iktum, "The fe ar of the majesty of my kingship hath
covered the bounds of heaven and earth" (Sams uiluna , LI~ J,
203). 1

L. 8.

powerful."

~~

-

V-

U_gdaSS ara is a Dt form of gasaru, "to become

"',., - "they vie with one
The translation of Y., gda~f')a~,

another," expresses recipr ocal action.

i

The

of the verbal

infix becomes~ under the influence of the g .
,'

L. 9.

IlammadJd_, from lama.du, "to le a rn" is an habit-

ual present which lends a note of absoluteness to the entire
stateme nt.

" is identified with Anu the highest god of
Here Sin
the triad Anu, Enlil, and Ea.

2

The ending ma-a[m -man] may be

restored on the basis of Jensen, 128, 39:
milik;a mamman. 3
L. 10.

...

-

s a la il?.mmadu

... _

Sutura t setka, "Unsurpassed is thy light."

" ·possessed tile mysterious prope rty of light which extends
Sin
to gre a t distances, yet he appear s undiminished and unchanged.
,'\

4

Sin and the gods in Me sopotam ia a re described by a we-inspiring
terror and blinding brillian ce.

Brightness in vary ing degrees

1 cf. Ivan Engnell, fil udi es in Divine __ Ki ngship in the
Near East (Uppsala : Almqvi st a nd Wiksell , 1943~., pp .1 81 -B2 .
2 cr. te xt J:2 commentary .

3 weir, Lexicon, pp. 178- 79.
4 Edwyn R. Bevan, §ymbolism and Belief (London:
Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1957), p.1J4.

George
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of intensity is shared by the gods and by all beings considered
divine and holy, even the king himself.

Many terms are used

in the hymns and prayers to describe the fear-inspiring ex.
1
perience of the divine.
In the Near East and in other religions the ineffable is expressed by supernatural luminosity
radiating from the god.

In the following quotation, Gaster

shows how the glory of the gods is depicted among many peoples:
The description of the theophany is based on the conventional portrayal of the sun-god (Shamash) in Mesopotamian art, e.g., on cylinder seals. He rises betwee n
twin mountains, with rays issuing from his shoulders or
sides. The glow betokens the approach of a god or otherworldly being. In Mesopotamian belief, gods were enveloped
in a sheen, called 11 luster 11 (fil!Llamm u) or "terror" (puluhtu),
or were said to be "clothed in light." In the Epic of
Creation, Marduk is described, indeed, as invested with
the luster of ten gods. The Hittites too envis aged their
gods as wreathed in a nimbus called "terror" (hatug~tar);
and a characteristic of Iranian deities was their khvareno
(Old Persian, farnah), or brilliant radiance. In the Old
Testament itself this is evidently what is meant by "the
glory of Yahweh ," and it is significant that the divine
being whom Ez e kiel describes as having been cast out of
the divine assembly is said to have been distinguished
not only by wisdom and beauty but also by "the sheen of a
rising sun" (Heb.: ;yJ fah). Greek gods too were signalized by a dazzling brightness, though in sculpture this is
portrayed only after the fifth century B.C. Jamblichus
(c. A.D. 250-325) preserves the ancient tradition in the
statement that "when archange ls appear, certain portions
of the world are thrown into convulsion and at their a~proach a light precedes them , but divided (i.e. fork ed )."
The divine light, it should be added, is not merely a sign
of inner radiance; it symbolizes also the bedazzlement of
men at the sight of that which is othe rworldly. It is
therefore also a divine weapon, appropriately known as
"the terror. 11 2
v_

.

Suturat, "unsurpassed," is a 3 f.s. stative from

.{!tlata.,D! , "to exceed, to surpass 11 ; compare the Hebrew root
1

Cf text 3:14.

2

Theodor H. Gaster , Myth, Le gend , and Custom in th.§.
Old Testament ( New Yorlr: Harper & Row, 1969r, pp. b69-70.

.,

~

V

The li- in Akkadian, when not a part of the root,
v

some adjectives and stative verbs sugges ts the mea nings of

1s not confined to the causative stem.
V

,-

The s- combined with

V-

V

V

"more, most, especially," e.g. surbu, sutuey, fil!_Psugµ,
sumrusu. 1 ·some attributive uses are the following:

Marduk

[b~lu] kabtu ;iituru, "Marduk [the lord], puissant, surpassing"
(~ V/J 349.21); and ;ut~ru ta;u, "The surpassing spell

against him" (En.el. I, 62).
v_

-

Predicative examples are:

...

sutur lansu, "Surpassing was his stature" (En.el. I, 99);
enussu lu s°utura.!_, "His lordship is indeed surpassing" (En. el.

VI, 106); and ul ibassi ina gimir di gigi sa sunu~u ball ka ,
"There is none among all the Igigi who toil hard but thou"
(cf. Lambert llli1_ 128:45).

Constructs and similar compounds

V

V-

Qf these li- forms bear the elative meaning:

sutur uzni,
v-

-

"Surpassing in wisdom'' (En.el. I, 59); and suturu has isu,
"Surpassing in understanding" (King,

-

fill! I, 205.6).

These

V

s- forms are especially used in epithets ascribed to the
.

great gods; men and animals are not praised as highly with
...

the epithet atar-hasls without the~- form.

2

From the end of L.10 one sign appears to be missing;
pu-uk-ri [ ka] is a probable restoration .J

J2_uk:r:,11, "firstborn,"

is used in reference to many of ~he gods; one example is the
following passage from En.el. I, 15:

Ansar dAnum b ukrasu

1 Ephraim A. Speiser, Orie ntal and Biblical Studies ,
edited by J. J. Finkelstein and Moshe Greenberg (Phila.: ·
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1967), p.492.
2

.

1121Q_., p.474.

)Leonard W. King, Babylonian Magic and Sorcery (London:
Luzac, 1896), p.7.
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.... ....
"'
umassilma, "As for Ansar, Anum his firstborn was indeed a rep-

lica of him. 111
"'
The legal usage of purussµ,
"decision," and

21.t!£, "judgment , 11 should be menti o ned at this point.

-

"In the

strictly legal part of the laws dinu alone means the act of
judging or judgrnent. 112

Note t he followi ng examples:

,._

....

sa s ag!,

mar ilisu dinsu dini DUJZ_sasu pu[rus ]~ "Render judgment pertaining to the king who has a protective deity, give a decision
concerning him " {Schollmeye r No. 1 ii 6f.) and din i tenife ti
tadinni attI naru rabiti, "Thou., great River, r ender judgme nt
for the people" (§1.£ 1 201:7). 3

A dinu in a civil case was

not always fina l; in some instances , it determined how the
.
4
arguments in a case were to be substantiated .
However , 91.lli!
might also be the final ve rdi~t of a case, for example:
}{f3-nil5 dlnim gamri bel a ratisu lisezibu, "Make his accuser
issue a record of the final decision" (P:§§_ 7 78:14), and istuma
d1nam usahizukama dinl la t~m_g_, "Af te r I pla ced your l aws uit
to liti gation, you did ·not accept my decision" (VAS 16 96:4r ).
I\
The expression, 12uru~sam
;earasum
, literally "to decide

a decision," means "that the judge has come to a decisi on
after findin g the f acts of the case. "5
his purpose in setting up his code:

Hammur a bi procl aims

- . ana danim
"
din matim

puru sse" matim ana parasim , "To judge the judgment of the land
1 cr. Weir, Lexi con , p.61.
2G. R. Driver a nd John C. Miles, The Babylonian Laws,
I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952), p.?J•

3 cf. ffil2,, III, pp.100ff.
4 nriver and Miles, op . cit., p.73.

5Ibid., .p.74.

-
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(and) to determine the decisions of the land" (CH xxiv 6, 7072).

,'\

Also, when it is said that the judge 12urussam iprus, it

means that he has determined the facts in the case and his
decision upon them. 1
L. 12.

The word for eclipse is here written AN.MI.
A

A

The Akkadian for eclipse may be written with attalu, antalu,
.;\

A

A

antallu, namtallu, or nantallu.

.

A

Years ago the ori gin of attalu

' which in turn was underwas explained as derived from AN.TA.LU,
-

...

A

stoon as adaru sa Sin "obscuration of the moon ."

2

A better

' wa s a learned
explanation may be the suggestion that AN.TA.LU
Sumerian etymology to render the Akkadian antalu. 3
The formula given here was intended for the use of the
king, for no ordinary citizen could call upon his god with
these words:
on ·account of the evil of an eclipse of the moon which
took place in such and such a month, on such and such a
day, on account of the evil of the powers and signs, evil
and not good, which have happened in my palace and my
country.
Probably the formula only, and not the more inclusive prayer
itself, was compose d for the eclipse.

The eclipse-formula like

the one quoted above occurs in A, but is omitted in duplicate
tablets Band C; thus, the eclipse-formula could be included or
removed at will.

There is further evidence that the eclipse-

formula was not an essential element in this text because it in.
4
terrup ts the meter of the lines preceding and following it.
lcf. Tallqvist, Ak kadische Gottere2itheta, pp.153-54.
,..
2 Albrecht Goetze, 11 Akk. antalu and nam tallum
'Eclipse' ," ~ ' I (1947), 251-52.
J
.
4
King, .fill§,, p.xxvi.
£{ill, I, Part 2, p.509.
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Oftentimes the eclipse of the moon1 was an evil
omen; this s tatement is supported

337: 4. 11-12:

by

-

t he following from ABL

attali ds'in anni sa isktmuni ma.ta.ti ulta ppi t,

"This eclipse of the moon which took place has destroyed the
lands."

-

V

_

I

,-.

V

And, magat saruri ana attali da na ittasu laptat

adanni~, "The decrea se of light is dangerous wi-th respect to

1134:17).

an eclipse, this is indeed an unhappy sigh " (~
Note also the following informative passage:
V

V
sa
attali"
v

-

-

¥

lumunsu ana adi arhi adi u~di mass a r tu ad.i tasri tu asar
usarru
is ahha
inassuku,
--u asar Sin-----a ttalJ..su
---- _____
___,,__tuma
- -----~V

"'-

Y

A

")V

V

_

-

"The evil
.

-..,

influences of an eclipse (depend ) on the month, the day, the
watch 6f the night, the places where it starts and where
the moon draws away and sheds its darkening" {ABL 1006:Jf .).
Occasionally, the eclipse of the moon si gnif i ed
favor and blessing :
V

ina attali kakkabsAG. ME.GAR izziziz

V

ana s arri sulmµ , "If Jupiter is pre sent during an eclipse,
it signif les good heal th for the kin g" (1illb. 46 r. 10).

The

occurrence of an eclips e may indi cate evi l for the enemy
but good for the king and his country as in this example:
umu 14 kam attal1 ds1n i;akkan lemutti

sa matElamti

u

mat.Amurri damigti sa s arri , "{If) the moo n is eclipsed on
the 14th day; evil for Elam and Amurru, good luc k for t he
king" (Thompson geQ. 273 : 1f .).

Othe r references to the

appe arance of the moon are similar:

when th e cre scent of

the moon surrounds the constellation Scorpio, it foretells
the invasion of Assyria by a destructive swarm of locusts,
1 se e Morris J astrow, The Re lJgi oQ_Of Babyloni a a nd
Assyria, II ( New York: Ginn and Co., 1898 ), pp.J 60ff.
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but at the same time it foresh adows possibly greater evil for
Elam (~

1214: 4. 11-14).
Various apotropa ic rituals and acts were performed to

ward off the evil effects of eclipses as in the following:
;iDti sa attali ;a aratinu'zi kl ass~, "I performed the incantation against the eclipse in the month Tammuz" _(ttllli 276:13).
,'\

Sometimes there was singing for portection:

I\

V

anna sa ana Sin

A

A

1na attali izzamir , "This 1s what was sung to Sin during an
eclipse" (12.fil.1 4 6:14).

It was believed that s hout ing could

ward off evil during an eclipse:

A

A

V

A

.---

adi atta li -.----izakku isassu,

"They shout until the eclipse disappears" (lllitl 4 6:41).

Occa-

sionally after an eclipse , the king had to observe certain
rites:

V

A

·

V-

V

;\

sarru TA attali uttammeru ana suti usken , "The king

prostrates himself toward the south as soon as the ~clipse
disappears" (CT 4 5:7). 1
L. 13.

ll."Bl, "sign, omen," is written syllabically
_,,

.; Jl

v

and also with t .he logo gram s GISKIM, also A.MES, A .MES (SB
only). 2
The facts that ittu and * idatu show identical s emant ic
ranges and that the lo gogram GISKIM renders both, su gge st
that the word ittu (from id-tu) had t wo bases , itta- and
idat-, as is shown by the t wo forms of the cons truct
state. From the fo rmer the pl. ittatu was fo rmed, attested
from the OB period on, and from the latter the pl. idatu,
appearing only in late (SB, NB) texts.J
Jacobsen suggests tha t ilani rabuti ttgreat gods"
1 see ref erences to my tholo gy of eclipses in other lands
by Theodor H. Gaster, Thespis: Ritual, My th , and Drama in t ge
Ancient Near East, Revised Edit ion. Anchor Books (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., 1961), pp.228f .
2

£:ill, VII, p.3O4

31.21.s1., pp.3O9-1O.

.

,
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might better be translated "senior god s."
-

mentions them:

/\

En.el. III, 130

v

,,._ V

_

-

the senior gods, the determiners of fates."
_

VI, 80f:

V-

_

ilani rabuti kalisunu musimm u simati, "All

A

-

-

V

_

_

Again in En.el.
V-

-

Y

-

V

ilu rabuti hamsassunu usibuma ilu simati sibittisunu

.

ana [dMarduk · ~Imi ti] uktinnTI, "The fifty senior gods sat down,
and the seven gods of fates fixed fates for Marduk. 111
L. 15.

Oppenheim writes about the EU~ru "assembly"

of Babylonia in pre-Hammurabi times.

In the formation of the
....

assembly there were ;1.butu "elders" and LUGALMES "noblemen"
which came together for the purpose of ruling the land.

This

assembly gathered at certain times at the town gate under the
chairmanship of the "ruler of the assembly" rab puhrim.
_,

The

power relationship between "assembly" and "ruler" was probably
dependent upon the personal abilities of the one or the other,
or possibly the political or social condition of the commonwealth.2
In almost every particular the world of the gods reflects earthly conditions.
-

The puhru
"assembly" was usually
...
V

held in a large court called ubsuukk inna .

When the gods

arrived, there were greetings and then a banquet with plenty
of food and drink.

After the banquet, whe n everyone was in
A

good spirits, Anu, or as in this text, Sin would lead the
assembly.

Proposals were discussed by Vsitulum
"asking one

another" as the Babylonians expressed it--thus issues could be
1Thorkild Jacobsen, "Primitive Democracy in Ancient
Mesopotami a " ~ ' II (1943), 168.
2

A. Leo Oppe nhei m, "Zur Keilsc hr i f tlichen Ome nlite ratur" Or., N.S., V (1936), 227-28; Oppenhe i m, Ancient Meso potamia,pp.95, 111f.
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cleared up and the gods could give thei r opinions. 1
Final authority did not r es t with a single god, but
in the respresentative assembly.

The pu _,hru. "assembly" served

as a safeguard a gainst despotism.

Even the highest gods in

the pantheon respected the power to choose the head of the
hierarchy, to determine destinies, and to restrict the length
of reigns.

The assembly was the highest source of authority

among the gods; this fact stressed the importance of the counterpart in earthly government.

In a similar manner, earthly

rulers had to satisfy the proper governing body, and, at the
same time, give answer to the gods for the direction of affairs
committed to them. 2
The verb .12.§l~aru in expressions as ina naE9a r di gi g i
(.§1.£ II:19) gives the idea of the

11

totality, assembly. 113

Note also !!,?,P~~r salmat , gaq 9adi, (.§!£ II:24) ''The assembly of
the blackheaded people" where there is not a political body,
but stress is upon the totality of the people.
the Akkadian puhru
_,

11

Furthe rm ore,

assembly" should be studied with the

Ugaritic phr
"totality, assembly."
_,

Consider especially the

expressions phr
mtd, "fixed assembly" or "assembly of the fixed
..,
place" (137:14, 20, 31) and p9r ilm (ill.1, te xt 17:7), also
p[~]r bn ilm, "the assembly of the gods" (51:III:14).

Note

the parallelism of mp~rt with 21:,, "as semblage, habita tion"
1 Jacobsen, pp. cit., pp.167-68.
2 Ephraim A. Speiser, "Authority a nd Law in Mesopotam ia,"
in Authori ti and Law in the Ancient Ori ~n t (Baltimore : American
Orient al Society , 1954 ), pp.10 - 11.
(Roma:

3w. von Soden, Grundriss der akkadis cha,, Gramma t i k
Pontificiurn Institutum Biblicum, 1952), 56b. -
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(107:2-3); cf.
dwe lli ng ."
that \

·1 "":"f

g with Hebrew ,

) }i

, "period, generation,

On the basis of Ugaritic it has bee n determined
in He brew some times means "assembly, council 11

(

Ps.

14:5; 49:20; 24 :6; 53:6; 73:15; 112:2; Jer. 2:31). 1
~

The verb ~

-

.-\

-

.,..

A

ill.£ is probably a St. form o f ~ "to

,..
This verb should not be co nfused with tamu "to

speak ."
swear."

v

.,,

2

-

The phrase ina s ~plik..§:., "underneat h," su ggests that
..._

the senior gods were of lower rank than Sin.

,,,

L. 16.

Ekur is from the Sumerian E.KUR "mountain tem-

ple," a temple of Enlil at Nippur and. the most i mportant temple
in Sumer.

v

V

Sarkal isarr i built this temple for Enlil, t he lead-

"
" also
1ng god of the Sume rian pantheon, in Nippur ; Naram
-Sin
calls hi mse lf the builder.

XXI, 4, 90802).

Ur- Nammu rebuilt this temple, (C T

Later Hammurabi restored Ekur , (CH I, 62).

With the s upremacy of Babylon, Nippur and its temple fell into
the ba ckground.

Many le gal and b usiness tablets show t hat

Ekur remained rich and well-known down throu gh Babylonian
histo ry .3
There are t wo po ss ible explanations for the men tion of
Ekur in thi s te xt:

first, the refe rence to Ekur may be an

allusion to ancient Sume rian mythology .

Nanna and ot her gods

of the Sumerian pantheon sou gh t the blessing of Enlil by vis iting Ekur in Nippur.

The patron deitie s of ma jor cities,

1 Frank J. Neuberg , "An Unrecognized Meaning of He brew
D6r," J N];§ , IX (1950), 215-17.
2 Moshe Held , "A Faithful Lover in an Old Babylonian
Dialo gue, " JCS, XV (19 61 ), 23.
JD. D. Luckenbill, "The Temple of Babylo nia. and
Assy ria ," ~
, XXIV .(1 908 ), JOS.
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such as Eridu and Ur , are described in poetry as journeying in
a boat to Nippur with gifts of trees, plants, and animals for
Enlil. 1

A similar practice was observed in India where deities

made elaborate ceremonial visits to ot her . deities.

For such

an import~nt occasionl a larte vehicle with ornate stone wheels
served as the conveyance.

Above the chas sis wa& a skillfully

carved box-shaped structure of wood. 2

Second, there is the

possibility that the t emple of Ekur was the place where the
original or an early version of this poem may have been written.

L. 17.
of the moon."

Bubbulu means "flood, day of the disap pearance
In astrolo gical te xts the disappeara nce of the

moon was noted wi th particular significance ; 3 the dark of the
moon was believed to be a time when evil spirits were particularly dan gerous.

In · Ge rm an and Sco tti sh folklo re there are

similar beliefs.

In the waning li gh t of the moon operations

involving separation or disintegrat ion were pe rf ormed .

Thus

it was hoped that marriages could b e annulled, houses pulled
down, and pestilences stoppe d in the waning phase.

Sometimes

the sick pa tient would look to the wani ng moo n and pray that
as the moon decreases, so let his pains dwindle.

The new moon

was an auspicious time for entering i nto marriage ; it was also
1 A poem entitled, "A Journey of Nanna to Nippur " of
about JlJ lines was reco nstructed from many t a blets ; s ee .
Samuel N. Kramer, Sumerian Mytholo gy : a Study of~ Spiritual
and Literary Ach ievement in the Third Millenni m B.C. 7Philadelphia: American Philosophica l Society, 1944 ), p.47, n.50 •

.

2 Arthur B. Keith and Albert J. Carnoy , -"Indian" and

"Iranian Mytholo gy II in The My thology of All R,a ces, edited by
Louis H. Gray , VI (Boston: Marshall Jones Co., 1917), pl. I I .

J CAD,

-

II, pp.298f .
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the best time to move into a new house.

1

Hai r and nails were

cut at the new moon so they would grow. 2
-

,,...

The word piristi "secret, mystery" shows how the
V

will influence the preceding sibi lant to be a~-

i

This change

" um and marastum
is observed in mi~i~tum which is written miefst
which becomes marustum. 3

A well-known passage illus trati ng

the use of piri~t~ is Gilg. XI, 186-87:
-

,,._

V

-

V

a~aku. µ~

-V

i,

~p~a pirt sti
-

lo'

111 rabuti Atrahasis_§~ta US ?,l?I~s umg_m Ei ri s ti ili i~m~ , "It
was not I who revealed the secret of the senior gods ; but as
for Atrahasis
I caus ed to dream, so that he understood the
.,
secret of the gods."
L. 18.

Umu

JO

kam isi~.,.tl~, 4 "The thirtiet h day is
~

thy festivalll is attributed to Sin.

Note that a numbe r of
V
V
ina isin d Samas ina

festivals are associated with deities:
V

V

:Si PP?-r , "On the religious festiv a l of Samas in Sippar'' (Elill 7

73:5); umu 23 kam isinnu s a dsamas u dAdad, "The t wenty- third
I,,,

V

day (of the intercalary Elulu) is the fe st ival of Samas a nd
Adad" {4 R 33 iii 15); and umu .J 8_kapl iS}-!J.Il,J!

sa Sin

u Samas,

"The eighteenth {of Sima.nu ) is the fest ival of the moon and
the sun" {unfavorable day, K.4O68 - 1125).

Also Nammu, Anu,

V

Istar, and Ninurta are ho nored by certain fe stivals i dentified
1 Jacob Grimm, f~utonJ c Mytho*2EX.,, t ranslated by J ames
s. Stallybrass , II {London : G. Bell & Sons, 1883), pp.71J ff .
2 see notes and biblio graphy on this subject by Gaster ,
Thespis, p.352.
3Hoshe Held, "Mhs/*mhs in Ugariti c and Other Semit i c
Languages ," ~
, LXXI3r'(19ill, 173- 74 , ·n. 8?.
4 on isinnu , "festiva l," see B. Landsberger , ~
kultis che ~alenger ~er B_ftbylenier und Assyrer (Leipzig:
C. Hinrich, 1915 ), pp. bf f.

J.
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with them . 1
L. 19. · Expressions such as emug_ la ~anan , "Unequalled
in power ," and mannu isannM, " Who can compare? 112 are ascribed

to Sin.

Moreover, these epithets are used of other gods.3

related Akkadian expres s ion is the fol l owing :
vv

~

A

an ina ilani

-

ul issannan ittika, "There is no one among the gods who com-

pares with thee" (Ebeli ng I, 25, 6).

Similarly, la s anan is

used of royalty; Seux4 refers to rubu la s anan, an epithet
attributed to Sennacherib by Sin-sar- iskun, (cyl. A, Bohl,
Chrest.• , p.35, 15, li!.lli,, II, 128, 14).
-

1~

-

.,-,.,

Engnell quotes :

vi,,

is,.B , "Who has no rival" (As s urna~irpal, AAA 19: 108, J).

5

The s ame concept may be expre ssed in Akkadian by m§:..bira
la- -v"'
isu ,
_,.
"Who has no rival" (Esar haddon ,

~

J:2J2.6) and by Sumerian

EN GAB.RI NU.TUG, "The lord who has no rival" (Ningirsu, ~
98).

This epithet was originally attribut ed to the gods.

This

usage is particularly frequ e nt as applied to Assyrian ki ngs who
ruled around the seventh centur y B.C.
1,.-

L. 20.

thus:

_,....

Von Soden translates ~ruqka sirik musi_~llq

"Ich haoe dir ein reines nachtliche s Schuttopfer dar-

gebracht. 11

6

It may be possible to read the first word

~z-ri9,1 1-:1,<.§:., from e§-ra9,u , "to sprinkle."

...

§_~aru, "beer , 11 is a common Semitic word probably found
1

Cf. flill., VII, pp.195ff .

2

Cf. text J, r.5 commentary.

3 weir, Lexicon, pp.J27-28.
4
...
.,
M. J. Seux, Eoi~tes r21ales akkadiennes et ~um~riennes (Paris: Letouzey et Ane, 1967), "p.25.3.

5Engnell, Divine Kingship , p.179.
6

.
Falkenst ei n and von Soden, §lillQ., p . 317.
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earliest in Akkadian.

\)
..,.. 0
..

1

In the King James Version of the Bible

is usually translated "strong drink."

Deut. 14:25 sug-

gests that "strong drink" was permissable in a sacrificial meal.
Isa. 19:10b is read in the Septuagint as follows:

oc'

K~<'

"t~v- J;0o ✓ Troto~'<t't~, "All those who prepa re barley

drink."

The LXX translators probably understood this line to

J :) \Jj, "strong drink, 11 rather than 7 ") \1) , "hire."
-r
TT
,,
Sikaru is transliterated in the New Testame nt by o-tf<ff"'-',
have
V

"strong drink" (Lk. 1:15).
L. 22.

The meaning of !NIM. GAR, from which £girru" is

derived, is "utterance''; it is an utterance which is sometimes
recognized as favorable or foreboding by those that hear it.
Texts show a development of meaning in three main directions.
A

First ~girr.Jd. refers to utterances of acceptance or rejection.
The utterance may be the blessing of a friend or the curse of
an enemy; such utterances reflect upon the social acceptability
or reputation of a pe r son.

Also the word sometime s refers to

the ways in which an iriterceding deity can speak for or a gai nst
a worshiper before -an i mpor tant god.

Second, there are utter-

ances of somewhat undetermined order possibly accidental in
nature such as in dreams or hallucinations.

In such cases the

audible sounds are believed to be . given by the gods as an
answer to pe titions or as warnings.

2

In a third sphere of

/\

meaning , e girru describes the mood of the indiv idual as expres1 s e e Louis F. Hartman and A. Leo Oppenheim , On Beer
and Brewing Techniques in Ancient Mesop6tgimia. Supplement to
the Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 4J (Baltimore: American Oriental Society, 1950), pp.12-lJ.
2

.

~ ' IV, p.45.
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sed by others or as revealed by his own remarks , such as groans,
sighs, and interjections. 1
used in this passage .

It is in this sense that e gi rru is

The translation of L.22 is based upon

a rendering given in ffil2., IV, p.44.
L. 2J.

The protectio n of patron deities is important

to an individual.

This is true since there are-many references

to worshipers appealing to their personal gods for restoration
to favor.

When some sin has caused the patron gods to with-

draw their guidance and support, the supplicant does not depend
upon his own attemp ts to appease their anger, but calls upon
some more powerful god to serve as mediator.
L. 24.

2

It is difficult to translate the first part of

this line literally.

Kittu often transla ted "truth, righteous-

ness" represents a "correct, normal status;" it suggests an
_v

equality or leveling of social standing.

v-

~Ji_aru from ~.l!.,

"to be stra ight, direct," has to do with leveling by releasing
debts, amnesty.
Mesopotami a has provided a vast amount of material
relating to legal practice, but very little pertai ning to le gal
The kine; did not compose the laws , but he was the

theory.

agent who had to apply and keep them as exemplified in the following two quotations:

....

-"

- ...

.J

u dadme,

11

....

••

Who through the righteousness of his scepter adminis-

ters justice to people a nd communi ties" {KJ.lli. 2 60 i 16); and
ana nasar kitti u mefari iute;ur la le'i la habal en;i, "To
1 A. Leo Oppenheim, "Sumerian: INIM.GAR, Akkadian:
Egirr~ ;:- Greek : Kledon, " MQ., XVII (1954/55), 52.
2

..,.._

~•••••ina mesar hattisu ulteseru nise

.

Cf. te xt 1:15 commentary.
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guard law and justice, to see that justice is done to the
powerle ss , not to wrong the weak" (Lyo n Sar. 8:50).

1

A ruler

must administer, revise, and make up - to -date compilati ons of
the law.

The gov e rnors, judges , and various other officials

must enforce· the law equitably.

The process by which the law

-""
1s made to function justly may be called mesarum
.. 2

There are a number of passage s where kittu, "truth,"
and me~aru, "justice," are used together. 3
J\

ascribed to Nabu:

These two words are

_v

-,

ra im kittu u mesaru, "Who loves truth and
4
justice" (Cf. Schollm. 58:2).
Similar words are bestowe d upon

the king Nebuchadnezzar (VAB 4.100.12.5).
royalty is the followin g :

Another reference to
VA

-V

-

~na kitti u mesarim basa uznaya , "To

truth and justice were my two ears" (Nabopolassar , VAB 4.66.4.7).
The Babylonian pantheon includes several name s which are
abstract nouns.

_..,

Kittu, "Truth," and Mesaru, "Justice," are

among the most familiar.

Contenau suggests tha t these abstract
V

V

theological conceptions were included in the cult of Samas and
the Babylonian pantheon some time during the first half of the
second millennium B.c.5

-V

Kittu and Mesaru appear in the lists
I,,

""

of gods as sons and ministers (s ukkallu) of Samas.
K.171 has NIG.ZI.DA and NIG.GI.NA
-v

Mesarum.

In

= Kittum,

The list

while NIG.SI.SA:

£1.. XXIV and XXV there are t wo large lists which

have · NIG.ZI.DA, "Minister of the ri ght hand ;" NIG.SI.SA, "Min"'
.,
1ster of the left hand" and NIG.GI.NA, "Mi nister of Samas,"
1

Cf.illill_, IV, pp.J61-62.

3cf. text J:r.J.
As syria9
(London:

2s peiser, op.cit., pp.12-lJ.
4
Cf. Engnell, op.cit., p.194.

5Georges Contenau, Everyday Life in Babylon and
Translated by K. R. and A. R• .Ma xwell-Hyslop
Arnold, 1954 ), p.241.
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....

....

plus Kittum, son of Samas
II.9f f .).

(£!

XXIV 31 rr.74rr. , XXV 26,

1

In the Sumerian text concerning the deification of
V

Lipit-Istar, there is menti on of Truth a nd Justice as divine
hypostases:

NIG.GI.NA ZA.E LU.BI HE . ME .EN ADAH
..., ZU HE.A
d

V

NIG.SI.SA SAG.TA E.A. ME .EN BABBAR .GIM GUE.BA, _"Truth, be
thou its man, be it thy helper, Justice going fo rth from the
heart, while thou art stand ing like the su n-god" (Zimmern ,
Lipit-Istars Vergottlichung , col. II 11.45f.); cf. Ringgren,
liord ~.Pd Wisdom, p.54.

NIG.GI.NA and NIG. SI.SA (Kittu and

Mesaru) are represented as protective deities which he lp
V

y

Samas exercise truth and justice during his rule.

2

Kittu a nd Me- s....aru appear as lowe r god s in hymns and
.,_

v

prayers to Samas.
bilingua l hymn:

The following quota tion is taken from a
d"'

y

V

....

-

....

Samas ultu same elluti ina ase ka ••••• killi
...
...
lizziz ina£ imnika mesari liz ~iz ina sumelll~a , 3 "O Samas,
when thou comest fo rt h from the shining heavens , ••••• may
Truth stand at thy ri ght side, may Justic e stand at thy left
. 4
_ ...
side."
Thou gh the name s Kittu and Me s aru are here written
without the DINGIR-s i gn , it is clear that Truth and Justice
....

....

are hypostases , messengers· of Samas .
In an inscrip tio n of Nabonidus, prayer is made to
1 cr. Helmer Ringgre n, Word and Wisdom (Lund :
Ohlssons, 1947), p.53.

H.

2Engne ll, op. cit., p.40.

3A. Schollmeyer , Sumerisch-babvlonische hymnen und
gebete an Sama s Zusammeny,estellt und bearbeitet ( Paderborn:
Schoeningh, 1912), p.14.
4
Cf . Rin ggren , op . c it., p.5 3.
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V

~

V

Samas for help against his enemie s , where in Kittu and Mesaru
are referred to in the follo wing manne r:

dKitt um dMes a ri u

~pajj°§.ni -ilan}._ ~JtE_B!~ rika ••••• harran ~ulum _£_mesre uruh
·

-

V

v

V

v_

-

_

}ritti u_yie~~ri lisaskina ana.~epeil.§:_, "May Truth, Justice and
,

V

V

the Judge, the gods sitting bef ore thee (Samas ) ••••• prepare
for my feet a way of welfare and wealth , a path- of t r uth and
justice. 111
_ .,
Nese..ru ts a wider co nception than our "ri ghteousness. 11 It is in fact "t he ri ght order in the co smos ."
When it prevai ls, the r ain f alls at the ri ght time and
the harvests be come abundant . Then the ri ght order
reigns in the community , so t hat the widow and the
orthan do not suffer any injustice . Obvio usly this
m~s aru comprises everything in the co smos, nature a s
well as men. As a representative of mesaru the king is
the incarnate law in the cosmos . This l awhas , of course ,
its primiti ve ori gi n in the hi ghe st good .
We notice that mesaru and kettu are sometimes conceived only as qualit i es of the sun- god , or as gifts
granted by him, and sometimes in a more co ncrete way as
perso nal b eings , even independent deities. This is a
very charac~eris t ic fe ature , t ypical of what we call
hypostases.
Oesterley and Box s ay that an hypostasis is a "quasipersonification of certain attributes proper to God, occupying an intermediate posit i on between personalities and
abstract beings. 113
The Pho enician gods Misor and Sydyk are mentioned by
.

>
'
Phj_lo Byblius: ;\
'fTo
/

To uT&o-T, r
1

)/

\

.

/

Lu8uK

-

(_
\ \
a_ 1\0~

(; v,\u /O V

.
Nabonidus No.6, Col.II ii.29, 31f.,, VAB, p.260.

2Ringgren, op .

ell• , p.58.

_) William o. E. Oesterley and George H. Box , The Religiop. _?,nd ~v.9rshi p of the Syna gogu~ (New York: Cha rles Ser i bner ' s
Sons, 19071, p.1 69.
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Xp"Y)tr,.,,- t-5pov , "From them were born Misor and Sydyk, i.e.
'easi ly fr eed ' and 'righteous. •
salt. 11

1

They discovered t he use of
....

Here the similari ty to the Akkadian Kit tu and Mesaru

is apparent.
Hypostases occur in the O.T. repre s e nting qualities
and functions of Jehovah.

Di vine characteris t i_c s are de-

picted as personal entities, messengers of God.

The follow-

ing passage s demonstrate hypostases :

·IPYJ

DJ1 0 l

12~1
.

D, 1'J v) 10

'

,-

·--.-

!

#

P1~ ·1 0 11 J _si-~ -~ }.- ,-gry
Pl~l n-r?~J:1 ri ~-7? n1:.~

Faithfulness and Truth are met to ge the r ,
Righteousness and Pea ce k iss each other.
Truth springeth up from t he earth ,
And Righteous nes s hath lo oked down from the s ky . 2
Another example of hypostas is occurs in the s ame Psalm , v.14:

1• ~ t

1

l)1 ? n \1 : t 7 ~t TI 7 r J? ~ P1

r

Righteousness goeth bef ore Him.
3
It shall steadily march in His footst eps •

...

?edeq and Mispat uphold the throne of J ehovah:

;f J1 frJ ·; Q~ f17;J ~)_ 7 9 ~

:;i ~ 9 ~

l i J 7?

C?

~ lfY;J ·) p~-~

Righteousness and Justice are the foundation
of Thy thr one ;
·
4
Faithfulness and Truth go bef ore The e .
These hypos tas es are certainly pre-exilic since Ps alm 89 is
a royal psalm.
The end of line 24 1s difficult.

Probably it is

best to resto re Ti.Sir ; cf. Finck. 10, 59:
1Eusebius , mt~E • Evan__g. I, 10, 13.

.

-

-

.

J\ V

pa[dani] lisir.

5

2 Ps. 85:11-12 •

3 Trans l ation of Ringgren, PE• cit., p .1 50.
4 Ps.89:15; cf. Ps.97:2.

5we1r, Lexicon, p.253.
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L. 25.

Uma> > i rma from the doubly wea k ve r b w~ru

''to set out, to begin" has the meaning "to commission , to
send" in the D stem.

Ungnad , who has wri t ten on ~

/\

' sug-

V
gests that paparu
is a synonym whi c h shares a similar transi-

tion of meari1ngs, "to send, command, order."

1

Anzaqar was sent to the supplicant by t_he persona l
god mentioned in L.23.

This passage is difficult to trans-

late, von Sode n reads:

"Ich beauftragt e den Zaqar, den Gott

der Traume, dass er im Verlauf der Nacht meine Sunden losen
..

moge. 11

2

The name of the Mesopotamian Dream-god dAN.ZA. Q.AR
or dAN.ZAG.GAR is an Akkadian loan in Sumerian .
This St.\meri a n word (as we ll as 1 ts Akkadian equi valent: dimtu ) denotes a tower , a signal post, even a
pillar. It is, in fact, a loan from an Old Akkadian
word which is not at tested in that language but can be
connected with t wo possible roots : z. k.r . "(to be)
male" and z. 1':" .r. 0 to remember ." And both can be ma de,
rather easily-;--to yield a not too i mplaus ible etymolo gy :
An.zaqar might have bee n a masseba-to use a Biblical
term-or a sto ne pile (Greek: ·nerma (x), and also a memorial pillar or the like. The us e of the det erminative
DINGIR characterizes the word as a numinous term.
But why is the "God Pillar " the god of dreams? We
can hardly be tempt ed to think of the Greek god, Hermes,
the personified hermax (cf. L. Deroy , "La sandale aile'e
et l'ori gine hittite du dieu Hermes," Athenaeum , NS JO:
59 - 84, 1952) i.e., pile of stone s, who hap pens to be
likewis e the dispenser of sleep (Iliad 24:343, 445;
Odyssey_ 5, 47) and the le ader of the host of dre ams
Th ne i ~ ) • 3
1Arthur Ungnad, "Lexikali sches ," g, XX.XI (1917), LW-41.
2Adam Falkenstein and w. vo n Soden, Sumerische und
~kkadische Hym nen und Gebete (Zuric h: Artemis-Verlag, 1953),
p.317.

3A. Leo Oppenhe i m, The Interpre t ati o n of Dr eam s in
the Ancient Ne a r East (Phi ladelphia: Ame ric a n Philosophical
Soci ety , 1956 ), p.23-6 .

There are a number of pertinent texts which use the
In .£1. XXIV

name AN. ZA.Q}L.~ or the variant AN . ZAG.GAR.RA.

32:110f. (K.4349) there are the followi ng lines:

AN.ZA. QAR

,

=

DINGIR. MA . MU .DA. KE4 , "Anz aqar the God of the Dream (s)."
Another text DT 46 which is a fra gment in the British Muse um
says:

AN.ZAG.GAR.RA =

d

.,

,..,.,,

V

,, ...

EN.LIL sa MAS.GE

Ellil with regard to dreams."

[ MES]

6

ri

"Anzaqar the

•

' ·-

Finally, among the equations

of a Sumero-Akkadian vocabulary there is ment ion of a noctur-

nal demon attacki ng the traveler (Ist. Tabl.,

£1.

XVIII 48

r.I 30). 1
The last passage mentioned above demonstra tes the demonic nature of the Dre am-god ; the god is described as lurking
in the night among various evil spirits.

On the other hand,

the Dream-god ministers divine grace, especially bearing mesV

V

I'

sages from the luminary gods Samas and Sin as in text 2.
The Sumerian name of the Dre am-god is
name was fo rme rly read incorre ctly as d~.A .HIR
... .

a. MA.MU.
.,

This

The god

dMA.MU is ment io ned in the inscriptions of Assurna~i r pal II
(Y&§. VII 27:17T and a fra gme nt of a catalo gue of divine names

mentions d11A.MU along with the other associates of Sama; (~
63).

The name dMamu means literally "God Dream . 11 3
The third name of the Dream-god is Zagigu whi ch means

simply "soft blowi n g wind."

Etymologically, z aq i qu is de-

rived from the verb za.gu "to blow."

Thus, the word zaqiq u

refers to the s wift, int angi ble natu re of the Dre am - god .
1 o ppenheim, op . cit., p.233.
2 Ibid ., p.2JJ.

3 ~ . , pp.232 - JJ.
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Zagigu may designate a special kind of wind in ma ny respects
comparable to Hebrew

TT 4 7 and Greek rrv1- uff~. 1
V

/v'

S is rendered into Akkadian

The Sumerogram MAS.GE6

by t a brat musi, a poetic synonym for "dreams ."

_....,,.._
Tabra tu is

related to~burru, "to indicate, announce"; hence , tabrat mu&
means primarily "night revela tions."

2
V

The usual word for "dream" in Akkadian is suttu,
derived from a root which has given tha t l anguage~the
word for "sleep," i.e., sittu. This well-known s emanti c
situation is duplicated in Akkadian its elf in the case
of the word munat t u . The te rm , derived from a root n.u. m,
(in Arabic~ "sleep," in Ethi opic also "dream") ~ means in Akkadian texts, in most ins tances, "early morning," but there are some r e f erence s whi ch r equi re the
translation "sleep" in the sense of "dream " ••••• There
exists, furtheremore, an ·unpubli s hei Sumero-Akkadi an
vocabulary fra gm e nt (series ERIM.HUS II:257-9), whi ch
arrange s its entrie s in semantic groups, where the
words suttu, hiltu, and munattu are linked to ge ther as
synonymous expre ssions fo r "dream . 11 3
There are t wo Sumerian words for "dream ":

'
u.

/

MA.MU and

The Hittite l a nguage has borrowed bot h Sumerian words as
V

&,,

logograms beside the Hittite te rm teshas, "dream ."

The root

hlm,
. "dream" is found in Hebrew, Aramai c, Arabic, and
Uga ritic. 4
Dreams are usually "seen" in Akkadian:

the seeing

of dre ams 1s expressed often by verbs , such as, aroa ru ,
natalu
. , and a few times by naplusu.
.

V

,._

'11 he

r e vealing of a

.

dream may be given by subru "to cause to see."

In s ome cases ,

howe ver, dreams are "brought, " abalu,5 by some messenger to
the slee per .
1

~

6

-, pp.233-34.

3lli.<1,., p.225.

2

m.,g_. , pp.225f-

4 ill,g_. , p.226.

6For the importance of dre ams in the Bible, see I•
Mendelsohn "Dream; Dreamer," .;rn]., I, 868f .

....

L. 26.

Tablet Chas mu-si-im ••••• ti-ra ••••• ; one

may expect here some form of eteru, "to take away, save."

.,_

Note the use of eteru in a similar context:

ina s erti eteru,

....

"To save from sin" (Surpu IV 37).
Pataru, means "to cancel, pardon, release"; this word
)

1s often used in reference to cancelling sin:

-

.e il ti putri

-. .

E,_Utrl arnI sertI gillatl u hi tI t1, "cancel my sin, my offense,
my misdeed, and my negli gence" (§!£ II, 26187, 80-81).

Com-

- '
patar
. i ilte uzz u libbutu u nikilti, "To

pare the following:

cancel sin, wrath, ange r, and witchcraft" (~T pl. 12:22).

"cancel my sin, forgive my offens e , pass over my crime, fo rgive
my fault" ( fill§. 2, 39).
the following:

The concept of pardon is evident in

..

ellessina t§:E§:~t§-L, "Thou art pardoning their
V

V

transgression" Samas Hymn (Lambert 1llib., 136, 163).

Removal

and release from punishment is apparent in the followi ng:

gI ewi ttLJ2.1t~tl.,
. "O my god, remove my punishme nt" ( ~ 6
.

V

pl.20, K.4812.11 f.) and enne s ~L11.I?P.atl,~r§!ill_U
1.1.mlfl:fil,
.
_,
"May his punishment be removed, his sin eradica ted" (4 R 17,

57 f.).

1

- 1,- ,

The cogna te in Biblical Hebrew· 7 (!)
separate, remove, set free."

(P)D"" 1 . ) (9~,
.

11

Note especially

means "to

J1 .) u)
·(.. ~
-r

(Ones) in the chambe r were released from serv-

ice" (I Chronicles 9:33; cf. II Chronicles 23:8).
It should be noted that

11

in the Accadian schy~~

and Hebrew psalms there is a pronounced-sub jectivism; the
1 For other exam ples see Weir, Le xi con, pp.265-67.
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suppli ant is the focus of attention; it is he who is to be
cleansed, purified, compassionated, forgiven." 1

In ancient

Egyptian literature there are relatively few references to
the penite nt seeking divine mercy and forgivene ss since the
individual usually denied that he sinned. 2

Howeve r, an ex-

ception may be found in the prayer of thanksgiV-ing made by
an outline drafts man of the Theban necropolis.

Apparently

Nakht-Amon comm itted an impious act respecting a cow owned
by the god A~on-Re and became seriously 111.

After recovery

came, the father of the afflicted gave thanks for the mercy
of Amon-Re:
Though it may be that the servant is normal, in doing wrong , still the Lord is no rmal in being merciful.
The Lord of Thebes does not spend an entire day angry.
As for his anger--in the completion of a moment there
is no remnant , and the wind is turned about in mercy for
us ••••• As thy~ endures, thou wilt be merciful ••••• J
The end of line 26 is dest royed :

Ebeling restores

:ta-a[b-ka-a_~J 4 ; Perry restores ta-ili- s H.r_]. 5
L. 29.

For a close parallel to the rituals given at

the . end of this text, see ABL 450, 5 •. 12; cf. Kunstmann , ££.•

.£1.t•, pp.69f.

In most cases rituals accompany the prayers

which are to be completed before the supplicant is to offer
his pe tition. 6

At the end of texts 2 and 3 the required rit-

uals are par:t ially preserved.
1

These ritua ls were for the

Dalglish, op. cit., p.98.

2

lli_g._., P • 94 •

JJohn A. Wilson, Ancient Near Eastern Texts , edited
by J ames B. Pritchard (Princeton: Princeton Univer sity
Press, 1955), pp.J80f .
·

4Ebeling, op. cit., p.8 .

5Perry, Hymnen , p.1J.

6 A. Leo Oppenheim , Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago : University of Chi cago Press, 19 54 ), p.175.
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benefit of the praying individual or the officiating priest;
the manual of instruction was nece ssary to bring the best
results from the prayer.

The burning of incense was the

most common of all the instructions concerning the ritual. 1
Some of the terms used in the ritual are words which occur
often, such te rms as libation, pure water, best_ beer, meal,
flour, juniper, and perfume.

Portions of the rituals are

difficult to translate because the technical terms used in
them occur infrequently.

Nevertheless, proper interpretation

of the religious act requires an examination of the rituals
and the prayers.
~ ,\

v

vv

12 akal hase 12 akal s amassammi, "12 loaves of spice
bread, 12 loaves of sesame bread" was a twelvefold offering
to Sin.

Langdon suggests that the twelvefold offering is

related to the twelve lunar periods of the year .

2

Gaster

has pointed out that twelvefold offerings occur a number of
times in ancient rituals:
Thus, for example, in the funerary ritual preserved
in KUB XXX 15, it is expressly prescribed (i 11) that
"twelve orclinary loaves" be placed beside the cremated
corpse, and at a subsequent stage of the proceedings
(i t3-24) the fle eces of twelve unblemished sheep are
dedicated to the gods as part of an apotropaic and
propitiatory offering . Similarly, in a ritua l designed
to expel pestilence (KUB IX 32 - Friedrich, AHS i i 12),
provision is made for the presentation of twelve l a rge
vessels and twelve loaves of bread (i 34); while in
another (KBo IV 2 = Friedrich, op. ~it., 14) for the
removal of evil spirits from a place twelve loaves of
~-bread and twelve of some other kind are likewise
1

Leonard W. King, Babylon~an_Magi c and. Sorce:r..z. (London:
Luz ac , 1896), p.xxii.
'
2

Stephen Langdon, 11 A Hymn to the Moon-God , Adapted
for the Use of Shamash-Shum -Ukin , Viceroy of Babylon," PSB£,,
XL (1918), 109, n.21·.
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presented. We may s uppose , theref ore , that the divi sion
of the incantation into t we lve fo rmulae corre sponds to
the accompa nying perf ormance of s ome t we l vefold a ct of
the prese ntat ion of some t welvefold offe r ing , characte r istic of purgatory rituals.
Nor was this t welv~fold of fering confined to the
Hittit~s. In the homeric yym n t o ll~pmes 128, the sacrifice is divided into twelve part s. Twelvefold. sacrifice s
are also mentioned specifically by Eusta thius on Iliad
Vi 93 (p. 1386.48); cf. also Sophocle s, 1!_a chini a e 7b0 f.
Twelve also played a prominent role in Isra eli tic ritual
(cf. Numbers 7:87; 29:17; I Kings 7:44; 11:JO; Ezra 8:24,
35; II Chronicles 4:4).1
Th e p hrase, ina r -e sV is.ers- i su a na A9~?g~r

L • 31 •

V

ll

at

the head of his bed to Anzaqa r," suggests that offerings
were oftentimes placed at the head of the sick.

2

In this

text an offering is placed at the head of the bed because
the Dream-god usually stood in that position to disturb the
sleeper.

Oppenheim quotes from the Sumeri an "Stela of the

Vultures" VI: 25 - 27, which dates trom the end of the third
✓

millennium B.C.:

/

NA.A.RA •••• ~SAG.GA MU.NA.GUB, "For him who

lies (there) ••••• he (the appearing deity) took his sta nd at
his head. 11

In the Akkadian poem, !:ill,9;l yl bel ~meg_!_, occurs

the expressio~ i ru,l)amm~_i t a z zi~ , "He ( the dream deity)
entered and took his stand. 113

Consider the Egyptian pa rallel

in the so-called "Hunger-Stela" in which the god, Chnum , is
pictur ed by the royal dreamer as follows:
agains t me. 114

"sta nding over

In 1 Samuel J:10 the appearance of the Lord

to Samuel in a dr eam is described thus

1 Gaster, fh espi s, pp.306-7.
2Julian Morgenst ern, The Doc t r ~ne of S~n. ~n the BabY-loni§:JJ Rel;ts12!2 (Be rlin: W. Peis er, 1905), pp.72-7"6.
4
3oppenheim , Dreambook, p.189.
~ - , p.189.
.

-
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J_-~

:J;i -~1,

"And the Lord came and stood."

The term epistanai

kata, "to stand over the head" is fo und in the dream-records
in the Gre ek dramas. 1

This idea co ntinues through the

middle ages into relatively modern times, cf. e. g. Milton ,
Paradise Lost, 8, 292:
dream."

"when suddenly stood at my head a

In these references to the deity standing at the

head of the sleeper one s ees a moti f related to both East
and West.
L.

32.

V

~artu , "mes senger" may some times be t rans-

lated "messagery " or "means of communication."

This te rm

shows that the Akkadians considered the dream a s a means to
convey messages.

Similarly they reco gnized the fipir mahh~
,
.., ..,.

"performances of the ecstatics" as though it were a nasp?,rtu.
When man is ecstati c or mad, god may reveal his will , or the
will of god may be given in a dream .
L. 33.

~ani bab

2

};{~j_, "a clump (of eart h) from

the outer gate," was probably used in this ritua l to r emove
the contamina tion of si.n evil dream by placing the body in
contact with a clump of earth.

The contagion was supposed

to b e absorbed by phys ically mixing the evil clinging to the
body of the dreamer into t he clump.

The clump of earth was

destroyed oft e ntimes by throwi ng it i nto water, so also the
evil of a dream was considered as disintegrated and melted

away .
38:

Cons ider the followi ng passage from~ 252 III: 371Lurbannt- sa b~'J?. pih@ i J.~g_qi. si ptu ana yiµhp i 3-S!::! imanni

-~

~

1 William s. Messer , The Df~~m in Homer and Gree k Tragedy (New York: Columbia Univ ersi t y Press, 1918), p.6, n:22.
2

.

Oppenheim , ~

mbook, p.2JJ.
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.

••••• lemnusu ipattar, "He shall take a lump (of earth) from
a closed gate, he shall recite three times the incantation
over it ••••• his evil will depart ."

At this point note the
v

_,

.,,

great differe nce between the Akkadian SU.IL. LA prayers and
the Hebrew-Psalms.

The one makes frequ e nt reference to mag-

ical practice, while_ there is relative absence _of magical
allusion in the Psalter, 1
L. 36.

Magic in any form was strictly forbidden by

the law (Exodus 22:17; Leviticus 19:26, 31; 20:6, 27).

How-

ever, the belief in magical powe r persisted as evidenced by
the repeated prohibitions against it by the prophets (Is a i a h
3:2-3; Jeremiah 27:9; Ezeki el 13:18-20).

Not all the forms

of magic in use in Babylonia appear to be mentioned in the
Old Testament; however, 1t_1s di ffi cult to determine the
primary meanings for some of the Biblical terms for the
occult arts. 2
The ap9stolic writers also contended with those who
engaged in magic.

Elymas, the magician, was described as

an enemy of all righteousness and full of deceit (Acts 13:
10).

Paul includes sorcery with immora lity and other evils

of the -flesh (Galatians 5:19-21).

Also Paul declares that

those who practise magi c oppose the t ruth just as the Egy pian magicians opposed Moses with their arts (II Timothy J:8). ·
Moreover, Revelation puts sorcerers on the same level with
fornicators and murderers (Revelation 21:8). 3
1

Dalglis h, op. ci_i. , p.102.

2

r.

Mendelsohn "Magic"
' _IDB , III, 224f .

3 Ibi d., 225.
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L. 37.

Bin1!_, "tamarisk," was a small tree or shrub

whose wood could be us e d for mak ing s mall utensils and tools;

1

its wood was used for kindling and its ashes, being a rich
2
alkali, served as a soapwort.
The ashes and the seeds of the
tamarisk are · mentioned often in magic, purification rites, and
in the remedies given in the medical texts.3
Tamarisk was used in Islamic magic:

a simple cure

for a child stricken by the Evil Eye was to put alum, salt,
incense, and tamarisk in a pan on the fire.

While the pan was

getting hot, an adult would carry the afflicted child around
the fire seven times; as soon as there was a noise or crack in
the pan the spell was broken.

For similar situations in a

Christian home, a piece of palm from Palm Sunday instead of
tamarisk was added to the pan. 4
1

21,ill, II, p.242.

2

See the cla ssifying of uses by R. C. Thompson, fil.£.~ ~ l l_ .2.f..t:"~ §;:t:r~.Q_J??j;.§.g;y__ (London: The British Academy,
19'+91, pp.'-1-0ff.

31E1£..~ pp.279ff.
4
R. C. Thompson, g mi~ic.J.1~.Z1-. .£Lit~_.Qri gi ri~ §l-Ud~
Develo£m ent. Luzac's Oriental Religions Series, vol. III
1tondon:--Yuzac, 1908), p.88.

TEXT J
Rawlinson IV, 9
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TEXT 3
Rawlinson IV, 9
Introduction
This text vividly describes the attributes of sin;
it is followed by a poorly preserved prayer .

Text 3 is a

Sumerian and Akka di an bilingual inscript i on to the Moon-god.
Sjoberg suggests that the original composition of this text
must have taken place sometime after the OB period. 1

The date

of the copying of this text may be set between 668-633 B.C.
V

.

V

,V

since this tablet may have been the property of Istarsumere s,

......

the chief scribe of Assurbanipal mentioned on the reverse,
lines 22 and 23.

These statements probably led Langdon to

suggest that this table t did not belong to the pala ce library,
but it was part of a private collection.

2

The cuneiform text followed here is that of H.
Rawlinson, The Cuneiform I ~s cri Eti ons

£!

We~~~rn.~sia, IV, 9.

The text is taken from K.2861+4999 +5068 t 5297•
Translations have been made by Morris Jastrow, Ih,£
Relig_~_of Babylonia.aDd-~S§.Y:!i~, II (1898), pp.JOJ -4 ; E. G.
Perry, ~ympen und Gebete an Sin, (1907), pp.1 - 12; Etienne
Combe, Culte de Sin, (1908), pp.94-101; Heinrich Zimmern,
1 Sjoberg
..
, o p. c~t., p.17 2 •

2stephen Langdon, Babyloni~r. Penitep!ial Ps~l m.E,_ (Paris:
Paul Geuthner, 1927), p.6.
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Babyl oni~che Jiy-gmen. und ~ bete in Au,swahl, (1905 -1911 ) , pp.
11 - 12; Robe r t W. Rogers, Cuneiform Parallels t o the Old Testa~ ' (1912), pp.141-47; Ben no La nds be rger i n E. Lehmann and
H. Haas , Te xtbuch zur Reli_£i9ns ~ .§_CQ} Chte , (1922), pp.J01-3;
Peter Jensen , Keilschriftl . Bi bl., VI, pp.90 - 95; Erich Ebeling
in

fil2!, (1926), pp.241-42; Stephen Langdon, ;?a.bYl.2.Pian Peniten-

tial Psal~ , (1927), pp.6 - 11; Ferris J. Stephens in hllli.!,
2nd. ed. (1955), pp.385-86; a nd a translatio n and study espeC,

••

cially of the Sume r ian line s was made by Ake Sjoberg, ~
.!!!.Ond_gott Nanna -Suen in der s umer is c hen uberl i ef erung., (1960),
pp.169-178.
This text appea rs to be one of the old litur gica l
erscp~~W~ psalms which was separated from its s eri e s and used
as a pr ayer. 1

Langdon su ggests that this prayer was us ed in

a ritua l for the rebuilding of a temple,
illue l s Accadi,fil]..§., 44, 9.

2

cf. Thureau- Da ngin,

Also this hymn wa s empl oyed at

Erech in a festival celebrating the New Ye ar , on the tent h
day of month Tesrit, Ritue l s Accadiens , 98, 10.

In the last
V

/

/

lines of the hymn, (line 20 r ev .), it is called a SU.IL.LA.
Undoubtedly this te xt was compos ed fo r employme nt in the grea t
templ e of sin at Ur menti o ned in line 6.
This tex t r eaches for the literary hei ght s ; the myth olo gical concepts attr ibuted to Sin a nd nearly pe r f ect ideal- '
1zations .

Though many of the old fi gures of spee ch remai n,

they may show higher spi r itua l ins i ghts .

The moon is still

like ned to a bull, but it is t he co ncept of s trength tha t is
1

Langdon, op . c i i . , p . 6 .

2

~

-, p.6 .
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conve yed.

The text describes the moon as a bearded man, but

the beard is mentioned in reference to the rays and brilliance
of the satellite.

The ancient Babylonians shar ed with their

neighbors the belief that the moon affected the tides , the
seasons, and vegetation; these notions led the wri t er to
praise the god for his goodne ss to mankind.

" who
It _is Sin

renews energy in the coolness of the n igh t; he gives life and
extends mercy to all.

Near the end of the te xt the gods of

the heave nly and earthly realms join mankind in worshi p.
Sin is superior; he follows an independent path in the heav~
ens; no god requires his obedience.
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Translite ration
Obverse
V

1.

be-lu4 e-tel-li DINGIRMES
V ✓

t•

V

V

v/

V

sa AS ANe u KI im e-dis-si-su si-1-ru
V

2.

a-bu dna-an:nar be-lu4 an-;~r e-tel-11 DINGIRMES

J.

a-bu dna-an-nar be-lu4 da-num GALu e-tel-li DINGIRMES

4.

a-bu d na-an-nar be-lu4 dBA e-tel-li DINGIRMES

5.

/

a-bu dna-an-nar be-el u-ri e-tel-11 DINGIRMES

6.

a-bu dna-an-nar be-el E.GIS.SIR.GAL e-tel-li DINGIRMES

7.

a-bu dna-an-nar be-lu4 a - ge -e su-pu - u e-tel-11 DINGIRMES

8.

a-bu d na-an-nar sa sar-ru-tam ra-bis

,..

,,...

.,

.,,

V/

V

V

V

V

V

V

suk-lu-lu4 e-tel-li DINGIRMES

9.

a-bu dna-an-nar

sa AS

te9-di-iq ru-bu-t~
y

1-;ad-di-hu
... e-tel-11 DINGIRMES
10.

v.-

bu-ru ek-du sa qar-ni kab-ba- ru
V/

V

V

sames-re-ti suk-lu-lu4 ziq-ni uq-ni - 1 zaq-nu
.,.,.

ku-uz-bu u la-la-a ma-lu - u
11.

V/

' V ✓'

V

en-bu sa AS ra-ma- ni-su ib- ba-nu - u
V

V/

V

si-ga gat-ta sa DIS nap - lu - si
V/

V

V

as-mu la- la- su la es-se-bu-u
Transla tion
1.

0 master, lord of the gods,

who in heaven and earth is exalted alone.
v

2.

Father Nannar , master Ansar, lord of the gods.

J.

Father Nannar , great master Anu, lord of the gods.

4.

Father Nannar , master Sin, lor d of the gods.

5.

Father Nannar, master of Ur, l ord of the gods.

6.

Father Nannar, master of Egiss irgal, lord of the gods.

.

/\

vv

...

1 08

Normalization
Obverse
1.

belu etell1 1lan1
fa 1na same 8 u ersetimtim edisiisu si ru
V

2.

abu dNannar belu Ansa r etell,1 ilan1P1 •

J.

abu dNannar belu dAnum rabu

4.

abu dNannar belu ds1n etelli ilan1P1 •

5.

abu dNannar bel Uri etelli ilaniPl.

6.

abu dNannar bel Egi~sirgal etelli ilaniPl•

7.

abu dNannar belu age

8.

abu dNannar ;a sarrutam rabis ;uklulu etelli ilan1Pl•

9.

abu dNannar sa ina tediq rub;tu i;addihu
.., etelli ilaniPl•

10.

A

;upu

etelli ilan1P1 •

etell1 ilan1Pl •

buru ekdu sa qarni kabbaru
V

V

-

V

-

A

/\

A

sa mesreti suklulu ziqni uqni zaqnu kuzbu u lala malu
11.

V

_

-

v

/\

enbu sa 1na ramanisu ibbanu
1,,-

V

Av

Vv'

A

siha
.. gatta sa ana naplusi asmu lalasu la essebu
Translati on

7.

Fat her Nannar, glorious master of the crown ,
lord of tue gods .

8.

Father Nannar , who is graridly perfected in kingship,
lord of the gods .

9.

Father Nannar , who solemnly walks about
in a princely garment, lord of the gods.

10.

Ferocious bull, whose horn is thick,
whose limbs are perfected, who is bearded in lapis-lazuli ,
and filled with attractiveness an~ pleasure.

11.

The "Fruit" which was self -f ormed , grown tall in stature,
beautiful to behold, of whose dignity no one become s tired.
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12.

ri-i-mu a-lid nap-ha-ri
...,
V✓

v

V

V

\

sa it-ti sik-na-at na-pis-ti sub-tarn Kutim ra-mu-u

13. (a~bu reme-nu-u ta-a-a-ru
✓

V.,

....

Y/

sa ba-la~ nap-gar ma-a-ti qa-tus-su tam- gu
14.

be-0.u4J i-lut-ka ki-ma ANe ru-qu-ti
;J,,

tam-tim ra-pa-as-tam pu-luh-tam
ma-lat
...

15.

b[a-nu]-u ma-a-ta mu-sar-si-du es-re-e-ti
✓

V✓

V

na-bu-u su-me-su-un

16.

....

a-bu a-lid DINGIRMES u a-me-11
V

V

/

mu-sar-mu-u sub-tum mu-kin nin-da-be-e

17.

.,..

...

na-bu-u sar-ru-ti na-din hat-ti
., . ,
V/

v

.

i,.,

.,_

sa sim-ti DIS u4-me ru-qu-ti 1-sim~mu
18.

"""v

V.-"

v,

'

V.,....

_,,

a-sa-ri-du ga-as-ru sa lib-ba-su ru-u - qu
DINGIR mam-man la ut-tu-u

19 •

v.,..

. v,..

••••• la-as-mu sa bir-ka-su la in-na-ha

-

...

mu-pat-tu [ur-91] DINGIRMES at - 9i-su
20 •

V/

~

V

V

••••• sa is-tu i-sid ANe DIS e-lat
••••• pe-tu-u da-lat AN 9

21.

~~

V

'

sa-kin n[u-u-ra DIS kul]-lat UKU •••••
Translation

12.

Womb that gives birth to all things,
which dwells in a holy habitation with li~ing creatures.

13.

Father, compassionate, forgiving
who holds in his hand the well-being of the whole land.

14.

0 Lord, thy divinity is as filled with terror
as the distant heaven and the vast sea;

15.

O creator of the homeland, who establishes sanctuaries ,
giving them their names.
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12.

rimu alid nap9ari
sa itti siknat napisti subtam elletim tim r amu

mati qatussu t amhu
13. (j,i]bu rement tayyaru sa balat. naphar
.,,
14. beD.u] ilutka klma samee ruquti
,..

..

V

.

.

,'\

tamtim rapastam puluhtam
malat
.,

15.

b[an]u mata musarsidu es reti nabu sumesun

16.

abu a.lid ilani Pl • u amell muse.rmu subtum mukln nindabe

17.

nabu sarruti nadin ...,hatti
. . sa simt i ana ume ruquti isimmu

18.

asaridu gasru sa libbasu ruqu

19 •

ilu mamman la uttu

...

- y
l a- innaha
••••• lasmu sa birkasu
..J

.....

-v

mupattu [ur9i] ilan1Pl athisu
..,
....
V
Ae
••••• sa istu isid same ana elat (same e
0

20.

21.

V

.....
]
..,_

"e
petu dalat s ame
V

v-

sakin n[ura ana kul]lat nise • • •••
Trans lati on

16.

0 father, begetter of gods and men ,
who causeth the fo unding of shrines
and establi s heth ·o fferings.

17.

Namer of kingship, bes towe r of the . scepter which
dete rmines destiny unto distant days.

18.

O mighty prince whose unfat homable heart ,
no one of the gods disce rns.

19.

Swift ••••• whose t wo knees do not t ire ,
who reveals the [ way ] fo r the gods , his brothers.

20.

Who ••••• from the base of he aven to the heights of heaven
••• •• who opens the door of heaven;

21.

Who gives li[ght to al ] l the people ••• ••

11 1

22.
2J.

a-bu a-lid nap-h[a-r1
••••• ]
_,
.,,
be-lu4 pa-ri-is ES.BAR ANe u Krtim
v;

,,,

,,,

sa qi-bit-su mam-m[an la u-na-ak -ka-ru]
✓

\

;

V

V

24.

ta-me-eh.., dGIR.RI u me-e mut-tar-ru-u sik-na-at na-pis-tim

25.

a-a-u DINGIR ma-la-ka im-s1
.

' 26.

✓

V

V

V

AS ANe man-nu si-i-ru at-ta e-dis-s1-ka si-rat

27.

AS Krtim man-nu ~i-i-ru at-ta e-dis-si-ka ~1-rat]

28.

ka-a-ta5 a-mat-ka AS ANe 1-zak-kar-ma

;.,

dr.GI.GI ap-pa i-lab-bi-nu
29.

ka-a-ta 5 a-mat-ka
d

JO.

AS

Krtim 1-za-kar-ma
.,,

...,,..

a-nun-na-ki qaq-qa-ru u-na-sa-qu
y..,

V

ka-a-ta5 a-mat-ka e-lis ki-ma sa-a-ri
a,

✓

V

V

4"

✓

JI

✓

V

l,~/

AS ne-qel-pi-[sa ri]-1-tu u mas-qi - tum u-da-as-sa
Translation
22.

0 father, begetter of a[ll],

23.

0 Lord, decider of the judgments of heaven and earth,
whose command no one alters.

24.

Who controls fire and water, guide of living creatures,

25.

What god has equalled the e?

26.

Who is exalted in heaven?

27.

Who is exalted on the earth?
Thou!

Thoul

Thou alone art e xalted.

Thou alone art exalted.
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22.

abu alid naph[ari ••••• J

23.

belu

paris puruss~ sam~e u ersetimtim

....

-

oJ

sa qibissu mamm [an) la unakkaru

me

24.

tameh
_, dGirri u

25.

ayyu ilu malaka 1ms 1

26.

ina samee mannu siru
atta edissika slrat
.

27.

ina ersetimtim mannu slru atta edisslka~irat]

28.

kata amatka ina s ame e izzakkarma d Igig1 appa ilabbinu

29.

kata amat ka ina ersetimt1m
iz zakkarma
.

muttarru siknat napis tim

.

"

V

"'

dAnunnaki qaqqaru una ssaq u

JO.

,._

V

-

v-

kata amatka elis kima sari
.

,,

V

-

.,

-

V

~"'

1na neqelpi[sa r i )tu u masqitum udassa
Translation
28.

Thou!

When thy word is proclaimed in heaven,

the Igigi prostrate themselves.
29.

Thou!

When thy word is proclaimed on earth,

the Anunnaki k iss the ground repeatedly .
30.

Thou!

When thy word drifts along in heaven like the wind,

it causes abundance of pasturage and wate ri ng i n the land.
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Reverse

1.

V✓

y

V

ka-a-ta 5 a-mat-ka AS er-~e-ti AS sa-ka-ni
.,.

ur-qi-tum ib-ba-an-ni
2.

/

V

ka-a-ta 5 a-mat-ka tar-ba-~u u su-pu-ru u-sam-ri
V

•

V

_,

.

,

·;

v

sik-na-at na-pis-ti u-ra-pa-as

J.

;

V/

/

V

V/

ka-a-ta 5 a-mat-ka kit-tam u me-sa-ri u-sab-sa
V

ni-si 1-ta-mu-u kit-tum

4.

ka~a-ta 5 a-mat-ka ANe ru-qu-ti
tim
..,. .,,,.,.
KI
ka-tim-tu sa mam-ma-an la ut-tu-u

5.

ka-a-ta5 a-mat-ka man-nu 1-lam-mad man-nu 1-sa-~a-an
v
e
v
tim
be-lu4 AS AN be-lu-tam AS KI
e-tel-lu-tam
.,
AS DINGIRMES at-hi-ka ma-hi-ri ul ti-1-si

6.

V/

v

V

V

V/

V

v,,,,,.

V

V

7.

sar sar-ri sa-q[u-u ••••• sa) DINGIR-ti-su DINGIR la mas-lu

8.

a-sar en-k[a ••••• tam]-gu-r[a ••••• J

9.

a-sar ta •••••

·V

V

V

V

v'-

V

10.

be-lu 4 su[pu-u ••••• us]-te 9 -ser us-te 9 -~a

11.

E-ka n[ap-lis URU-ka] nap-lis

12.

u-ru na[p-lis E.GIS.SIR].GAL nap- lis

.,,

_,

i'

V

v

Translation
1.

Thou!

When thy word settles upon the soil,

green vegetation is produced .
2.

Thou!

Thy word makes fat the sh~epfold and the stall;

it makes the living creatures nume rous.

J.

Thou!

Thy word causes truth and justice to be,

so that men s wear the truth.

4.

Thou,

Thy word is (like) the distant heaven,

the hidden e a rth which no one discerns.

5.

Thou!

Who c an comprehend thy word, who can compare ?
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Reverse
,..

y

-

1.

kata amatka i na er~ e ti ina s akani urqltum ibba nni

2.

kata amatka tarba~u u supur u usamri
V

V

V

siknat napisti urappas

J.

kata amatka kittam u me;ari usabsa nisi itammu kittum

4.

kata amatka sam~e ruquti

.

ersetimtim katimtu fa mamman

la

uttu

5.

kata amatka mannu ilammad mannu isanna n

6.

belu ina sam~e belutam ina ersetimtim
etellutam
.
ina ilanipl. athika mahiri ul tisi
_,

V

V

-

V

A

<J

V

-

-v

_

V

7.

sar sarri saq[u ••••• sa] 1lut1su ilu la maslu

8.

asar enk[a ••••• tam]gur(a ••••• ]

9.

asar ta •••••

V

V

10.

_
V- [ "-V
V
A
belu
su
pu ••••• usV] teser
ustesa

11.

bitka n[aplis allka] naplis

12.

Uru na[plis Egissir] gal naplis

Vv

Translation

6.

0 Lord, in heaven dominion, on earth authority,
among the-gods, thy bre thre n, thou hast no rival.

7.

King of kings, ex(alted ••••• whose] divine rank
no god equals.

8.

Where thy eye ••••• thou showest favor to me.

9.

Where •••••

10.

Glorious Lord ••••• who sees that justice is done,
who helps one proce e d.

11.

[Look u pon thy] ho us e, look upo n [~hy city],

12.

[Lo]ok upon Ur , look upon [Egi ssir] gal,
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.,,

13.

~i-i r-tum ••••• da4-me-eq-tu be-lu4 nu-ug liq-bi-ka

14.

et-lu4 ••••• be-lu4 nu-ug

15.

d.,,.

16.

dA-(NUN.NA.KI ••••• be]-lu4

17.

•••••

18.

d[ ••••• be-l]u4
GIS"' .,,
.,
me-dil u •••••

19.

'
'
I.[GI.GI
••••• be]-lu4

V

_,

/

21.

SU. IL. LA LW •••••
ma
v'
✓
GIM TIL-su sa-t1r-ma !GI.KAR

22.

tup -pi 1d rstar- MU.KAMes LUGAL tup-sar-ri
.

20.

V-'

.

,,,,

.....

~

SU

23.

sa llisAR.DU.A LUGAL

24.

DUMU ~abu.NUMUN.SI.SA LUGAL.GI.U

LUGAL KUR As;urki
,

Translation

13.

Wife ••••• favor may say to the e, "Lord, be appeased."

14.

He ro ••••• "Lord, be appeased."

15.

The Igi gi ••••• "Lord. "

16.

The Anunnaki ••••• "Lord. 11

17.

•••••

18.

d( ••••• "Lo]rd."
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13.

v

14.

etlu ••••• belu nuh
...,

hirtum ••••• dameqtu belu nuh liqbika
~

.

15. dI[gigi ••••• be ]lu
16.

dA[nunnaki ••••• be]lu

17.
18.

•••••
d ( ••••• be]lu
-

19.

is.medil
u •••••

20.

nis qati 40 •••••

21.

kimama lablrisu sa~i rma bari

22.

~uppi Idrstars umere~es amelrab-~u p~arri

23.

sa 1dAssurbanipa l sar kissati sar mat Assurki

24.

mar IdNabu-zer-li~ir amelrab-plt-uzni

-v

Translation
19.

The lock from•••••

20.

Lifting of the hand, 40 •••••

21.

According to its original
it has been written a nd collated.
....

....

.

....

22.

Tablet of Istarsumeres , the chief scribe

23.

""
Of Assurbanipal,
king of the world, king of Assyria,

24.

Son of Nabuz erlisir, the scholar.

.

"

_

_ ,,._v
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Commentary on Text J
Obverse
L. 1.

d

Cf. W 17259 w 14:

'

d

V/

( UTU.E.TA U]TU.SU.E ZA.E

MA:g.ME .EN :: [i na sI t S?,ms]j. u ereb
4

ci~"Qllr,i

all~!Pa sira,ll.,
..

"Thou art the greatest [from sunrise] to sunset" (Nanna). 1
B~lu etelli 1lini, "O master, lord of the gods," is
an epithet of Nannar used often in the first nine lines of
this text.

~.ll!., "prince, lord" is said of kings, too;

note the following examples taken from Seux: 2

~£.!l.£., "lord"

(Adad-narari I), lffi.li, I, 5,2; etellakq,, "I am lord" (Esarhaddon), 'Y.§., I, 78, obverse 19; ~te}.;t.µ _g~rdu, "valiant lord"

£1.,

(Nebuchadnezzar II),

J.

37, pl. 21, J8J46, obverse

The epithet etellu or etelletu, which suggests more
a meaning "prince" than that of "sovereign, overlord,"
is applied to the younger generation of gods, such as
Samas, Marduk, Ninurta, etc., and only rarely to Anu and
Enlil. Among humans it r efers only to kings, to divine
qualities or attributes. The adjectival use is rare; it
may have originally be~n an a~trigutiv~, as seen in t~e
Sumerian,phrase UN.BI U.NIR.GAL KU.U.DE UN.BI A.NIR.GAL
NAG.NAG .DE to give his people fine food to eat, to give
his people fine water to drink TCL 16 pl. 126:14f .3
-

VY- V

Distinguish between edissisu "aloneness" found in
VJ'\

this passage and edd esu meaning "constantly renewing itself,
ever brilliant."

See the commentary on text 2 :2.

Cf. the

translation of line 1 with lines 26 and 27 below.

L. 2 • . Since the cuneif orm text shows free space at
.

_

Vv- v

-

the ends of lines 2-9, it is likely that edissisu si ru may be
V

restored here as an abrev1ation of the longer expression~
V

A

-

Vv-..,

-

1na same u ersetim edissisu si.,Ut•

1 cr. Sjoberg, op. cit., p.104.
2 Seux , ~pithetes
'
, p.91.

J~

, IV, p.J8J.
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With the words abu dNannar, "Father Nannar," compare
the commentary on ~i ilani , "Father of the gods," in text 1 :2.
The writer uses repeated express ions of parentage conce rning
the Moon-god to show both intimate union and reliance.

Notice

that Hammurabi in the prologue to the code calls himself:

ill

sarrutim sa ds1n ibn11su, "The royal seed whom Sln created"
(II, 13-15).
A

In lines 2 and 3 of this te xt , Sin is identified with
Ansar and Anu. 1

After the existence of a moral purpos e in

the univers e had bee n r ecognized , a trend toward henotheism
was evident.

This single purpose which began in the Old Bab-

ylonian period could properly be cons idered as the duty of
one deity, rather than the domai n of all Mesopotamian deities.2

At different times and in various places there were

effor ts to elevate one god above the others.

This was true
,._

of Ninur ta in Middle Assyrian times, and Nabu some time later

in As syrian history. 3

Moreover, Marduk on a number of occa-

sions was raised above the gods of the pant heo n; a hymn to
Marduk says: 1J.ntu ~Sin ilutka dAnu malkutka ~Dagan belutka
dEnlil sarrutka dAdad gisrutka d~a ~..§U.~~sisaka ,
r-

"Sin is thy divinity, Anu thy counsel ,
Dagan is thy lords hi p, Enlil thy kingship,
Adad is thy strengt h, Ea thy wise understanding."

-

Furthermore see KBo I 12 Vs. 9- 12:

4

[d]Sin dAnu sa

1 Cf • text 2 : 9.
2 w. F. Albright, Histor~~ Archa eolo gy, and Christian
Humanism (New York: McGraw , 19 ), p.b8.
3
.
4
Lambert, ~ ' p.19.
~ 25 ii 3-5•
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.,

A

,.,

V

s ame a.,21u rabu sa
[a]lik pan
V'-

d

d

_.,.

V

V

...,

Enlil [ ]Sinnu [4] r esu s a s am~ u erse ti

i11 ahhe
..,.., s u_rubu ~a gibissu [l]a u;takkaru ilu

,.,

namru supu etellu, •••••
A

"Sin, Anu of heaven, Enlil's great heir ,
Sinnu, head of heaven and earth.
Who goes before the gods , his brethren , _
The prince, whose command ls unchangeable,
The glorious, radiant god, the noble lord," •••••
Finally, note£!
Anu and Enlil."
L. 6.

XXV

28,K.2115:

dsin dAnu dEnli l, "Sin (is)

,,
Eis followed by the ditto sign or sign for

repetition; hence, this line of Akkadian duplicates the name
✓

V

V

E.GIS . SIR.GAL found in the previous l i ne of Sumerian.
V

V

Egis-

A

sirgal was the name of the renowned t emple of Sin in Ur.
Cf. line 12 rev.

L. 7.

Belu us ed as a construc t eve n though it is

written in the status rectu s fo rm .

-

....

f3elu ?,g~, "Lord of the

crown" is the we ll known epithet of the Moon-god.
to III R

According

55 no-;J, 21f. a nd IV r 32, 2b, the waxing moon from
A

the ele venth to fifte enth day of the mont h was clad with~
tasv rihti , "a noble crown"; the appearance of the moon at this
_..;

time was se en as a "great" or "sh1ning crown ."
With

supu

cf. commentary t ext 2:1, 16.

Agu" "crown,

disk, corona" is from a Sumerian word AGA.
V

-

"to perfect, to finish, to complete."
often in the

--

V

Suklulu is as stative subjunctive from kalalu

L. 8.

i

form is related to Heb.

perf ecttt and B. Aram ; Sha phel

Kala:}...,£ which occurs

7 !' ~

7...
7-:,vJ- "to

"to complete, to

complete, to finish.

11
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L. 9.

Tidig_u, "garment, " from edeg_u, "to put on" (a

garment, a weapon, etc.) is especially used of "lordly garments" which clothe deities.
the foll owing is written:

Concerning the statue of Anunitu
V

-

-•

V

uddisma t eg_1q iluti uddigsu, "I

restored and clothed her in a garment (becoming a) deity"

(Yf& 4 276 iv 27).

The ne xt passage appli es to_Marduk :

(UD.IO.~] tedig_ belutisu inna,n~l,g_1nassi W!31amm~ , "On the
tenth day (Marduk ) will be dres sed in his lordly garment, he
Will carry the !P~lamm~!_-Splendor" (§]!I p.145 11 J).
VI 51, 41:
MU .NI.IB.SU

Cf.

m

d

y

PALA.NAM .UR.A.SA ZALAG. SUEN .NA.KE4 ALAN.BI

.su = .tedig_ dAnuti

S?-D"1F. ds1n na fil2. ri l ansu utallih,
-::-

"With the dress of An-tum, the shining glory of Sin, he (Anu)
decorates her (I~tar's) figure."
The tediQB, garment is frequently referred to in the
religious texts, in the historica l inscriptions of the NeoBabylonian peri od, and in the syllabarie s.

The ~e diqu was

oftentime s decorated with small golden bracteate s and rosettes
in various fo rm s and sizes.

These ornaments we re s ewn fa s t

to woven garments and sometimes to leat her and le at her-coat ed

objects. 1

Some time s the designs were embroidered upon the

garment with gold thread.
The origin of this form of deco ration is obs cure.

How-

ever, some of the oldest eviden ce points to Elam which 1s outside of Mesopotamia proper. 2

These gold adornments were in

use in Mesopotamia fro m as early as the t welfth century .

The

1 A. Leo Oppenheim, "The Golden Garments of the Gods,"
J NES, VIII (1949 ), 176.
2

~

-, 191.
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use of various designs was endowed with special meaning :

the

ros ette was known f or i ts numinous value; the star design was
associated with an apotropaic functio n ; also the use of crenelation patterns along wit h plant and anima l motifs had special
significance.

Garments decorated with gold were endowed with

an aura of sacredne ss; these garments were restricted fo r the
use of the images and the king.

No secular us e evolved .

These golden garments appear as the earthly counterpart to the
celestial gods clothed in the star- studded mantle of the s ky. 1
These sacred vestments did not di sappear .

Instead,

there was much i mitation and widespread use throughout the
ancient world.

The Sassanian period and l ater the Byzantine

period, carried the oriental influence into medieval Europe.
Evidence of the spread of these traditi o ns is witnessed in
the coronation mantles of popes, empe rors, e.nd kings.

2

Jiuru_e~££ "ferocious bull" is used as an
...
...
epithe t of the gods es pecially Sin,3 Samas , and Adad . 4 filh:B.
L. 10.

represents a you ng bull just b efor e full maturity, not quit e
three ye ars old .

Three-y ear -old animals are prominent in

the sacrifice describ ed in Genesis 15:9f.

Abra ham cut in

half a three-year-old heifer, a three-year-old she-goat, and
a thr ee-year-old ram.

It also should . b e noted that the Sep-

1 cr. Gaster, Myth 2 Le g~9;.J_ and Custom in the Old
Tes tament , pp.772r.
2

Oppenheim, op . pi t., 191f.

3For bull repre sentations of Sin see comme nt ary bel ow
(line 10) on zianu, "beard."

4 vo n Soden,~, II, p.141.
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tuagint and Syriac versions 1 of I Samuel 1:24 state that instead of three bulls, one three-year-old bull was brought to
the sanctuary by Hannah at the dedication of Samuel.

Speiser

wrote concerning thi s problem:
Obv1.ously, the re fore, the consonantal signs ;2rmsls
had Eeen ~esol~ed erroneously into E~rim , sef£i~ i nstead
of £_a r yie ~µ]..J&§.. . The reason for the wrong di vision must
lie in the comparative obscurity, in post-biblical times,
of the idiom which involved the use of the multiplicative
adjective for an elliptical reference to age. 2
The importance of the three-year-old sacrificial animal is
also stressed in the Talmud3 and in a Hittite ritua1. 4
It appears strange that mention is made here of the
perfection and beauty of the limbs of the god.

In Sume rian

literature there are a number of pa ssages emp hasizing the
...
,, ,,.
same motif' found in this line: USUM A.UR.SA6 NITA USU.GAL.
[TUKU], "Dr agon with beautiful limbs, man who [possesses]
,,.

,,

.,

great strength" (ll!Y 5,8); and A.UR.SA.SA.MU, "My (god), who
(possesses) extremely beautiful limbs" Martu (:ill113..§. x 2 3,7). 5
The Babylonians believed tha t they could be invigorated by
v-

embracing the _!eet of a deity; compare 1~11~~- ~ep

-~-

.. ----

lusbatma (t) lublut,

~

11

-

-

p ~~~1U~

Would that I could go and grasp the

fo~t of my Lady (A;a) and get well" (£! 6 21b:12). 6
1 s. R. Driver, Not es on . the Hebrew Te xt and the To.129_£.raEh~ of the Books of Samuel ( 0xf ord: Clarendon Press, 1913),
pp.20f.

2 E. A. Speiser, "The Nuzi Tablets Solve a Puz zle in
the Books of Samue l," BAS.QB., LXXII (1938), 15.
3Mishnah, Para h 1,1.
4

KUB xxx .15, vs.26; cf. Gaster, ~ th l Le gend, and Cu stom in the Old Testament, p.156.
6
5 sjoberg, op~ cit., p.173. ·
Cf. ffil2_, II, p.55.
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ZignI ., a dua l fo rm 1 from zig nu, "beard ," pr obabl y r e fers to the i mage which is decorated wit h a beard which (shines
like) lapis-lazuli.
similar use:

The following bilingua l quotat ion shows

su6.NUN.NA.ZA.GIN. NA A.RI.A:

A

i,,

~i g nu rube sa

tl~titu. tlletu ra~u, (Sum.), "Decorated with a princely beard
of lapis lazuli"; (Akk.), "A princely beard, pr9duced by a holy
masculinity" (Lugale I 10). 2

These descriptions are beauti-

fully portrayed by a number of lyres found in the royal cemetery at Ur.

The sound-boxes of some of these lyr es were

decorated with a golden head of a bull with a lapis-lazuli
beara. 3
?isnu sometimes refers to the rays of light radiating
from heavenly bodies as in the following exam ple:
V

V

musahmi t

~

tlg__nat u;i:-rt-, "(Samas ) who ma kes glow the bea r d of light"
(Lambert BWL 126:18).

Similar descriptions a r e attributed to

V

Istar and the planet Venus:

,..

d

vv

-

V

~~!-- As§._ur zi9J2.L_~ag_n~t, •~ (Istar

has a beard like Assur 11 (Craig ABfil. I 7:6); ina KA.DINGI R.
RAki ziqEJa zaqnaku], "In Babylo n I (Nana) [ha ve a] beard II
'

,,,

(bli! 37:3); ana: nap~at _~ SU6 E.AT,

"(If Venus) is bright and

has a beard" (A Ch. Supp.2 Istar 50 i 14).

In star lore out-

side of Mesopotamia note the r efe r ence to a small constellation called Berenice 's Ha ir which is north of Virgo and be.
4
tween Bootes and Leo.
1 For dua l fo rm s of ziqnu, see .£[ill, XXI, pp.125f.
2 cr. £!ill., XXI, p.125.

Jc. L. Woolle y, Ur Excavati ons :- The Ro al Ceme t e r ,
II, Plates (Oxf or d : Uni vers i t y Press , 193 ' , pls .107-10.
4
Alexande r H. Krappe , The Science of Fol k-Lore {New
York: L. Ma cVeagh, 1930), p.2bJ.

)
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/\

The words kuzbu a n d ~ may mean "fullness" a nd
"abundance"; however, thes e words may have a sexual connotat ion
/\

as demonstrated in the trans l ati on of the passage kuz bu u lala
~"' "Filled with attractiveness and pleasure ."
following pas sage and the transla tion:

.,

Compare the

ina 1 ?elippi ID.~E .DU7
,,,

....

/

sa kuzba zanatu lala mala.tu, "In the boat (ca lled) ID.gE.DU 7 ,
which is overlaid with attractivene ss, fil led with pleasure "
( ~ 4 160:36 (N bk.)). 1

"charm. 112

-

,\

Furthe rmore, l a lu may some times mean

In this line Nannar is likened to a powerful young

bull as a symbol of virility and se xual potency.

L. 11.

~

"fruit, of fspr ing, attra ctiveness " is here
....

used as an eipthet of Sin, the "Fruit."
-

from 4R32 ii 3:
_v

A

V

The following is taken
VA

,,._

V

!numa arhu a ga tasrihti nasu enbu hadu sarru
_..,

A

A

ina musi ni ndabasu ana Sin ukan.

The t ranslati on of this pas-

sage 1s t aken from Qfil2., VII, p.146:

"When the new mo on wears a

resplendent crown and the 'Fruit' is joyful , the king will make
A

his food-offering to Sin at night."
to the moon· are the following:

Other passages referring

DUB 8.KAM GURUN bel arhim,
..,

"Eighth tablet -of the series 'The Fruit, lord of the new moo n '"

(4

R

- a rhi s.....a tir, "It is
33 iv 13); cf. ina libbi GURUN bel

written in (the s eries ) 'the Fruit, lord of the new moon '" (ABL
J62 r.7).

In the next passage~ is written with the DINGIR-

sign:

drnbi innadirma, "The 'Fruit' was eclipsed" (YOS) 1 45

1 9).

ID11m. can

as kuz ~

refer to se xual attractiveness and power just
A

a n d ~ in line 10; cf. ff&, VII, pp.14f.

1~

The meta-

, XXI, p.48.

2 Moshe Held, "A Faithful Lover in an Old Babylonian
Dialo gue ," :LQ.§_, XV (1961), 17.
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phor of the self-crea ting "Fruit" aptly r e pres e nt s the i ncreas e
of the moon.
L. 1J.

Langdon 1

Tayyaru is difficult to trans late:

and Jastrow 2 translate "forgiving."

Stephens trans lates the

Akkadian by the word "forgiving''; he renders the Sumerian with
"merciful in his disposing. 113

L. 14.

IlUtka, "thy divinity," in this line may be

compared with the following:

; a iliissa 1~ i;santia nu, "Whose
Puluhtu 4

divine power cannot be equa lled" (YOS 9, 35 1 26).
1s usually used.in reference to human fear.

note this quotation concerning human fear:

In this regard

kI

la paf i~ 11Iya

p distari. ya anaku e psek, "I am treated -as one who does not

-

fear my god and my goddess" (STC II, pl.76, 68).
L. 15.

V

Esirtu, "sanctua ry," is often used in paral-

-

elism with ekur ru, "temple,
..-

,_..

V

-

-

11

and ekal ill, "temple.

11

Musarsidu esreti, "Who establishes sanctuaries" is ascribed to
A

Without using the exact wo r ds found in this text, similar

Sin.

benefits are attributed to various deities.
Marduk:

It is said of

musVes
1-b alani muki n ma ha zi paq id esV r -et ila- ni
V

-

-

-

-

••

-

- ....

kalisina , "(He) resettles cities, establishes cult centers,
provides for the sanctuaries of all gods" (Unge r Bel-harranbeli-ussur 2); and in another passage:

[pu] qg udu es r eti

V

uddusu mihi zl, "To provide for s a nctua ries, to rebuil d cult
1 Langdon, op . cit., p.7.
2

Jastrow, op. cit., p.J03.

-

3stephe ns, op. cit., p.385, n.3.
4
See A. Leo Oppe nhe i m, "Akkadian pul(u )h(t lu a nd
11
melammu, ~
'
OXII I (1943), 31-34 .
_,
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centers" (~

20 156 :24 ).
v

The giving of a fil:illll!, "name" brings some thing into
existence.

Cf • En • e 1 • I , 8 :

""
- zukkuru,
- "They had not
Suma
la
V

Again in En.el. I, 2 it is stated:

yet been created."

V

saplt£

-

....

ammatum suma la zakrat, "Below the firm earth had not been
called by name , 1.e. had not existed."
the poet said:

V

In prai~e to Istar

ekiam la ;um&, "Where is not your name? 111
V

In this passage ~.1ll!ill., "name," has the meaning of "e xis tence."
Moreover, Psalm 135:13 expresses the same idea:

D (

i.Y f 1 fJ 0

1

"Yahweh , your name is foreve r . 112

Like-

wise, the Scriptures present a similar concept in Gene sis

11in'd1 0-:J ~U ~ JR~J/And Adam gave

2:20:

names ."

To know the name of an individual is the same as to

know his essence.
the soul.

It is to be understood that the name is

The name is the designation of character or hoped

for character.

To the Semitic way of think ing, the name rep-

resents the person.3

It was believed that God was prese nt

in a special way wherever the "Name of Yahweh" was placed.

4

Deuteronomy 12-:5 emphasiz ed the fact that God chose Jerusalem
that his name may dwell there.

This fo rmula or a shortened

version occurs no less than t wenty times in Deuteronomy.
Moreover, it was to the name of Yahwe h that Solomon built the
Jeremiah said that the day will come when multitudes

temple.5
1

§!£, II, pl.76, 15.

2 cr.

Ps. 72: 17

3Johs. Pedersen, Israeb_J; ts Life a nd Culture , I
(Lo ndon: Milford , 1926-1940 ), p.245.
4 lli.£_.

51 Kings 8:17, 20, 29.
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will go up to the name or presence of Yahweh at Jerusalem. 1
Much that may be said about the ttnamett is true also

.

of the t erm

I ) .:1.

::>
,. , "glory. 11

There is especially a simil-

arity where both terms pres ent the underlying belief in the
personal presence of Yahweh on earth. 2 This use of
is best illustrated by Exodu s

1 ~ 4,!}pl]_,

L1-o :34:

Jl '...N

-

I

F

•

~ .,~ 1:7
.- ilJ il' 1 i:lJ. •.
•

"And the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle. 11
Abu alj.Jl, ilan1 P1 • u amell, "0 father, begetter

L. 16.

of gods and men" is a close parallel to text 1:2:

abi 11an1P1 •

(u ame]_lutum, ,iFather of the gods (and ma n]kind. 11

Cf. text

1:2 commentary.

-

,'\

Mul~i n nindabe ,

11

causeth the establishing of offerA

1ngs," is used here as an epithet of Sin; this s ame epithet
1s often used in reference to the king.

lowing examples:

-

SeuxJ gives the fol-

A

mu1cin nidbe {Nabonidus ), RA, XXII (1925),

p.58, I, 23; mukin nindab~ (Esarhaddon), Borger,~., par .
63, obc. 8; muk1n nindabe ·{Assurnasirpal I), ZA, V (1890), 66
and 79, 19 (a prayer to Istar of Nineveh).

L. 17.- This line 1s difficult to translate :
parruti nadin hatti ~a simti a na
translates:

ume

ruquti i~immu .

"He that chooses for kingship, giver of the scep-

ter, who decrees destiny unto faraway days. 114
line 17 thus:
1

Langdon

Perry renders

"Der zum Konigtum beruf t, das Zepter verleiht,

Jer. 3:17.

2 Pedersen, op. cit., p.246.
3seux , ~Ei thet~ , p.133.
4Langdon, ~onian Penitential Psalms, p.8, 1.34;
cf. Stephens , llli.§!, p.3 85.

. .....
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der das Schicksal a uf f erne Tage h inaus bestimmt !" 1
pos sible to r ender this passage as follows :

I t is .

"Namer of kin g-

ship, bes towe r of the sce p te r which determines de sti ny unt o
distant da ys."

The latter transla tion gi ves ha ttu, "scep-

ter," an active sense .
following :

Note the similar empha sis in the

,-na hattaka siri mukl n pal l ukI s ame_ u e rse tim,

-

.-

"Through thy (Na bu's) sublime sce pter which esta blis he s the
borderline s between heaven and ea rth" (5 R 66 11 14, Antiochus
Soter).

In the preceding passage the scepter ha s power within

itself; it is almost a sepa rate e ntity.
~

V

Also compare :

i~ha tt~

-

1,.sartu mur a p&~at ma t1, "The just scepte r that enlarge s the
country" (Qll 2 117:5).

p,.l, "sta ff, scep-

Cf. ha ttu, "scepter," with Ugari tic
ter."

The scepter was one of the distinguis hing marks of

authority; it wa s one of the standa rd elements in the insignia
of the king.

The expression na.di n ha tt i , "Bes tower of the
:,.,

scepter," is repeated a numbe r of time s :
NAM.LUGAL SUM.MU

I NANNA ZA. KAM :

A

.

AGA GI S.GU.ZA GIS oPA
.f,

~gam kussam ha t tam a na

:,.,

sarrim nada num-kummaki, "It is thine, Inanna , to give the
crown, the throne, (and) the sce pte r to the king" (IM 51554
r.7); a nd [GIS]GU.ZA GIB. GAR.PA BALA . A:

na di n

i~hat t u ku sst

p pala, "Who gives sce pter , throne , and BAL- symbol" {TCL 6

5J:7r.).
The scepter may be us ed as a symbol of kings hip:
A

belum simat hattim
u a g11U_,
_, ..

11

The lord inves t ed with scepte r

and cr own " (CH 111 25), and pa ss im with-ethis meaning .
1 Perry, I,IY:mn~, p. 5; cf. Ebeli ng, AOT , p . 241.

Also,
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the scepter may be a synonym for rule:
V

V

V

Samas

i

;,

~hattas u li r ik,

,-

"May Samas lengthen his rule" (CH xlii 14), and passim with
this meaning.
A righte ous scepter is mentioned frequ ently in

Akkadian.

Below are a few examples:

ina esarte i~hat tika
------~
- ..

matka r§.,.Ppi s, "Widen your land With thy just scepter!

135 ii 12); i~hat tu isartu myr §l-PElffi...@,t. m§:~1.,

11

II

(KAR

The just scepter

~--·. ~--

that enlarges the countr y" (OIP 2 117:5); and i~hatti
isarti.
.., ..
,\
kussu dar u, "A righteous scepter, an enduring throne"(~
,\

260:5).

The concept of a just scepter is found in Ps. 45:7:

;J Jl
·l ~ ?n
, ..
. -

(J:]_W
:,• ..

"Thy royal

scepter is a just scepter."
The te rm §imtu , "fate," suggests the ''nature" which
is given to every individual at birth.

The king or a private

citizen, a country or a city, or even a tree may be endued
v- .

with simtu origi nating from some cosmic power or order.

Often

v-

simtu is translated by the Assyriologist as "des tiny" or
"fate"; these translat ions bear connotations tha t may be misleading.

v-

Generally, simtu speaks of a dispositi on ori ginat-

1ng from a source of powe r able to confer rights and executive
powers.

Thus, the gods give the king power , understanding,

and good fortune; in turn the king designates administrative
power to his officers, assi gns offerin gs to the temples, and
sets apart farmland for the cities; and thus the individual
may will his property to his sons and heirs .

In Babylonian

religion the ~imtu conno tes the allotin~ or disposition to
each individua l a de finite sha re of fort une and misfortune .
As a result, the order of events and t he length of days are

1JO
vdisposed by an anonymous power that has ordained his simt
u. 1
A

Moreover , the Babylonians said that Nabu, the divine
scribe kept a Book of Fate.

Similar ideas prevailed else-

where in the Ancient Near East:
Among the Hittites, the goddesses who presided over
individual destinies were called Gulses, a name which is
probably to be derived from the verb GUL-, "write, inscribe." Similarly, both the Roman Parca e and the
Teutonic Norns are said to have kept a written record of
men's fates, the latter being sometimes designated Die
Schreiberinnen. In the s ame vein, too, Tertullian tells
us that at the conclusion of a child's ~irst week of life,
prayers were offered to Fata Scribundae
L. 18 •. Cf. asaridu, "foremost, leader" with text

1:J commentary.
V

-

With libbasu ruou, "his unfathomable mind," cf. -libbu
a;--rap~µ_, "intelligent, understanding heart. 11 .3
;'\

Successive and

regular transformations lent Sin a certain mystery.

For this

reason he was considered to be one whose deep heart no god
can penetrate.
to the godse

A

The heart and mind of Sin are incomprehensible
A similar gap exists between Yahweh and mankind:

N. •~
-o.J'')77
.... .. LJ.IJJnV-J
. . - .,JJ , .:1 ui1rv
.- ..
..., ... . - ~· 7\.. UJ'Jl
i7 7111 -. D ',,>,>J , J 7-r -:r-,""4: , "For my thoughts are not your
,

'

•;.,:

~

T

thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, s aid the Lord. 114
The prophet continues by painting a picture in contrast stating that the thought and ways of God are higher than that of
1 see Giuseppe Furlani, La reli?:J- one babil9nese ~
assira, II (Bologna: N. Zanichelli, 1928: 29}~ pp. E?-97•
2 Gaster, Mx th, Legend an~_ Cu s~om in the Old Tes tament ,
JA. Leo Oppenheim, "Idiomatic Accadian," ~ ' LXI
(1941), 266 .
4 Isa. 55.8.
•
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men.

Cf. Job 12 :13:

0 Ji .:l.J}I ,

t{

1f} f)_ 1·l "Tl?;J-? fJ in/

1 ~.. \?

"With him is wisdom and might, he hath counsel

T

and understanding ."
L. 19.

Langdon restores a galu, (an equid), at the

beginning o~ the line. 1

According to the cuneiform t ext ,

there appears to b e ro om fo r t wo si gns before 1~~Ifil!:

~'

"colt," is a po ssi b111 ty. For the restoration urhi_,
V
vA
cf. the Istar
Hymn K.J 44 7, 8 : seru.
sV a urt;ati
upattu.

Bl.,ll!.,U,

In ancie nt Mesopotamia one might tell how he feels by
making reference to the condition of hi s knees.

Poor health

may be characteriz ed by stiffness, paralysis , and tiredness
of the knee s.

Good health and enduring strength are depicted

by swift, tirele ss knees.

V

-

V

-

-

Sa birkasu la 1.m:1 aha , "Whose t wo
,J

knees do not ti re " and almost ide ntical lines are fo und els ewhere in Akkadian literature:

s a la innahu birkas1_!.,

11

(Bunene )

whose two knees do not tire ou t " (VAB 4 260 ii 34); and £1_
aniha ~e paki_;!.a~1-ma b i.rkaki ,

-

11

Unt iri ng are your f eet , fa s t are

your kne es " (STC 2 pl. · 77:29).
L. 20 .-

_

rs'.id.............
sam~e, 11 t. "base of heaven II may b e t rans......,.......,

lated "horiz onfl; this expre ssion can refer to the rising and
setti ng of the sun or moon:
V

2

dv

v

v

v

,.._

Samas in~=1:s1 d ~me_~£J?U~am~,

v

"Thou, Samas , hast ris en on the qorizon" (4R 20 No.2:lf).

In

a simi lar manner eJ.at s ame depicts the "zenith" of the sun or
moon:

istu isid same ana el'at same adasunu 1-l,t~ _d du nu, "The ir

daily t asks were assigned (to them) from the base of heaven

1 Langdon, Babyloniap Peniteptial Psalm~, 8, 39.
2 s ee

fhQ, VII, pp.235ff .
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up to the heights of heaven" (1£1. 6 51 r.5f.).
Langdon resto res ~ame it talaku nurlsu. 1

Sjoberg reads

V

the paralle l Sumerian line :

GISIG.AN. NA DA.[MA].AL.LA , lit-

erally, "Make wide the door of he ave n." 2
.,.

a,.,

Samas :

A

V

It is also said of

,,_

dalat s ame t anta , "Thou openest the door of heaven"

(4R 20 No .2:5f.).

This expression pos sibly refers to the

rising of the sun and the moon in the heavens.

When Jacob

was filled with awe at Bethel, he said, "This is the gate of
Sime on Singe r in the Au tho rized Dai~ Pr_g,ver Bo2k,

heaven."3

p.96, mentions the opening of the gat es of heaven in an evening prayer.
L. 21.

The restora tion of this line may be aided by

reference to the fol lowing lines:

kullat ni~~ at[tij], cf.

Craig I, 13,12; and cf. Ebeling I, 25,3:
matiti. 4

ina nurlka kullassina

Cf. the res torat ion given fo r line 21 with Perry,

Hymnen , p.2.

The r est oration by Perry must be ba s ed upon a

comparison wi th parallel lines in Sumerian.

Langdon suggests

the resto ration £[Ura ana kis]sat4

er.

te* t 1:3 comme ntary.

L. 22.

Langdon restores nap[har ~i knat napistim ina

-

a marika hada nise r apsatim nuraka i~te >u].5
L. 23.

One expects at the end of this line some form

of nakaru "to alter , to di spute" since it is used freque ntly
1 Langdon , op. cit. , 8,42.
2 sjoberg , Mondgott, p.176.
3Ge n . 28:17; cf. Ps. 78 : 23; Job -38:1 0.
4 wei r , Lexicon, pp. 156- 57.

5Langdon, op. cit., 8, 45.

lJJ
in refe rence to altering a command .
V

sa gibissu la ~~takkarq.

Cf. Schollmeyer 11 0,6:

Also compare Perry, Hym n~n, p.2.

Concerning the covenant of God it i s written :

Tf

J~~

~ ~ j D·)

~·? ,JJ;J y1

.,j:f 7~

7?. T] 0.,

~· ?

-

"I will

not violate my covenant , nor alter the word that went fo rth
from my lips. 111 Moreover, the commands a nd decr~es of royalty
were not to be alte red:

"il T
, JT07\
7 N7, 1•
:-1!
~

cV

j\: :Jn -:)

l 9.~:

D \J/7
. "• : J7. :I , "Now ,

T-r-:

TY:)
- ..

D"l p J~ ~ ,-)?Y.J
.. 0

king, estab-

lish the decree and sign the document, so tha t it cannot be
changed. 112
L. 24.

Cf. t ameh
...,

"Who holds " with t amhu in l ine 1J.

- ~'

'

Cf. dQ._irri with text 2:6 commentary.
d
"'
~am!tl}
.., G~W .. µ_Ill~ , " Who controls fire and water,"
.,..

probably r efers to magical power wielded by Sin. See also the
/\

liddikima (Maqlu III, 101).
moon affected the tides.

V-

A

follOWing quotation attributed to Sin :

an~ m~g,i~_me u isa ti,

The Chinese recogniz ed that the

The moon was the embodiment of the

fe male principle ca lled Yi~ which influenced t he eart h, water,
darkness , and the f emale sex.J

Both fire and water were

believed to be primal substances wi th unusual powers .
was used in magi cal practice:

-

V

Fire

V

V

ki s a salmu sa iskuri ina

"' V
"I\
j.sati
isarraELUll.•
•• •• !,d- ~~ri..u£.
l apkun1:1: ...Jna g rri lisimu , "As

they burn this figurine of wax in the fire, so may they burn
your body " (Wiseman Treaties 608 and 610).
a ve ry powe rful substance.

Also, water was

If a man had a "dark " dream , he
2

.
Dan. 6:9.

2 N. B. Dennys, The Folklore of China (London:
n er , 1876) , p.118.

Trueb-

1.34
cast a lump of clay into the water.

The lump of clay dissolved

and the misf ortune departed. 1
The belief tha t water is the primordial substance was
not limited to the Hebrews and Babylonians; it is fo und among
many people~. 2

Primal water was pure , therefo re , it poss ess ed

special properties and magi cal power .

Flowing water appeared

to be animate; it could roar or gurgle.
special wisdom.3

Water was filled with

Holy water may also be called "living water"

or the "water of life" which bri ngs fruit f ulness and pros -

perity.

Water pr oduced fe r tility in the fields by rainfall,

spring wa ter, and floods.

Countless stories speak of water

that restores vitality, tha t imparts youth.

Purifications by

water were performed in ancient Egypt as well a s in Roman
Catholic ritua ls.

Holy water delivered the one sprinkled

from all types of evil.

And in baptism, it was believed by

many that water drove Sa t an away and inf u sed everlasting life. 4
Fire occupies a pla ce b etween the powers of hea ve n
and earth.5

Though heaven be a source of fire, yet it is man

who kindles fi re and supplies it.

In ancient Rome the power

of fire, especially the he arth fire, was the object in f amily
worship ~

The living power of fir e pro tec ts a gainst evil.

1 oppen heim, Dreamboo~, pp.,301-3.
2 Gaste r, t!Y.;!;h, Le g§nd, and Custom in the Old Test~.ment, p.J.

-

-

3Ib1d., p.4.

4 G. van der Leeuw, ~eligion in Essence and Mani fes~ ~tio n, translated by J.E . Turner, I (New York: Harper and
Row, 1963), PPe59f.

5 I bid., p.60..
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Holy fire along with water was a great power fo r purif ication.
Such a fire was the ba ptism with fire proclaimed by John the
Baptist. 1
L. 24.

V

V

Siknat napi stim, "living creatures ," cf. line

12 and line 2 rev.
L. 25.

Cf. text 2:19 and commentary.

Lines 26-27.

.

Instead of sirat one might expect the

stative 2 m.s. sirata, "Thou art exalted."
ing

-il

Howe ver, the end-

is used in some dialects including rarely the Neo-

Assyrian.2
Cf. to these lines the similar concepts and parallelism of heaven and earth given in Psalm 57:6, 12:

f ~. ~ 0 -7 ~ ?i

U,0 .? t:Z

"Be exalted, 0 God, above the heavens!

art exalted."

Let thy glory be over

- - - ------

Thou alone

Tf Y]~
.,..

Compare the following Bible passage:

-Cf I) .?~ 0

?~ rJ

Tl I Tl

7

Y) •)7

'
TI~ -r)v)il
- ,... - - 7Y-

vvWith atta edissil~a
sira
t, "Thou!

all the eartht"

Tl

7i, 1-_, ~

·:r:t~ "J ~

J

"I know that greater is Ya hweh than all gods. 11 3
L. 28. The Akkadian has ~opa ilabbinu, "(The Igi,gi)
V

/

prostrate themselves;" the Sumerian counterpart has KA.SU.GAL,
lit. "to keep the hand at the mouth/ at the nose.n

This ex-

pression refers to a typica l gesture in prayer of the Babylonians.

The Akkadian trans lation a ppa ila bbinji suggests another

.
4
prayer-gesture , namely, fallin g down before the god.

1 Mt. J:11.

A

2von Sode n, 3p. cit., par.75b.

3Ex. 18:11; cf. Pss. 97:9; 135:5.
4 sjo'be rg, Mond go~_!;, p.177.

13 6
similar con ce pt is e xpressed by t he fol lowi n g:
a :gpi

la

,\

kl sa • ••••

...,

enu s uk i nt) i la amru , "Like one who has not humbled

(?) himself (lit.:

who ha s not changed nos e ), who has not

practiced prostrations" (Lambe r t BWL 38:14 Ludlul). 1
~

is sometimes used mea ning "counte nance"; note

the following:

g_uddud ~ppasu, "His count enance was fallen"

(Descent II, 1).

Similarly

j S ~· , "his nose," is written

in Psalm 10:4 referring to "a proud count enance."
of the Hebrew word

'1 !5

The use

differs from the Akkadian in that it

is often used to expre ss divine or human ange r, while appa rently ru2.E..1:!. does not express such a concept.
Lines 28-,30.

Here is a parallel ism of heaven and

earth; also a parallelism of the Igigi a nd the Anunnak i tremA

bling and worshipping before Sin.

Almost immediately after

these lines there is mention of abundance, prosperity, and
judgment from the god.
these two quota tions:

A similar parallelism is eviden t in
summa ina digi gi a> u ID?-~irki . s umma i n~

dAnunnaki ali sani!!}fl, 2 "Whethe r among the Igi gi, who is thy
rival, or among the Anunnaki, where is thy competitor?"
more fully:

And

dAnum dEnlil u dEa u luki ina 111 u~ar bu belutki

BSasg,~k i ina nap ha r d i gi gi usa ti r u manzazk i a na his sat s umfil

-

E me u ersetim 1.r.ill2'1& ilu iriibu ina r r utii

-

Anunnak i~.3

"Anu,

Enlil, and Ea have elevated the e ; among the gods thy lordship
is made great.

They caused thee to be exalted among all the

Igigi; they ca us ed thy position to be pre - eminent.

At the

1 Cf. 2lill,, I, Part 2, p.187.

2~

250, 11 - 12

3sTC II , pl.76, 18 - 21.
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mention of thy name heave n and earth quake.

The gods qua ke;

the Anunnaki t remble. " 1
Amatu, "wor d, utterance ," occurs from
on. 2

o.

Akk . times

A

Amatka , "Thy ·word" said of Sin, is very powerful in

heaven and ~arth.

Simil~r epithets are attributed to other

members of the pantheon:

v

E.NE.EM .ZU .SU AN.SU.Up.DA I M.BI
-

i\

V

_

_

7V

NE.MA.AB.BI.GAM . AM :: ina amatika samu ru9,uj2u r amanis~pu
ima.tu,
. "At thy word the distant heavens t remble of themselve s "
(Enlil, ~ 124: 19f.; cf. Nabu, BL 65:2, K.3238); 3 and

in.@.

V
I\
v
I-same
••••• gJbi- tika
~i- r a t ina Esarra
sur..r.uhat
amatka, "Thy

"'
order is supreme in heaven, thy command outstanding in Esarra"

(!ffi.!i 58:29). 4 Likewise, the powe r of the command by King
v...-

v

V

Assurna~irpal is irresistible:

-

-

...

V

sarru sa gi b i t pisu us~fil:-

matu sv adeI\ u t "amate
, "As for the king, the word of whose mouth

destroys mountains and seas" (£iliA 218f .). 5

Sometimes t he

amatu of gods and kings is found in the s ame pas sage:
v
v
amat 111 u sarri
lisallimuka,

II

1fil!:.

May they keep you safe upon
1920, 567 K.2279-rev. 6).

the command of god and· king" (~
A

The wcrrd of Sin is here used as an hypostasi s.

6

The

divine word is endowed with real e xistence and thus could be
considered as an independent being.

In Enuma Elis IV: 19-

JO, Marduk demonstrates the powe:i;- of his word by destroying
a garment and restorin g it.

The gods witness this e xpl oit in

1 cr. Ex. 15:11; Ps . 89:7.

2_
CAD , I, Part 2, p.29.

JEngne ll, ~i vine KingshiE, p.179.
.
4 cAD, I, Part 2, p.35.
6_
cAD , I, Part 2, p.J6.

.5Engnell, OE·

cu.'

p.179.
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thei r assembly and declare Marduk king. 1

Thus the word is

considered as something concrete , which, having been spoken
by the deity, attains separate existence. 2
As in the A.kkad ian t exts, there is in the Old Testament the hypostatization of the Divine Word.

The r eferences

to hypostatizat1on of the Word of God are not a~ways as clear
as those passage s speaking of Wisdom.

The Divine Word, work-

ing independently , is apparen tly separate fro m God and yet
emanating from Him.J

The familiar passage in Isaiah 55:10-

11 de scribes how the Word spoken by God do e s not return until
its work has been accomplished.

Simi lar ly the Wor d is repre-

sented as a divine agent in Psa lm 107:20a:
"He sent forth His word , and healed them "; a nd in
Psalm 147:15:

) 7:J.,.. ·J. ,

11

P-r1: ,r1~7?1.Y f J~

\JTJ1?~ nrvl~

He sends forth His commandment to the earth; His

word runs swiftly."
During the Hellenistic pe riod a new emphas is was
placed on the trans cendence of God.

To remove God from direct

contact with tt"e world the r e is more frequ ent reference to
angelic intervention, and "Wisdom" and "Word" a re personified as divi ne agents. 4

Next Philo made the Word or Lo gos

the intermed i ary between God and the world.

Philo in his per-

1Alexander Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis (Chicago:
University of Chicago Pre ss, 19631 , p.37.
2 Helmer Ringgren, Word a nd Wisdom (Lund :
sons, 1947), pp.67 - 68.

J Ibidq p.157.
4J. N. Sanders, "Word," ~

' IV, · 868.

H. Ohl s-
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so nification of the Logos writes much that suggests John, yet
it is debatable whether Philo give s a close link between the
.
1
wisdom literature and Joh n .
Surely John goes beyond the personifications of Philo when he states that the Word became
flesh--a concept which Philo probably would have oppos ed . 2
digigi a ppa ila bbinu, "The Igi gi prostra te thems elves."
The Igigi are described thus:

I gi gi ilutum asibu sam~ e dAnim ,

"Oh Igigi, high ( gods) who dwe ll in the heave n of Anu. 1i3
Irnini is called rabft
heaven."

J:gt&, "princess of the spirits of

The Igi gi represent the Babylonian gods of the

upper regions; their total numbe r a ccording to IV R 60, 32 is
4 Langdon suggests that i- gj_-gl is probabl y for
six hundred.

ri,

"five," and Giiplus GI~ equals sixty plus s ixty.

The

product 1s five time s one hundred -twe nty, or six hundred.5
. L. 29.

d ~filfL9.ft..9.S.~-lW~§§§-9.£i., "The -Anunnaki

kiss the ground repeatedly."

The transla tion stresses the

repetitive action sugge sted by the D stem of the verb nasa~u,
"to kiss."

The name, Anunnaki, is of Sume rian ori gin .

The

chief duties o-r- the Anunnaki are to found cities, to erect
sanctuaries of the gods, to establis h thr ones of the kings,
and to rule over c~na ls, rive rs , a nd roads.

- --------

The Anun naki are

1 Ibid.

21.£.1£1.; cf. Geor ge B. Stevens, The Johannige _1heology

(New York:

Char les Scribner 's So ns , 19071 , pp.74-101.

.3Erica Reiner, "Liptur-Litanies,

11

~'

XV,

(1956),

135, 1.67.
4E. Dougl as Van Buren, The Flow1~~- Va~~ and the g~j..

with Streams ( Berlin:

Hans Schoe tz,

I9JJ , pp. I~1? .

5Deimel , P. Anton, Pantheon Bapylonicum (Roma: Pontificii Institute Biblici, 1914 ), pp.1J 9f.

•

,

4
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deities of the lower
mine .

1

orld; the ir num ber is diff icul t to deter-

The number s eve n, probably

eani ng a

uc h l arge r numb er,

is us ed of the An unnaki j ud ge s of the underworld.

In t he lower

wo rld , t he numb e r of the Anunna ki is said t o be f i fty.

ElGe -

where, t he Anunnaki of hea ven t o tal t hr e e hundre d and the
Anun naki of ear th numbe r si x hund r ed. 2
L.

~-

30.

Ne

~1P1.U:~
/•

V

-

r1 Jtam is restored by Langdon.

)

..
Saru , •~ind ," is possib ly related to the He br ew wor ds

1

j

!J , "storm, " a nd

7 y V , " tempest"; however , t he e lement

--

- -

of doubt a r ises 9 si nce the normal a to e shift in Akka dian
r e presenting t he or i ginal Semitic Y do es no t occur he r e .
Re verse
L. 1.

A

V

-

Ka t a amat __?. i,.P§._~r?e ti . ~yia_ ~~!f~:r_1i 11r9-i~~ill.
When t hy wor d s ettle s upon th e s oil green

i banni, "Thou t

vegetati on is produc ed . "

Many pe ople be lieve tha t th e waxing

a nd t he wani ng of t he moon a ff e cts t he gr owth of all th ings .
In De uteronomy 33 ~14 it is s a id t hat bot h the sun a nd. moon
i nf luence the f ertili ty of the soil :

-O{\\,.~ Wl ..·1.... 7 1J~ -l?·\ u/ 1? ~,
~

)1 >~ f =l

JJ
'

- i- }7:_) ()·)
: .. .

" With t he choices t f r uits of

,.

the sun, and the rich yi e ld of the moo ns ."

I n English fo lk

lore co untry pe ople s a y tha t pi gs should not be killed i n the
de creas e of t he moon , or t he meat will s hrink .

In s ome d is-

t ri c ts s eeds were plante d so that the y oung pl ants would grow
up with t he waxi ng of

·-------~---- -

t he moo n . 4

In Pe nns ylvania , a farmer

1Re iner s £P• , .£.li e, 135, l ines 68 - 69.
2 v a n Buren,

2P· . 9~~ ., pp. 19f f.

3Langdon, op . c~ . , p.9 , l e62.
4 c hristi ne Hole , En l i s h Fol {lo re (London :
Batsf or d, 194 0 ) , p.64.

B. T.
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informed t his wri t er that hi s f ather planted hops s eeds during the waning of the moon agai ns t the unsolici t ed advice of
his neighbors .

It was observed t ha t t he se eds sprout ed but

the vines did not climb a nd entwi ne a round the pole that wa s
to support them.
.

L. 2. rev.

-

V

V

-

Cf. tarbasi lirpis listam9-1! Y. .. s~;eurt,

"May my sheepfold be wide; may my stable be enlarged. 111
Tarpa~l! , from rabafil!_ "to lie down," here means "fold" or
"sheepfold."

71

-;-i
T"

Compa re

f .~ ':'1_? in

f' ~7'1:]

Zep haniah 2:15:

TI 7 , "resting place for beasts 11 ; note also Ezekiel
-

25:5:

-

1 N-~ ....

f ~77??,
. .

"for a resting place fo r floc ks."

Sikna t na121~.!1., "11 ving cr eatur es 11 ; cf. line 12 and
line 24.
V-

L. 3 rev.

/\.

Stephen s translate s nisi itamm u kittum,

"So that people speak the truth. 112 However, t am u means, "to
swear"; it is better to translate, "So that people swea r the
truth."3

Beca us e sfn illumina t ed the night he be came the

enemy of evildoers whose crimina l enterpr i s~ s were favored
by darkness • L. 4. rev.

Cf. line 18 note.

For the thou ght expr essed in this line cf. Isaiah
55:9; 40:lJf f.
Linei
L.

1
2

5-7

7- rev .•

fil.Q II,

rev.

Cf. line s 25-27 and text 2:19 note.
V

,'\ '

V

V

La ngdon restor es ~~Cg u sa par s esu manman
pl.82,90.

Stephens, ~

' p.J86.

3 Moshe He l d, "A Fai thful Lover in a n Ol d Babylonian
Dialo gue ," ~ ' XV (1961), 23; cf . 1 : 24 note e
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la eri]su; cf.~ 11, 150, 45; 12, 83, 53. 1
V

V

~

-

..§~r 1 , "king of ki ngs,u is a familiar epithe t of

the gods written syllabica lly here.

More frequent ly this

epithet is written logogra phica lly: LUGAL .LUGAL ~ sar
,,.
sarrani, said of Enlil (P~ , 1912, 1537); LUGAL.LUGAL.LUGAL

.

sar sarrani (King 62, 31); and LUGAL. LUGALMES
(Ebeling, !:1YQ. 16, 32 var.).

~:

lar expression:

ing:

/\CpioS

_OTr

sarran1Pl•

In Da niel 2:37 there is a simi-

2 (7?
l (.~0
..
. .

0 king, the king of kings."

= sar

=

'K ;??7]
.

,UJJ
. . r,

"Thou,

Revelation 17:14 has the follow-

:o-T:1y

/{up/O) r

Kl)..(

ffoo-/';, f~S ;8<1.tr c\[~v-

"For He is Lord of lords and Kin g of kings. 112
~

V

Maslu from the verb ~.].u, "to equal," in the sense
of resembling or being like someo ne.

Compare the verb sV a nanu,

"to equal," with the meaning "to rival, to compare with"; cf.
line 5.
L. 8 rev.

Cf. lines 11 and 12 r e v.

Landsberger translates this brok en line thus:

11

Wohin

immer dein Au[ge gnadig hinblick te, ••••• J wa r gunstig."3
Sjoberg reads-the Sumerian counte rpart thus:
Blick erhebst ••••• ist Gunst. 114

"Wohin du deinen

In the Bible the re is frequ e nt

mention of finding favor in the eyes of God or in the eyes of
some pers on.

In this regard note Jeremiah 24:6a:

i7 J. )0? Dif 7J. ., J' ~
.

T

!

•.·

•"

•

'

' 51. n.. lJ)
- I..

"I will set my eyes upon them for good."

••

The damaged portion of this line may possibly be restored with s ome form of s akanu whic h with e nka means "to be
1 Langdon, op . c1..-t? •, p.10, line ·14.
3Lands ber ger , op. g it., p.104 .
4 sjobe rg, op . cit., p.171.

2 cr. Re v. 19:16.
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favorable. 111

V

-

Ina sakanu is an Akkadian idiom which has the

sense "to look , to direct one ' s eyes at a superior being," or
to look at an inferior being, hence "to be obedie nt " and likewise "to be favorable."

Similarly pa.nu, "face," may be found

in idioms which are the exac t parallel of those wit h ~n-q ,
"eye."

This 1s understandable in the li ght of the fact t hat
V

both

~n..~ and 1n:JJ. have the same ideogram IGI ; IGIMES, 2ang is
V

used in plurali s t antum meaning "face " and IGI.MINMES means
"eyes. 112
In the Bibla the favor of God is mentioned in Psalm

i7 I i1 -r 1' Y
. . -;i].."il. ,

JJ:18:

eye of the Lord is upon those who fe ar him. "

TI., p, j

34 :16 is similar emphasis:

~

"Behold, the

And in Psalm

- 7~

,l

1 i1, '~ ' j

"The eyes of the Lord are toward the righteou~. ,.3
L. 9 rev.
line as fol lows:

Landsberger t ranslates this fragmentary
"Wohin immer deine ( Hand gnadig ausgestreckt

war, bewirktest du (?)J. 4
parallel Sumerian line-:
• • • • • 11

5 Langdon r:estores

Sjoberg partially trans lates the
"Wo du deine Hand erhebst ••• • • 1st
atka, "thy hand ," on the basis of

the -Sumerian in the previous line • 6

_L. 10 rev.
2:1.

....

.,,_ ,,
"'
For §FE~ as an adjective of Sin see t ext
....

-,

....

U~ r estored to fo rm usteser because of paralleli m with

1A. Leo Oppenheim , "Idiomatic Accadian ," ~
, LXI
(194-1), 259.
2 Ibid., 256.
3cr . Ps. 80:15 ; 119:132; Deut. 26:15.

-

4 Landsberger , or,. cit., p.104. -

5sj oberg, op . ci ~., p.171.
6Langdon, op~ cit., p.10, line 18 .
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v -

/\

uste sa.

Landsberger transl ates and restores:

"Strahlender

Eerr, [der Recht und Gerechtighei t] i m Himme l und auf ( Erden
gedei] hen lasst (?), he rvorbring t ! 111

Sjo'be rg reads:

"Strahlender He rr , Der 1m Himmel und auf Erde n ( ••••• ] •••••
(strahlend) herausgehen lasst. 112

L. 11 rev .

For the restora tion napli s, a J_i ~§!;, compare

Sj oberg, Mon~~o~ t, p . 169, 39 .
L. 12 rev.

Sjoberg reads:

µru nap[l is e gi~nugal]

paplis. 3
L. 13 rev.

r imtu .

After ...,pir~~~' Langdon r estore s:

Daramt aka

Langdon translates the whol e line as follo ws:

" ( May

t hy beloved ] wife, [the merciful], the kind, say unto thee ,
' Rest, 0 lord• . 114

Sjoberg resto res:

[ na ramtaka sinni stu da]

meg~u .5
L. 14 rev.

After ill£, Langdon restores:

d§~mai

/1.
belum,
g_a;rra._Q], r abu,
and he translate s the entire line:

V

"May

v

the hero ( Samas , the valiant lord, the mighty one, say unto
t hee ] ; rest, O Lord. 116

Probably lines 14-18 are abreviated

and · should enaas in line 13.

Sjoberg suggests that these

l ines should close with nuh ;t.iqblk~ , "Herr , besanftige dic h . 11 7
1 Landsberger, 02 . cit. , p.105.
2 ..
Sj oberg , E..R . Cit • , p .171 .
3 I bid . , p .169 , 4 0.
4 Langdon, 2.E.• Cit •, p.10, line 26.
5sjoberg, 212.:..., cit., p.169, 41.
6Langdon,

2l2.:... .£1.t • ' p.10, line 28.

7sjoberg, 212: c1,1., p.169, 42.
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In Akk. lit. texts, il11!. refers to the grown up man
and is often used in addressing pers ons; in the pl. the
word often has the connotation of soldiers capable of
bearing arms; the feminine counterpart of the etlu is the
grown woman, ardat~, and in the merism etlu-ardat~, reference is made to the entire adult populat!on . When certain gods or kings are addressed as etlu, they are quali fied as full grown males at the peak~the1r physical
powers {as against Sum. ABBA and UMMA , used in addressing
such elderly deities as Enlil and Ninlil).1

15

L.

rev.

Cf. parallelism of Igigi and-Anunnaki with

lines 28 and 29, also see commentary.
Langdon does not restore but translates:

"May the

Igigi [say unto. thee, 'Rest], O lord'. 112
L. 16 rev.

Langdon restores:

dl\..(nunn?,kt_i;J;~ni f!3·P!l~l

~Jlum, "May the Anunnaki, the great gods, say unto thee,
'Rest, 0 lord!. 113

17 rev.

L.

This line is unintelligible, but probably

continues in the same thought as. the lines which i mme diately
precede.

Sjoberg reads:
L. 18 rev.

(x

pelu nJ gh..,, ligbika. 4

Poss ibly the god Ningal is mentioned on

the basis of the dNIN sign given in the previous line~

Langdon

restores:

"May

dfl"in[ gal {lSS~tka beJJJd!!H and he translates:

Ningal, thy consort, say unto thee, 'Rest, O lord'. u5
L. 19 rev.

___________

Following medil, Sjoberg restores:

u[ri

v

giss1 gar Egisnugal ana] asrisu litur; he translates this line
,

,

-

l CAD, IV, p • 411 •

2 Langdon, op. cit., p.10, line 29.
3Langdon, op. ci~. , p.10, line 31.

4 sjoberg, 9p . cit., p.169, 45; cf. similar expressions
in a "Psalm to Marduk, 11 ANET, p.J89f.
5Langdon~ pp. cit., p.11, line 35.
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as follo ws :
"Der Rie ge l von U[r, der Ve r schluss des Egi Snugal]
..
1
mogen hergestellt werden."
L. 20 rev.

Possibly a referenc e to the total number

of 48 lines in the prayer.
title page 1nformation:

The last six lines (19 -24) give

the details include mention of the

times, the scribe, and the place of ori gin of t~is copy.
L. 21 rev.

Cf. the identical expression:

~

lablrI~u satirma bari (written ba-a-r1), "Copied from 1 ts
original and collated" (Delitzsch AL 136 r.27).
k1ma labiri~u sa~irma bar~

(fl

34

50

1v 39).

Note also

TEXT 4

K.J794+Ki.1904-10 - 9,157

TEXT 4
K.J794vK1.1904-10-9,157
Introduction
In 1907 E. Guthrie Perry pre sente d a study of K.J79l}
along with fragmentary texts K.2792 and K.7973 in his published thesis ehti tled Hymn~n und. G~pe~.iL~§!n., pp. 23-27.
In 1908 E. Combe studied the same three tablets in his work
Histoi,t~- ~_g_cul!~.
J2.

9:~. . § ~J}a't?Ulonie et en As~zrj.e, pp.1J0 -

-

In 1915 . Stephen Langdon sugge s ted in RA, XII, pp.189-

92, that text Ki.1904-10-9,157 should be joined to K.3794. 1
The study by Langdon includes a transliteration and translation of Ki.1904-10-9,157A

Ll§.!-2,f_Er~

In the Bezold catalogue entitled

~.Rejo!ped l!L!hL ~~yu q.JJ.. ~ 9ollect~ ~tL.2t

the Brittsh MU~fil, p.22, it is stated tha t Ki.1904-10-9,57
has been rejoined to K.3794.

Also the photogra ph of the

tablet furnished by the British Museum shows the joining of
K.3794 and Ki.1904~10-9,157.

In corr espondence, C. B. F.

Walker, Research Assistant in the British Museum, informed
this writer that the fragmentary texts K.2792 and K.7973 are
now being joined to several other fragments by W. G. Lambert
who is cur r e ntly prepa rin g a study of the ikr ib praye rs ;
1 stephe n Langdon, "A Fragment of a Series of Ritualistic Prayers to Astra l De ities in the Ceremoni es of Divination~" ~ ' XII ( 1915), 189-92.
148
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•

J
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therefo re , the cont ents of K.2792 and K.7973 will not be
included in this dissertation.
Carl Be zold, Cat~~9gµ~ , p.565, describes the condition of tablet K.3794; it is the upper, left half portion of
the tablet, ~4¼ in. by 3 J/4 in.

The preceding six lines of

this text are addressed to Adad; the r emainder o_f K.3794 is
A

directed to Sin.
In this study K.3794 is represented in lines 1-13
and Ki.1904-10-9,157 is found in lines 14-25.

In line 25,

the prayer in this tablet is called the ikribu t ype; a prayer
which is essentially praise. 1
V

:Many of the ikrib!!, prayers

V

.

give praise to Samas , Adad, and the gods of the star ry heavens .
Usually the singular form, ikribu, refers to benedictions
recited at cultic events, while the plural form, 1.19:1ET!., is
used both of prayer and (in OA and OB only) a votive offering. 3
1 Kunstmann, op. ci~., p.45.
2 Falkenste1n and von Soden, SAHG , pp.45f.
3cAD, VII, p.66.

2

Transliteration
.,,

\

1.

dBA DINGIH DURU nam- ru dNANNA[R ••••• ]

2 •.

LUGALu

3.

GAD MAH
.., tas-kan a-ga-a •••••

4.

'
v ...
e-tel-lu d BA
nu- ri-su
•••••

5.

sa qi-bit - su la ut-tak-k [a-ru ••••• ]

6.

d '

t

~

V/

kis-sa-ti ta-be-e[l ••••• ]
V

V/

V

BA AS IGI.DUs-k[a ••••• ]

7.

d NANNAR d BA
' •••••

8.

u ZAzA.GIN.DURU5 na -na- [ ••••• ]

9.

a-sib-ma

10.

'

...

v

d '

e

.,,

~~

BA AS qe-reb AN •••••

t'

V

11.

NUN mus-ta-lu DUMU.US •••••
v,
na-nir AN e EN KUR.KURMES sa
•••••

12.

AS NUN.KI INIM-s u ma-ag-rat •••••

1J.

ta-ad-di SES.UNUG.KI AS pa-ra[k-kfj •••• ar-ki •••••

14.

a'd
' ••••• DING
- IR KU
' •••••
BA NANNAR AN e AN .DUL

15.

a-lik ma_g-ri ~ AS IGI .DUg-ka GI3IGMES ANe t(u-patpti]
' ha -da-a
AS... IGI.DUs-ka UKU

y

V

V

V

V

V

16.

V

V

sal-mat SAG.DU

.,.
DU-si -na
'

1-[ ..... ]

Translation
;,..

1.

0 Sin, holy god, shining Nannar •••••

2.

Kin gship of the world, thou rul[est ••••• ]

J.

Thou clothest with a majestic linen , a crown •••••

4.

A lord is Sin; his light •••••

5.

Whose command cannot be altered •••••

6.

0 Sin, at thy appearance •••••

7.

" •••••
0 Nannar, 0 Sin

8.

And greenish lapis lazuli •••••

9.

s1n dwells in the midst of the heavens •••••

,,.,.
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Normal i zati on
. 1.

dsfn ilu ellu namru d Nan na [r ••••• ]

2.

sarrutut kissati tabe[l ••••• ]

J.
4.

kita ~ira tas kan aga •••••
.d A
- V
etellu Sin nurisu •••••

5.

sa qiblssu la uttakk[aru ••••• ]

6.

d Sin
"
- [ a ••••• ]
ina tamartik

7.

d Nannar d Sin
A
•••••

8.

u abnuzaginduru nana-( ••••• ]

9.

v
d Sin
"'
.., "'e
asibma
ina qereb same
•••••

A

V

-

A

10.

,I\
"
rubu
mustalu
aplu •••••

11.

nannir samee bel matatiP • sa •••••

12.

ina Eridi amassu magrat •••••

lJ.

taddi Ur ina para[kkD ••••• arki •••••

14.

ds1n dNanna r ;am~e andullu ••••• ilu ellu •••••

15.

alik manri dsin ina tamartika i~dalat1P1 • samee t[upatti]

16.

ina tamartika nise hada salmat
q a qq_adi kalisina i[ ••••• ]
.

V

-

1

A

-

v-

-

V

A

-

/\. V

Translation
10.

Prince, counselor, heir •••••

11.

Light of the heavens, lord of all the lands which •••••

12.

In Eridu his oracle is favo r able •••••

lJ.

Thou hast established Ur, upon the high thr[one] •••• •

14.

"
0 Sin,
0 Nannar of heaven, pr otection of ••••• holy go d •••••

15.

"'
Going b e fo r e, 0 Sin,
at thy appearance thou [ope ne st] the doors of heaven.

16.

At thy appe aring the pe ople rejoice ,
the d ark-headed , all of th em •••••

..,

17.

~-sap-pa-ka UKUMES

...

....

te -ni-se-tum pa-a9 - ra-nik-ka gi-(mir-si-na]
18.

"'v

e,,

V

a,

,.-_,

J

d ,

...

19.

it-ta-sa-a

20.

i-zi z-za-am-ma dBA

..

..,

BA EN qar- ni su-pu-ri mus-te-s ir ri-ti •••••

.,,

'ME..,

AS qe-(reb] ANe KU
'21.

.,_

MAS .ANSE na-mas-su-u sa EDIN ka-lis pa-ah-ra-nik••[ ka ]

Ev

S KI-ka li - iz-zi - zu DINGIRM_s •••••

..,

...

KI - ka li-iz-zi-zu DINGIR

MES

DI.KU5

MES

/

KI-ka li-iz - ziz KA (DINGIR]
22.

dKABTA SUKAL-ka 11-;e - da-ak di-nu lib- l ak-ka t a- (mi t]

23.

[DUMU] LUHAL
m[a-har-k
]a lis-ku n
..,
..,

...

,

.

d '

'

✓

V

BA DINGIR KU AS UDU.SIZKUR an-ne-e [i-ziz - z a-am-ma]

24.

V

1,-

v

'

Y✓

[AS] DUG4. MU MU SU.MU AS mim-ma ma-la DU-su
v

ta-mi t a-kar-r(a-bu ki ]t-ta lib-si

25.

....

[ik]-ri b dJ3A ka-a-a-nu-u
Translati on

17.

The people pray to thee ,
manki nd assemble unto the e , (all of them ].

18.

The wild cattle and creeping things of the field
altogether asse-mble to thee .

19.

Go

out for me, O Sin,
" lord of the horns and the halo,

that causest the pastures to thrive •••••
20.

A

Stand forth for me, 0 Sin,
in the midst of the pure he avens
may the gods stand wit h thee •••••

21.

With thee may the divine judges stand
with thee may stand at the gate [of the-god].

22.

May Kabta, thy messenger, cause thee to know,
may he bear judgment for thee.

The inquiry

''

.

'.i. 53

17.

us a ppaka nise P1 • t e nlsetum pag rani kka gi[mi r s i na ]

18.

bulu na mmas su s a s eri kalis • pahranik[ka]
....

19.

ittasa ds1n bel qarnl supur i mustesir rlti •••••

20.

izizzamma dsin

-

V vA

V

,._ V

ina qe[reb] s amee ellutiP1 • ittika lizzizzu ilaniPl• •••••
21.

ittika lizzizzu ilanipl. dayaneP1 • ittika lizziz bab (ilim]

22.

dKabta sukallaka lisedak dinu liblakka ta[m1t]
- awil bari
- " m[ agar k ] a liskun
v
mar

23.

d ....

,,..,

,..

Sin ilu ellu ina niqe anne [izizzamma ]

24.

-

-

-V

-

-

V

V

(ina] qibitiya nis qa tiya 1na mimma mala eppe su 8 U
tamit akarr(abu ki]tta libsi

25.

[ik]rib ds1n kayanu
Translation

23.

of the seer may he place before thee.
I\

0 Sin, pure god, at this sacrifice (stand for me].
24.

[In] my discourse, in my prayer, in wha tsoever I do,
in the inquiry which I sub(mit], let there be justice.
I\

A prayer to steadfast Sin.
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Commentary o n Text 4
L. 1.

The e xpress ion i lu ellu, "holy God , 11
.

i,,

V

1

is

V

applied also to Anu, Samas, Marduk , ! star (elle tu), and
other gods. 2

The combina tion ilu namru , "shi ni ng god," is

also known • .3
L. 2.

The development of the epithet ; a r r utut

vv

kissati, "Kingship of the world," is interesting.
meant literally "king of Ki~. 114

V

LUGAL•.~.12,
V

The title "king of Kis"

became popular so that rulers took great pride in this title
even though they ruled over other cities as well.

This title

appealed to rulers down into Old Babylonian times and. it came
V

-

YV

into Assyrian titulary a s s a r kissati.
L•

J.

I\ .

-

V

5

Kita si r a t a s kan , "Thou clothe st with a majes-

tic linen," should. be compared .with tedi9,u, "garme nt," in
text .3:9 comme ntar y.
.

V

The form tas kan is difficult; if it is a verb from
V

-

V

saka nu, it is not identical with the pre sent tens e ~sakkan,
V

nor with the preterite which is t a skun.
L. 4.- Cf. the words ete l l u ds1n, "A lord is Sin, 11
with text J:2-9.

L. 5.
1

.

Cf. Schollme yer 110,6:

sa gibissu la uttakkaru

Cf. L.14.

2

Weir, Lexicon, p.80; ~ ' IV, p.105; Tallqvist,
G~ttere pithete , p.20 •
.3weir, op . Ct ~•, p.2.33.
4 w1ll iam W. Ha llof ~ l y MesopetamJ~n R9yal Ti ~
~-1:,hilo gic and His_to rj. ca l Anal ysi s_ (New Ha ven: America n
Oriental Society, 1957) , p.25.

5

.

I121.£_., p.26 .

:
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and als o te x t J:2J .
L. 8.

" "gr ee nish l a pis l azuli" pr obabl y
~~gindyru,

represents the appearanc e and colori ng of the moo n .

A simi-

lar description is given of a star in a s trolo gica l t e xt:
V
'
SUmma
••••• kakkabu is r uhma ki- ma ZA. GIN.DURU~~na
im i tti a.mel l_

itig, "If a star flares up and shoots towa r ds the right of a
man, (and is colored) like greenish lapis lazuli" ( ~ . 7 pl.
17 ii 20).

Later certain stones which the Babylonians held

to be of gynecological value were passed into Greek medicine. 1
v
d S~n
"
" dwells in
ina 9.ere b sv ame"e , "Sin
L. 9. Asibma
the midst of the heavens" and similar expre s sions are us e d
of the gods. 2

L. 11.

Delitzsch, ill!_, p.470 indicates tha t na nnaru

may also be written na n(n)e r u or n.,an (n)i ~[·

N?,nnlr_ §~m~:-.J:>el

mffej:;at}.P1 •, "light of the he avens, lord of all the lands."
Generally the majo r gods in Babylonia and Assyria concerned
themselves with public affairs only, and not with the needs
of individuals.

The general welfare was considered and not

individual desires.
the gods:

Major issues occupied the attention of

warfare, uprisings, devastations, pestilence, and

crops • . When the indi vidua l was me ntioned in the te xts, it
was oftentimes the king since wh~t happe ned to the king wa s
related to the good and evil fo r tune of the country. 3
The Babylonians certainly inherited from Sumerian
religion the idea that the gods themselves a r e in the service
1 cr. te x t J:10.
2 see Tallq vi st, ~~ttere pitheta, p . 444 .
J
.
Lambert, ~ ' pp.4f.
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of some world system.

The refore, the idea that the gods

showed arbitrary power gradually slipped into the background.
In spite of t heir stra nge and inexpli cable ways, the gods
want ed to preserve the world a nd its i nhabitants.

Neverthe-

less, the gods destined the death of every man and they did
not soften the fear of men by promising a better life in the
hereafter. 1
Andullu ·1s probably followed by matati be cause

L. 14.

I'\

V

of parallelism with ~me .

Also the fo llowing e xamples suggest
V

the restoration of matati: ,(rap]-su a pg~};}.aka sa!}1p.ma~~!i ,
"Thy protectio n extends over all the lands" (Lambert, ~
40) and ~llum matim , "Protector of the l and"

128:

(CH Prol.

II, 48).
L. 15.

Restore iupatti since daltu, "door ," is often
I\

used with some fo rm of ~tµ, "to open. "
V

,

A

I\

V

Cf. dalat same t 2:Eta ,

V

"You (Samas ) opened the door to heaven, " (4R2 0 No.2:5f.); cf.
III, p.55.
L. 17.

2
....

Langdon in .E-£_, XII, p.191 restores gi[mi~i.m:.J.
,. V

..

L. 18-. MAS.ANSE
✓ v

MAS.IR. KU in the te xt .
L. 19.

= bulu,

"wild cattle ," is writ ten

)

V-

V

Eseru in the §.i fo rm may mean "to make thrive."
4
(En.el.VII 6J); cf. filQ , IV, p.)62.

L. 20.

In the common expression tPa ge r eb

----------1

[

]

V

1.1?12.·, p.11.

2 cr. text 3:20 comme ntary .

3cr.

Langdo n, op. cit. , p.191; CAD , II, p.J15b.

4 see text 3 : JOf.

,\8

s ame
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elluti P1 •, "i n t he midst of the pure he ave ns," one mi ght
possibly assum e that o ne sign~ was omitted by t he scribes ;
cf. L. 9.
L. 21.

...
...
The "divi ne j udges " a re Samas and Adad .

Resto re ll1m. on the basis of pa s sages li ke t he fol - ilim ubbibfil!.,
...
lowing: bab
"He de clared him to be f ree at

-----

the gate of the god (i.e. Assur }," (KT Hahn 31 :5}; bab i lim
V

u, a k_kanma ,

-

"He will de po s it at the gate of the god," (MVAG

JJ No.278 :9); cf. 21ill,, II, p.19.

L. 22.
Tallqvist,

For a discus s ion of the name Kabt a see

92Pt~r ep~~,

p.J40.

Probably restore ~~-£m1t] on the basis of paralelism
with t ami t in line 26.

L. 23.

There is s pac e o n the t a blet t o res t ore DUMU.

~ ' II, p.125 sta t es :
be t ween

~cl.

"The re i s no meani ngful dif fere nc e

'divine r' and mar bari

'member of the guild of

divine rs'."
Langdon in

g , XII,

p.191 su ggests the r es toration

of iziz z amma . -

L. 24.

..,

The formula t a.mit akarrCabu kiJ tta l i bsi ,

"In the inquiry which I sub (m it], let t here be justic e ,"
occurs fr equ ent l y in que ri es for oracles. 1
1 _gm, II, p.152b.

TEXT 5

Rm.288

TEXT 5
Rm.288
Introduction
This text is an invocation of Assurbanipal to the
Moon-god.

Be cause of the defective condition of the text,

the situation which brough t the utterance of this prayer
has been lost.

There is a possibility that this t ext is a

consecration inscription.

Carl Bezold, Ca t a logu~ , IV,

p.1601 describes R.288 thus:
lines.

it is a tablet of seventee n

The portion preserved is the upper , left half which

is 2 7/8 in. by 2 in.
A study of this text was first published in 1907 by
Perry, flymnen und Gebete an SLJt, pp.28 - J0.

In 1908 E. Combe

also included a study of this tablet in his book entitled
Histoi re du cttlte de Sin en Bab~lonie et etL_Assyrie , pp.133-

34.
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Transliteration
1.

'
a-na d BA
na-an- nir ANe[u Kitim]

2.

a-pir AGA da-nt-u-ti ~[a ••••• ]

J.

(m]u -ad-du-u u4-me ITI u (ta t - ti]

4.

mu -kal-l1m·~a-ad-di EN d[a-ba-bi]

5.

na- din sip-~i TAR18 ES.BAR DI[NGIRMES]

6.

'
mu-ni - ih lib-bi
DINGIRMES •••••

7.

ga -m ir ur - ti u te
.' - e-m[e ••••• ]

8.

~a e-la fa -a-fu DINGIRMES at - [hi -fu ]

9.

(d] AS.IM.DD ZALAG AN.TAMES [u ; ap-la- ti]

v

V

...

.

V

...

V

V

..,

v

-

10 •

••••• sa AS U4.ZAL .A-su KUR.[KUR ••••• J

11.

[i-lit]-tu sa

12.

(DINGIR re]me-nu-u sa it - t(1 ••••• ]

1J •

••••• ba-nu-u •••••
V
V
GIS
GIS
•••••
HAD
GU .ZA. ·••••

14.

.,,,, d

A-num •• •••
.,

v ....

,,.

...,

' •••••
15 •••••• lib-bi UKU
....

V

V

,

16.

[AS.S]UR.DU.A •••••

17.

•••••

Translatio n
1.

....
For Sini the radi anc e of heaven (and earth].

2.

Who is crowned with the crown of divinity •••• .•.

J.

Who dete rmi nes the days, the month, and [the year ]

4.

Who shows signs, adversary •••••

5.

Who gives judgment,
who dete rmines the decisio n of the gods.

6.

Who comforts the heart of the gods • ••• ~

7.

Who renders command and wil[l ••••• ]

8.

Without whom the gods, (his breth]ren
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No rmalization
1.

ana dsin nannir s amee (u e r~etimtim ]

2.

apir age dAnuti s(a ••••• ]

J.

muladdu

4.

mukallim ~addl bel d(ababi]

5.

na.din sip~i paris 18 purusse il[an1 P1 •J

6.

-h 1 ibbi bi 1lani
-- pl ••••••
muni

7.

ga.m1r urti u ~em[e ••••• ]

8.

sa ela s asu ilaniPl• at[~lsu)

9.

dNamra?et nur elat1Pl• (u s aplati]

10.

• •••• sa ina namirisu mat[ati ••••• ]

11.

(ilit]tu s a dAnum • ••••

12.

(ilu re] menu s a itt(i ••••• ]

13 •

- "" •••••
••••• banu

14.

ish a t -'1,U
"'
•••••.
• ussu
... - 1sk

V

ume

ar9i u (sa tti]

,J

.

~

-

15 •

v••••• libbi nise
•••••

16.

(Ass]urbanipal •••••

17.

•••••

Translation

9.

Namra~et, light of upper r egions [ and lowe r r egions)

10 •••••• by whose shining all the lan[ds ••••• J
11.

[Of fsp ]ring of Anu ••• .••

12.

Compassion(ate god], who wi(th ••••• ]

13 •

••••• creator •••••

14 •

••••• scepte r, throne •• •••

15 •

••••• hearts of the people • • •••

16 •

,,..,,
1
••••• Assurbanipa

17.

•••••
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Commentary on Text 5
L. 1.

Restore u erseti~tim on the ba sis of frequ ent
t,,

A

parallelism w i t h ~ "heavens"; cf. te xt 3:1, 23.

Near the

beginning of almost every text in this study reference is
/\

made to the power and radi ance of Sin in heaven and earth.
Here n?,nni r ~am~ (u ersetimtim], "Radiance of heaven and

.

-

"
earth," is attributed to Sin.

The Akkadians did not have a

word for unive rse ; simi larly the Hebrews reso rted to the
expression "the heavens and the earth. 111

The Sumerians , who

were non-Semitic, tri e d to express the co ncept of "universe "
by AN.KI, literally "heaven- ear th. 112
L. 2.

Me

Cf. the following similar passage s:

b~1.i'!ll, "She (

Is tar)

~pirat

crowned wit h a crown of lord ship II

{Jensen 124, 7) and. a gi beluti eR?,- ranni , "{When Assur) crowne d
me with the crown of rulership" (Weidner Tn. 1 No.1 i 28).
L.

J.

IV

Sat ti, "year ," is resto red in this sequence of

days, month, and year .

A similar function of the moon may be

seen in Genesis 1:14ff.
L. 4. - Saddu may generally mean "sign," but often,.._

times s addu refers to ominous si gns or por tents of Sin, Anu,
or the planet Jupiter . 3

__-_, "adversary ' "

Bel dab.a.bi
.....,...._

of judgment and decis i on.

is restored in this cont ext

Bel daba bi 1s us e d often of the

1 Gen. 1:1; . Ex. 20:11.
2 s. N. Kramer, Sumerian M~tholo gy :

a Study of SRi£itual and Lite r ary Achieveme nt in the Third Millennium B.Q.
lPhi lade l phia: American Philosophica l Society, 1944 ) p.41 .
3 Cf. CAD, XVI, pp.56f.
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person who sues an indivi dual or accuses another in court. 1
L.

5. · Pa.ris 1 s puruss~ il(an1P1 •J, "Who determines the

decision of the gods" should be compared wit h text 2:11 commentary.
L.~7.

Gami r ur ti u teme , "Who re nders comma nd and

will," sugge sts the concept of a judge rendering a fina l verdict or decis1on. 2
L. 8.

- " cf. text J:
Concerning the restoration athi~
..,

L. 9.

Namras et , a name of Sin, see int r oduction pp.

rev. 6.
/\

5ff.; cf texts 2:19 and 6:5.
Restore u ;apl~ti which often para llels el~ti. 3
L. 11.
gymnen, p.JO.

Perry suggests the restora tion of !li__:tt u,
Ilittu, "offspri ng," is frequently said of the

The expression ilittu ;a dAnim , "Of fspring of Anu"
,,.,
was sometimes attributed to Sin who was thought of as a son
gods. 4

of Anu.5
L. 12.

(ReJrienu,

11

compassionate," compare with text

6:9 commentary.
·L . 17.

This line is too short and fra gme ntary to

study • .

1 cr. 9lill,, III, pp.Jf.
2 see examples in ££ill., V, p .27; We ir, Lexi con, pp.J81-82.

3 cr. Qlill., IV, p.78.

4 cr.

£:{ill, VII, p.72.

5H. W. F. Saggs, The Greatness That was Babyloq; a
Ske tch of the Ancient Civi l ization of the Ti ris-Eu hrate s
Valley

TEXT 6
K.10151

TEXT 6
K.10151
Introduction
This fragment containing eleven line s was first published in 1907 by Perry, Hymnen und Gebet e an Sip , pp.J0-32.
In 1908, E. Combe made a trans literation, translati on, and
a brief commentary on this tablet in Histoire du cult de Sin
en Babylonie et en Assyri~, pp.134-35.
A

This tablet is the

beginning of a prayer addressed to Sin.

K.10151 is described

by Carl Bezold, fatalo gue , III, p.1068:

the text is the

upper, left-hand corner, 1 13/16 in. by 1¼ in.
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Transliteration
1.

2.

J.
.' 4.

5.
6.

,.

d '

EN

BA U4.SAR •••••

d '

.

V

,I'

ed-di-i[s-u ••••• ]
' K(I tim ••••• ]
DINGIR na.m-ru DU
BA

,,

nu-ur ma.-a.-[ti ••••• ]
d

V'

V

,.,

AS.IM.DD su-[pu-u ••••• ]
d \

V

ras-bu

BA •••••

'

;

.

!

7.

mas-su-u GA[L ••••• ]

8.

kab-tu sur-b[u-u ••••• ]

9•

DUMU .US git-m(a-lu ••••• ]

,.,.

....

;

.

10.

••••• reme-nu-[u ••••• ]

11.

'
( d ]BA.~
•••

Tra nslat ion
"'
O Sin,
0 Nannar •••••

1.

Incantation:

2.

0 Sin, ever renewing •••••

3.

Shining god of all the ear[th ••••• ]

4.

Light of the l a [nd ••••• J

5.
6.

Namra~et, glorTious one ••••• ]

A

A

Fear inspiring Sin •••••

16 7
Normalization
1.

siptu ds1n Nannar •• ••• .

2.

d "'

J.

ilu namru ka li er(~et1mtim ••••• ]

4.

nur ma(ti ••••• ]

5.

d Namra~e
- t su
v-( pu
A
••••• ]

6.

V
d""'
rasbu
Sin •••••

7.

massu ra[bu ••••• J

8.

k ab tu surb(u ••••• ]

9.

aplu gitm[alu ••••• ]

10 •

- - ['"'u ••••• ]
••••• remen

11.

[d]s1n •••••

vi\
Sin eddi[su
••••• ]

I',

,I\

V

/\.

Translation

7.

(Gre] at leader •••••

8.

Mighty, exalt[ed ••••• ]

9.

Per[fect] heir •••••

10.

• •••• mercifu[l ••• ·•• ]

11 •

•.••• Sin ••••

A

-

~

Commentary on Text 6
L. 2.

d ,.✓."

VA

"'

o::>in eddi[~], "0 Si n, ever renewing" ; cf. 2:2

commentary .
L.

5.

Namra~e t

su[~J,

"Namra~et, glor(ious one ••••• ];

cf. the refe rence to Namra~~t in texts 2:19 and 5:9.

See dis-

cussion on the name Namra?et in the introduction~ pp.5f.
Cf. the use of

7.

L.

supu ,

"glorious one," in t ext 2:1 .
ti'

.I'\

V

Mas su , "lead er, " is a title of Samas , Anu, Enlil,

Nabu, and many other gods . 1
L. 9.

V

DUMU.US-= §J21..£, "he ir"; cf. t ext 1:8 where this

word is used t 1-1ice. 2
"Per(fect] he ir."
I\

of Nabu :

Perry re ads and resto res g_plu ett:-m [a- lu],

Compare this line wit h the fol l owi ng epithet

a plu gitmalum, "Perf ect heir"

{™

6 pl.14 r.25),

and passim.
L. 10.

A
~ - wellil,
"me rciful," is used as an attribute

"' in 3:13; it 1s part ially preserved here and in 5:12.
of Sin
A
Remenu
is often us ed as an epithe t of the gods.

lowing examples :

Note the fol-

dMarduk ilu reme nu, "Marduk , merciful god,"

{Hehn, 364, 7) ;-1.lu r emenu, "Merciful god (Marduk )" (~
96, 12); ds1n ilu rem.[ng, "Sin, merciful god" (~

69,

74, 183,

rev.8); and drstar beltu remenitu, "Istar , merciful goddess"
(M, 13, 108, 19). 3

- -~.... is us ed in praise of kings in
Also ~
V

W 17259 w, 5-6:
king."

__

A

a na s arrim r emenim , "To the compas siona te

In the Bible there are numerous reference s stating that
1 Tallqvist, Gotterepitheta, p.130.

2 see discussi o n on the derivation of ~plu in flill., I,
Part 1, pp .1 76f .
3 cr. Weir, Lexicon, p.283.
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God i s

• •I n J ,

"merciful. 111

The Arabic r a hma.n,
" compas.

sio nate ," was used by Mohammad a s a pr oper name f or deity ,
late r this te rm came to be us ed a s one of the c hief a t t ributes of Allah. 2
1

Ex. 34:6; Deut. 4:31; 2 Chr. 30:9, a nd pass i m.

2 "Allah, " §horter Encyclo pe dia of I s l am , - 196 5, 35.

SU~lMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

• '

.

Summary and Conclusions
This diss ertation has presented a transliteration,
normalization, translation, and commentary on six texts.

A

number of tablets which have come to light in the past few
decades have been found to be duplicates or partial duplicates
of s ome of the ma j or t exts i n t his worke

An original and

i mportant aspect of this investigation is the collation of
fi ve tablets i n t ext o ne and the collation of t hree t ablets in
t ext t wo.

A

t extual apparat us

as formu ated t o show to the

e r t · cal r eader t he variants from the basic texto

The correla-

tio n of t he t extual material contributes to a f l er, updated
t ext

tid a bett -r understanding of each compos . t1ono

These

· e xercises in textual c rit i cism have been a profitable part o f
the researche

Hopefully, t he met hods learned will be applied

to f urt her t ext ual studies i n Assyriology~ Old Testament, and
New Testament .
V

✓

;

The f irs t t hree t exts are classified as Akkadian SU.IL.LA
pra e . s.

'l'his form of prayer i s

vi dual rorshipper.

sed particularly b y t he i ndi-

Th s t ype of prayer was _probably develope ~

in t he Cassite period around 14 00 BoC.

All extant copies of

suc h prayers were pro bably made sometime after 8 00 B. Ce
V

✓

The

/

structure of the SU. I L .. LA i s regular; however, t he poetic f rm
may be i nterrupted by certain formulae.

Usually an off e ring of

very simple c haracter accompanies each prayer.
~

/

The name

~

SU.IL~LA meaning, "lifting

p of the hand," sugges ts that
171

172

originally this characteristic gesture was used in adoration
of the deity.

Furthermore, i t was learned that the Hebrews
JI'

/

/

ma y have come under the influence of the Gattunf!i. of the SU.,IL.LA

lite rature either through li terary penetration or through
cultural mediation of the Canaani tese

Of the remaining texts,
,'\

text four is an .L:rJbJ! prayer; a prayer of prai se to Sin.
fiv e and six are too f ragmentary to be classified.

Texts

Included

with each t ext a re photographic plates of the cuneiformo

It

as d isc9vered that Sumerian

ythology fo rms the

backdrop for this study of moon-wors hip in ancient Mesopo tamia .
Beneath the polytheistic adornments 9 the Sumerian t exts pres ent
a rationally fo rmul a ted c osmogony&

I\

Sin playe d a

ore i mportant

role · nearlier times than he d i d just prior to the fall of'
Assyria.

The de cline in pop ularity of the Moon-god in Meso,_

pota.rnia i s apparent from the di suse of the name Sin as a theophoric eleme nto

Also, the rise to power of other deiti es of ·the
,..

In

Babylonian pantheon co ntributed to the decline of Sin
anci ent Palest ine and Syr;a the worship of the
on $

te ucl

oon was com~

Wo rship of the heaven y bodies was o pposed in th e Penta9

neyerthe less$ pagan moon-worship was officially acopted

by Manasseho
The commentary in this study shows that many of the
I\

ep'thets of Sin are also characteristic of the other god
of th e epithets of the gods and kings are identicale

e

Some

Moreover ,

the re are epithe ts fou nd in these t exts whic h may be t race d
back to early Sumerian ti mes.

At a n umber of po nts there is

fo und a close correspondence between the words and art represent ations~

~here poss. blei the religious motifs and trends

173
are compared to ancient Near Eastern literature and the Hebrew
Bibleo
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